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Abstract: This multi-disciplinary paper aims to provide a roadmap for the development of an
integrated, process-intensified technology for the production of H2, NH3 and NH3-based symbi-
otic/smart fertilizers (referred to as target products) from renewable feedstock with CO2 sequestration
and utilization while addressing environmental issues relating to the emerging Food, Energy and
Water shortages as a result of global warming. The paper also discloses several novel processes,
reactors and catalysts. In addition to the process intensification character of the processes used and
reactors designed in this study, they also deliver novel or superior products so as to lower both
capital and processing costs. The critical elements of the proposed technology in the sustainable
production of the target products are examined under three-sections: (1) Materials: They include nat-
ural or synthetic porous water absorbents for NH3 sequestration and symbiotic and smart fertilizers
(S-fertilizers), synthesis of plasma interactive supported catalysts including supported piezoelectric
catalysts, supported high-entropy catalysts, plasma generating-chemical looping and natural cata-
lysts and catalysts based on quantum effects in plasma. Their performance in NH3 synthesis and
CO2 conversion to CO as well as the direct conversion of syngas to NH3 and NH3—fertilizers are
evaluated, and their mechanisms investigated. The plasma-generating chemical-looping catalysts
(Catalysts, 2020, 10, 152; and 2016, 6, 80) were further modified to obtain a highly active piezoelectric
catalyst with high levels of chemical and morphological heterogeneity. In particular, the mechanism
of structure formation in the catalysts BaTi1−rMrO3−x−y{#}xNz and M3O4−x−y{#}xNz/Si = X was
studied. Here, z = 2y/3, {#} represents an oxygen vacancy and M is a transition metal catalyst.
(2) Intensified processes: They include, multi-oxidant (air, oxygen, CO2 and water) fueled catalytic
biomass/waste gasification for the generation of hydrogen-enriched syngas (H2, CO, CO2, CH4, N2);
plasma enhanced syngas cleaning with ca. 99% tar removal; direct syngas-to-NH3 based fertilizer
conversion using catalytic plasma with CO2 sequestration and microwave energized packed bed
flow reactors with in situ reactive separation; CO2 conversion to CO with BaTiO3−x{#}x or biochar to
achieve in situ O2 sequestration leading to higher CO2 conversion, biochar upgrading for agricultural
applications; NH3 sequestration with CO2 and urea synthesis. (3) Reactors: Several patented process-
intensified novel reactors were described and utilized. They are all based on the Multi-Reaction Zone
Reactor (M-RZR) concept and include, a multi-oxidant gasifier, syngas cleaning reactor, NH3 and
fertilizer production reactors with in situ NH3 sequestration with mineral acids or CO2. The ap-
proach adopted for the design of the critical reactors is to use the critical materials (including natural
catalysts and soil additives) in order to enhance intensified H2 and NH3 production. Ultimately, they
become an essential part of the S-fertilizer system, providing efficient fertilizer use and enhanced
crop yield, especially under water and nutrient stress. These critical processes and reactors are based
on a process intensification philosophy where critical materials are utilized in the acceleration of
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the reactions including NH3 production and carbon dioxide reduction. When compared with the
current NH3 production technology (Haber–Bosch process), the proposed technology achieves higher
ammonia conversion at much lower temperatures and atmospheric pressure while eliminating the
costly NH3 separation process through in situ reactive separation, which results in the production
of S-fertilizers or H2 or urea precursor (ammonium carbamate). As such, the cost of NH3-based
S-fertilizers can become competitive with small-scale distributed production platforms compared
with the Haber–Bosch fertilizers.

Keywords: ammonia; black/piezoelectric barium titanate; CO2 splitting; CO2 utilization; Havnes effect;
hydrogen; microwave processing; multi-oxidant gasifier; multi-reaction zone reactors; nonthermal
plasma; quantum catalysts; quantum effects in plasma catalysis; reactive separation; supported high
entropy catalysts; symbiotic/smart fertilizers; syngas cleaning; syngas conversion to ammonia

1. Introduction

Scope and Structure: This is a highly multi-disciplinary, application-oriented and
unusually long research paper with extensive review. Due to these attributes, it was felt
that a guide should be provided to help the reader navigate through various strands
of science, engineering and technology. The paper could have been split into smaller,
topic-specific communications. However, the author and the editors believed that, due
to the significance of the proposed technology, a single paper is more appropriate for
providing a comprehensive proposal, albeit rather long and multi-disciplinary. Otherwise,
the connectivity between different strands of the proposed technology might disintegrate
thus denigrating its impact.

The objective is to provide a comprehensive guide for technology transfer for the pro-
duction of ammonia-based symbiotic/smart fertilizers (S-fertilizers) at small-to-medium-
sized process-intensified plants in the first instance as a technology-based solution in
preventing climate change/global warming. The long-term aim is to produce anhydrous
NH3 as transport fuel and hydrogen storage as the means of achieving more environmen-
tal impact. The elements of the proposed technology have several technology-readiness
levels, ranging from a fully commercial biomass gasifier for power generation to process-
intensified novel catalytic plasma reactors to plasma responsive catalysts based on quantum
effects in plasma, which prevent NH3 (product) decomposition in plasma space, thus mak-
ing plasma NH3 synthesis competitive. The proposed technology also utilizes natural and
renewable materials as catalysts through which they themselves are upgraded for use in
agriculture as S-fertilizers, which outperform the Classical/Current/Commercial fertilizers
(C-fertilizers) based on Haber–Bosch ammonia.

In order to achieve the above objective, we first identify the critical elements of
the proposed technology as summarized in the visual abstract. These critical elements
are: (1) Materials, including catalysts and micro-porous water absorbents for S-fertilizers;
(2) Processes, which include plasma generation using novel quantum effect catalysts,
CO2-conversion to CO, direct NH3- synthesis from H2 enhanced/N2 depleted syngas
from the multi-oxidant gasifier; (3) Multi-Reaction Zone Reactors M-RZR applied to the
design of gasifiers, syngas cleaners and plasma reactors for ammonia synthesis with in situ
sequestration using water/acid absorbents or CO2 based sequestration of NH3.

In the “Results Section”, the above “critical elements” have been illustrated with
experimental results. In each topic experimental section, methodology and equipment are
described briefly often with reference to our previous work. The new data provided indicate
the feasibility of the proposed technology with support from the recent relevant scientific
literature. In all cases, the processes, equipment, reactors, chemical plants, catalysts and
PolyHIPE Polymer (PHP) material were designed, have been built and commissioned by
the author before they were used in general research in his research group.
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In line with the structure of the experimental results, the “Conclusions and Recom-
mendations Section” is also divided into sub-sections, summarizing the important findings
relevant to the recommended technology illustrated through a process flow diagram at the
end of the paper. The techno-economic aspects of the proposed technology are provided
with emphasis on H2 generation from biomass and water as the limiting chemical for the
production of S-fertilizers, urea, nitric acid and anhydrous NH3. Due to the extensity of
the scope and multi-disciplinarity of the paper as well as the presence of several novel
concepts and inventions, the review and the references are also extensive, and hence, this
study may appear as a “review” but the data presented are new. In this respect, this paper
is an original research article.

1.1. Motivation for a Sustainable Distributed Process-Intensified Ammonia Technology

Global warming and climate change require the urgent development of novel pro-
cessing technologies in order to prevent and abate their impact on the globe and societies.
Global warming and its disruptive effects on climate are now associated with the emer-
gence of Food, Energy and Water (FEW) shortages (FEWs). It is therefore imminently
prudent to develop novel processing technologies based on renewable feedstocks and
energy with zero- or negative-carbon emission while preserving water resources and land
fertility [1]. This can only be achieved if the enabling novel processes are integrated not
only at the processing platform level but also globally (through FEW-nexus management)
so as to prevent shifting the entropy (or the footprint) burden of manufacture to other
sectors, thus resulting in the enhancement of global warming. Further, the security of food,
energy, water production, supply and distribution require small-scale locally resourced
manufacturing platforms, which should also be free from the burden of “Economies of
Scale”. To a certain extent, these attributes can be achieved by using the design philosophy
of Process Intensification (PI) [2].

However, PI by itself cannot achieve economic viability if intensified unit operations
are not integrated within the chemical plant level, so manufacturing takes place in a Process-
Intensified Plant. A more desirable manufacturing approach is to integrate the processes at
a global scale in order to minimize the entropy increase due to processing and lower the
final product cost below that of the well-established, fossil-fuel-based current technology.

An excellent example is, in fact, ammonia. As 85% ammonia is converted into fertil-
izers, including ammonium nitrate, sulfate and phosphate, these final products should
be obtained directly during ammonia synthesis. In order to achieve such a process, low-
temperature and low-pressure nonthermal catalytic plasma ammonia synthesis with in situ
sequestration through reactive separation has been achieved and highly efficient ammonia-
based fertilizers have been obtained [3]. This process not only enhances conversion to
ammonia but also results in novel “symbiotic/smart fertilizers”, which act as a synthetic
root system (capable of creating a synthetic rhizosphere within its pores), enhancing a more
efficient fertilizer delivery and water management system in which the water and nutrient
(fertilizer) path-length to the plant roots (rhizosphere) is minimized [4–6]. This type of
processing approach therefore cuts several manufacturing stages of fertilizer production
from the current technology (Haber–Bosch, HB) in which ammonia is converted to fertilizer
by aqueous phase neutralization using strong acid followed by ammonia salt crystallization.
The energy cost of HB-ammonia is 0.50 MJ/mol, which is very close to its theoretical value
of 0.48 MJ/mol, achieved over a century. On the other hand, the theoretical energy cost of
ammonia by nonthermal plasma synthesis is 0.25 MJ/mol, illustrating the motivation for
an integrated process that can deliver smart/highly efficient fertilizers at a low cost from
renewable feedstock in small-scale plants [3].

Several novel fertilizer systems, known as “smart fertilizers” are available [7–13]. They
are mainly based on hydrophilic super-absorbing polymers (SAPs) or biochar. “Symbiotic
fertilizers” introduced by the author [2–6] significantly differ from these “smart fertilizers”
with respect to their physical and chemical structure, their interactions with the roots of
plants, soil microorganisms, micronutrient and water [2–6]. The symbiotic fertilizers are
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highly porous, biologically active, hydrophilic (biodegradable) polymers where the basic
material is generically known as PolyHIPE Polymers in which their characteristics can
be changed over a wide range through processing [14,15] and chemical and biochemical
synthesis routes [3–6,16–20]. Most importantly, they associate with the plant roots and
become an integral part of the plant, forming micro-rhizosphere domains and significantly
extending the interfacial area between the plant roots and environment [3–6]. Unlike
SAPs and other soil additives such as biochar, PHP-based fertilizers can be inoculated
with microorganisms for efficient nitrogen fixation by plants, even if the plant itself is not
leguminous and unable to fix nitrogen [4–6]. The enhancement of growth and yield with
symbiotic fertilizers increases to over 300% under water and nutrient stress [3–6]. Further,
in line with the UN recommendations on the promotion of perennial crops with longer
penetrating roots [7], these symbiotic fertilizer systems can remain in the soil for decades if
needed as their biodegradability can be controlled [19,20].

Biomass growth and yield enhancements through the close proximity of the fertilizer
to plant root have now been utilized through the mechanical insertion of fertilizers using
specially developed agriculture machinery [21]. However, the efficiency of this method is
far below that achieved through synthetic rhizosphere generation with microporous soil
additives such as hydrophilic PHPs.

In this study, we propose a possible integrated interdisciplinary technology route to
achieve a substantial impact on the prevention of global warming, developing sustainable
energy and agriculture technologies through ammonia and novel smart fertilizers, thus
addressing food, energy and water issues described as FEWs. Unavoidably, such a tech-
nology is highly interdisciplinary and although well within the aims and scope of the call
for this special virtual issue publication, we will confine our attention to the most critical
elements of the proposed technology. This study provides several novel process pathways
and reactors, ranging from the laboratory to the pilot-plant scale. All of the equipment
and reactors were designed, manufactured and commissioned by the author, and here,
their performances are illustrated to show the feasibility of the individual processes and
their integration.

For brevity, we refer to such technology as “Climate Change Abatement Technolo-
gies”. We confine our scope to the following critical vectors; namely the development of:
(1) Materials; (2) Processes; and (3) Reactors, all of which should be integrated to achieve
the stated objective. Clearly, the development of these critical vectors must be seen as
model prototypes, not necessarily final products. This is necessary for the replication of the
results and assessing performance, cost and efficiency. In transferring such developments to
industrial-scale platforms, issues such as scale-up (via pilot plants with increasing capacity
and optimization), industrial-scale health-and-safety protocols, feedstock properties, cost
and product performance need to be considered within a limited operational span.

1.2. Critical Materials
1.2.1. Nano-Structured Microporous PolyHIPE Polymers (PHPs)

PolyHIPE Polymers (PHPs), also referred to as PolyHIPE, were developed at Unilever
Research Laboratories, Liverpool, UK [22] during the 1980s (the development team in-
cluded the present author) and acronymized by Unilever researchers as PHP (Polymerized
High Internal Phase Emulsion Polymer; as opposed to emulsion polymers for which the
phase volume is less than 74%). This is a highly versatile material with worldwide recogni-
tion and increasing applications; see for example Zhang et al. [19]. The attraction of PHP is
that their physical, chemical and biological structure can be controlled over a wide range
of variables, and therefore they can be used in the intensification of some processes in
agriculture (AgroProcess Intensification), biotechnology (BioProcess Intensification) and
chemical technology (Chemi-Process Intensification). The overarching driving force in
these process intensifications is entropic and called the “Confinement Phenomenon” in
which the behavior of the matter (including microorganisms and mammalian and plant
cells) is dependent on the size and biochemical nature of the confining space [2,23]. This
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hypothesis could be tested by using PolyHIPE Polymers with well-controlled architec-
ture (pore, interconnect size, etc.) and biochemical structures. Relevant to the proposed
technology, these intensified processes include: AgroProcess intensifications and ecosys-
tem development [2–6,24]. BioProcess intensifications, tissue engineering [15–18,25,26]
and Chemi-Process Intensifications address several processes and products, providing the
background to the proposed technology [2,27–29].

In order to achieve a high degree of structural uniformity in PolyHIPE Polymer,
special equipment has also been developed together with the understanding of the interac-
tions between emulsion structure formation and the prevailing fluid mechanics based on
flow-induced phase inversion [14,30–34]. For high temperature and catalyst applications,
the metallization of PolyHIPE Polymers by flow-induced electrodeless deposition was
developed [35].

Especially in AgroProcess and BioProcess Intensification applications, the most im-
portant characteristics of PHP include the control of pores and interconnecting hole sizes
as well as the biochemistry and nano-pores of the pore surface, which are essential for
the free movement of the messenger, metabolic and nutrient molecules. The pore size of
PHP often dictates the rate of proliferation, differentiation, viability and metabolic activity
in micro-organisms and mammalian cells due to the external stressor imposed by con-
finement within the PHP-pore which, however, allows cell–cell communications through
the presence of nano-pores in the pore surfaces. Therefore, functionalized PHP with a
homogeneous pore structure is necessary to achieve a collective response to a stressor,
which results in process intensification in agriculture and biology when PHP is used as
support for microorganisms or mammalian cells. It is, therefore, necessary at this stage
to choose PHP as the model critical material vector in the synthesis of smart/symbiotic
fertilizers that can enhance fertilizer and water efficiency and, in fact, fix atmospheric
nitrogen through plant roots [5–8].

1.2.2. Need for Symbiotic/Smart Fertilizers

The nexus between food-energy-water is clearly apparent from consumption and
manufacturing statistics. Potentially, 30% of global energy consumption can be supplied
sustainably by ammonia while currently 87% of industrial energy is consumed in ammonia
production of which 85% is utilized in fertilizers for agriculture, which in turn consumes
80% of global fresh water [3]. Central to the FEW nexus is fertilizer which itself has peaked
its productivity and there is a lack of a diminishing exploitable yield gap in agriculture,
indicating that increased fertilizer consumption cannot enhance agricultural yield [1,4].
Coupled with the effects of global warming on agriculture (in particular stresses associated
with water shortage, soil and air temperature rise, desertification as well as energy cost),
the limit of fertilizer-based yield enhancement requires a new approach to fertilizer design,
production and use. The proposed technology addresses these issues.

To a certain extent, the symbiotic fertilizers address water preservation and yield
enhancement, especially under water and temperature stress while reducing fertilizer
consumption through nitrogen fixation even in non-legumes [5–7]. On the other hand,
smart fertilizers cover a multitude of fertilizer systems with a prescribed function. The
main function of SAPs is slow release and water retention by soil [8], while biochar recycles
the micronutrients back into the soil, modifies its structure and provides support for soil
bacteria [8–13]. The fertilizer system introduced by Akay et al. [5–7] (acronymized as
SRS, for Synthetic Root System or Synthetic RhizoSphere) is unique because they not
only achieve fertilizer and water release to the plant roots with a diffusion path in tens of
micrometers, but they also act as micro-bioreactors for soil bacteria in the enhancement
of root infection in legumes. In the case of non-legumes, nitrogen fixation is achieved
from air through bacteria cultivated within micropores. Without any fertilizer or bacteria
within them, their function is primarily water and micronutrient absorption from the
environment and their release to the plant, while over a longer period, allowing bacterial
ingrowth thus providing a protective environment for microorganisms. In other words,
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hydrophilic PHP (with or without fertilizer) attracts plant roots (through chemi- and hydro-
tropisms), nutrients and water so as to provide an efficient environment for rhizosphere
bio-transformations. It was found that with PHP in the soil, although the plant root mass
decreases, plant biomass/yield increases [4–6], indicating the enhancement of root function.

Recently, PolyHIPE Polymer has also been used in soilless cultivation [36] in which
the above-cited attributes of PolyHIPE Polymers are utilized. Even as a non-biological
soil additive, PHPs are highly effective in the absorption of water and ionic/non-ionic
species in the soil and transferring them to the plant. PHPs can be chemically modified
to have cationic or anionic functionality in order to achieve a wide electrolyte absorption
range [3,16,19,37,38].

The level of BioProcess Intensification can reach over 100-fold but in AgroProcess
Intensification the enhancement levels are more modest, reaching 3–4-fold (300–400%).
Nevertheless, this level of plant yield enhancement, especially under water and nutrient
stress is outstanding in agriculture. The only reason for this is the ability of the plant roots
to penetrate the symbiotic fertilizer and form a synthetic rhizosphere, which is able to
acquire water and nutrients from the soil environment [4–7].

1.2.3. PolyHIPE Polymer for In Situ Ammonia Sequestration and Symbiotic/Smart
Fertilizer Generation

The cost-effectiveness of the symbiotic fertilizers can be further enhanced by using
them as sequestration agents for ammonia during ammonia synthesis. As some 85% of
current ammonia is used in fertilizer production and in agriculture, which also consumes
80% of water globally, the use of hydrophilic PHP for ammonia sequestration serves the
dual purpose of nutrient and water management in agriculture. Therefore, sulfonated or
acid (sulfuric, nitric or phosphoric) containing hydrophilic PHP was used to sequestrate
ammonia from catalytic plasma reactors through in situ reactive separation of ammonia
from the reaction medium using the novel Multi-Reaction Zone Reactors [3,39]. This results
in a significant enhancement of energy efficiency compared with no sequestration. Energy
Cost (EC) is reduced from 42.2 MJ/mol to 13.2 MJ/mol ammonia while the concentration
of ammonia in the product stream increased from 5.4 mol% to 19.4 mol% per pass. It is
possible to optimize the processing conditions in order to obtain significantly superior
outcomes which, however, should conform with industrial safety restrictions due to the
highly explosive nature of the reactants and products.

A recent analysis of ammonia cost comparison by Rouwenhorst and Lefferts [40]
showed that the most important cost item in plasma ammonia synthesis is the recovery of
ammonia and the re-circulation of unreacted nitrogen and hydrogen. This is not surprising
because, in the theoretical analysis, the outlet ammonia concentration is very low (ca. 1 v%).
However, much higher ammonia outlet concentrations are now available at ca. 12–20%
albeit at a higher energy cost [3] even without any process optimization. Therefore, the
reactive ammonia separation technique used by the author [3,39] in the sequestration of
ammonia also yields a very high outlet ammonia concentration on par with the Haber–
Bosch process (ca. 12–20 v%) with high conversion of nitrogen (ca. 40%), again, similar or
better than that achieved by HB-process. In addition, the resulting product from ammonia
sequestration is a highly versatile symbiotic fertilizer that is likely to be more effective in
terms of utilization by the plants and preventing fertilizer loss (30–50%). When viewed
in terms of the final product (symbiotic/smart fertilizer) cost, this process provides a
highly efficient fertilizer system at a significantly lower cost due to the avoidance of high
temperature, high pressure and high cost of ammonia recovery and hydrogen/nitrogen
recycle as unreacted components of the ammonia synthesis reaction.

Furthermore, in the manufacture of neat ammonia as an energy vector or in obtaining
urea fertilizer (with CO2 capture and utilization), CO2 can be used as a reversible sequestra-
tion agent to obtain ammonium carbamate as a solid product followed by heating to split
it back to ammonia and CO2. Alternatively, ammonium carbamate can be processed to
obtain urea, which can be regarded as CO2 capture and storage in soil [3]. These techniques
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described above [3,39] are ideally suitable for reaction systems like nonthermal plasma
catalytic reactions when the reaction is confined to the plasma-catalyst zone. The reactants
don’t undergo any other reaction in the product sequestration zone where only the reaction
of the product (ammonia) with the sequestration agent (acidic PHP) takes place through a
fast exothermic reaction.

1.2.4. Natural Materials for In Situ Ammonia Sequestration and Soil Additives

PolyHIPE Polymers have been used by the author in various “Confinement Phe-
nomenon” based process intensification applications due to their versatility, namely in the
control of their physical, chemical and biological characteristics, including their biodegrad-
ability and health and safety aspects. PolyHIPE Polymer allowed the determination
of the optimum characteristics (pore and interconnect size, pore volume and surface
(bio)chemistry) for any given application. Once these characteristics are determined, other
natural materials may be used as an alternative to PolyHIPE Polymer. Three notable natural
materials can be used as an alternative, which are already used as soil conditioners and
smart fertilizers. They are biochar [8–13,41–43], bioash from the gasification or combustion
of biomass [44–50] and leonardites [51–57]. Unlike biochar and ash, leonardites are avail-
able as mineable organo-mineral deposits, usually above the lignite fields. Although in
principle, these natural soil additives can be used with a minimum of modification, they are
still modified in order to enhance their desired properties including water uptake, surface
area, concentration and accessibility of active sites for water and nutrient absorption. These
can be achieved by acid treatment, which nevertheless strips metals as micronutrients
for the plants. Leonardite has a significantly higher water absorption capacity due to the
presence of humic and fulvic acids. However, leonardites have low nutrient content and
their effectiveness without water stress in agriculture is not clear even in the supply of
soil organic carbon [51]. Nevertheless, they can be used as acid carriers (which improves
their soil additive characteristics without stripping micronutrients) for the sequestration
of ammonia.

Further, as natural materials, the range of variability of their physical-chemical struc-
tures is very wide and the scope of modification of their structure is limited and costly.
Therefore, in the present developmental stage, PolyHIPE Polymer provides an ideal model
substrate for the repeatability and understanding of the prevailing mechanisms. As they
can be made biodegradable within a controlled time span, they can also be used as an ideal
scaffold for symbiotic/smart fertilizers and achieving sequestration in Multi-Reaction Zone
Reactors as shown previously [3,39]. In Multi-Reaction Zone Reactor systems, ammonia is
produced in Reaction Zone-1 by a catalytic plasma reaction, and the resulting ammonia is
sequestrated in Reaction Zone-2 by using acid-containing sulfonated PolyHIPE Polymer to
form symbiotic/smart fertilizer. Alternatively, the sequestration is carried out by CO2 to
form ammonium carbamate, which can be recovered as a solid and used in urea production
or the recovery of ammonia by heating the solid ammonium carbamate above 80 ◦C [3,39].

1.2.5. Heterogeneous Catalysts

Plasma-induced vibrationally and electronically excited small molecules together with
other reactive species such as radicals, ions and free electrons generated from small gaseous
molecules such as H2, N2, O2, CO2, CH4, have been utilized in several environmentally
and industrially important synthesis and processes. These energy-related highly impor-
tant processes include, notably, NH3 synthesis, CO2-splitting and conversion to higher
hydrocarbon chemicals, CH4-reforming, N2-fixation/NOx generation from air for HNO3
synthesis and direct synthesis of ammonia-based novel fertilizers with or without CO2
utilization. The energy efficiency of these processes can be further increased by using
catalysts, in particular, plasma-responsive catalysts. Rouwenhorst et al. [58] have provided
a highly comprehensive review of catalytic plasma-based ammonia synthesis, which is also
relevant to other energy-related catalytic plasma processes. More recently, Yan et al. [59]
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have given a review of catalytic plasma applied to several energy-related processes with a
list of recent papers.

There has been significant progress in the understanding of the mechanisms of plasma
reactions through experimental and theoretical studies. It is now understood that plasma
reactions can be enhanced significantly in the presence of the catalysts in the above-cited
energy-related reactions [59–81]. However, in the presence of catalysts, the mechanisms of
plasma reactions differ significantly from thermochemical catalysts. Plasma activation of
reactants via the formation of radicals often opens pathways that are thermodynamically
impossible for ground-state reactants; in that case, the use of traditional catalysts is likely
to be counterproductive as these will catalyze the reverse reaction, back to reactants [58].

1.2.6. Heterogeneous Catalysts for Plasma Processes

The choice of the catalyst is less determined by chemical properties and more by
properties influencing discharge characteristics (e.g., dielectric properties and morphology),
thereby influencing the plasma-phase dissociation of activated molecules [58]. A method
to modify the plasma by radicals was first proposed by Akay et al. [3,67,69,70] who used a
mix of dielectric materials (silanated silica with or without BaTiO3) as support for transi-
tion metal catalysts in the plasma reactor. The dielectric support material (paramagnetic
or ferromagnetic) acts as a plasma catalyst promoter (PCP), which modifies the plasma
characteristics whereas the transition metal catalyst performs the catalytic function. How-
ever, it was also shown that during the microwave-induced synthesis of the supported
catalysts, BaTiO3 underwent a paraelectric-to-ferroelectric-to-piezoelectric phase transition,
Akay [3,39,67,82,83]. Therefore, BaTiO3 now acted as a piezoelectric catalyst activated by
microwave radiation in air converting nitrogen to NOx through a local (in micrometer
size domains) chemical-looping process in plasma. The transition from ferroelectric to
the piezoelectric phase also proceeds under plasma at a slower rate over a long period
of on-stream in nonthermal plasma reactors [3,39,67]. This phase transition is primarily
detected [39,67,83] by XRD of BaTiO3 when the reversal of the intensities at the following
Bragg angles 45.1◦ and 45.5◦ corresponding to the reflections (002) and (200), respectively,
as shown by Akay [83]. Microwave irradiation and exposure to plasma also result in
extensive physical and chemical structural changes in BaTiO3 as detected by SEM at high
magnifications [83], as well as color change from white to brown and then to black.

The piezoelectric phase transition in BaTiO3 is permanent and the catalyst activation
(electron–hole pair generation) is achieved through mechanical strain. During the plasma
reactions, fluctuations in plasma power, either intentionally (as in pulse plasma [68,83]) or
random-spatial stresses due to plasma and thermal transients, will activate the piezoelectric
catalysts. It is, therefore, necessary to identify the phase distribution in perovskites used as
catalysts or plasma catalysis promoters.

Although heterogeneous catalysts benefit from high levels of porosity and interconnec-
tivity for the accessibility of the catalytic sites, there is a major difference between thermal
and plasma catalysis. As plasmas can only be generated in (sub)-micron or greater size
pores, oxides of highly porous structures with pore sizes below 1 µm and large internal sur-
face areas are not beneficial for maximum interaction between the active metal catalyst and
the plasma [5] and the pore size in plasma catalysts should be larger than the Debye length,
which is defined by the electron density and temperature in the plasma [58–61,66]. In most
plasma reactors and processing conditions, this translates to a pore/pore interconnect size
of several 100 nanometers [58].

1.2.7. Plasma–Catalyst Interactions

By definition, thermochemical catalysts or indeed catalyst support do not undergo
any structural changes during reaction. However, catalytic plasma reactions appear to be
symbiotic/synergistic; plasma modifies the catalyst structure, which in turn modifies the
plasma [67–71]. As heterogeneous catalysts are almost all supported, the activity of the sup-
port (usually porous metal oxides/zeolites or silica/carbon/graphene) also strongly affects
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the catalyst and plasma reactions through their direct involvement [71–83]. Therefore, in
the design of plasma-catalysts, the understanding of plasma reaction mechanisms through
experiments and modelling is crucial. Conversely, the reaction mechanisms should also
take into account the structures of the catalyst and its support.

In thermochemical catalysts, the catalytic activity decays due to poisoning [84], for ex-
ample, carbon deposition. In plasma reactions, conversion and selectivity can increase [74]
with time until the interaction between plasma and structural modification of the catalyst
reaches equilibrium. The removal of plasma in the catalytic plasma Fischer–Tropsch synthe-
sis causes rapid decay of the catalyst activity due to carbon deposition but the restoration
of the plasma reverses the catalyst poisoning [74]. Similar results were also obtained in
catalytic CO2 hydrogenation with or without plasma [85]. The absence of catalyst poi-
soning is of major industrial importance and therefore, in the cost comparisons between
thermochemical and plasma methods, it should be taken into consideration.

Reactors with separate plasma and catalytic reaction zones (post-plasma reactors) are
only useful for the long lifetime plasma generated reactive species with short residence
time [58]. Otherwise, plasma generation and catalytic reaction should almost be simulta-
neous and take place in the same zone (in-plasma reactors) [58]. Having established the
importance of in-plasma reactors, the same consideration also applies to catalyst design.
As pointed out by Rouwenhorst et al. [58], the majority of the pores in a typical support
material are smaller than 50 nm, and only plasma-activated species with a sufficiently long
lifetime can penetrate into the pores, while most other species recombine or decay to the
ground state before reaching the active catalyst surface within the pores. Thus, the contri-
bution of the external surface area is likely to dominate in most cases [58]. The modification
of plasma characteristics in the plasma space through the application of an electric field
and dielectric packing will affect both the electron temperature and plasma chemistry.

Plasma catalysis proceeds on the catalyst surface affecting the absorbed species not
necessarily penetrating into the catalyst interior due to Debye-length restrictions. It is,
therefore, possible to enhance surface reactions through the choice of packing material as
well as catalyst. As a packing material, for the modification of plasma characteristics, ferro-
electrics with high dielectric constants yield significantly higher conversion and efficiency
compared with dielectric materials [69,70,74,86–93]. Gomez-Ramirez et al. [88–90] used
glass and Al2O3 as dielectrics and BaTiO3 and lead zirconate titanate (PZT) as ferroelectrics
to demonstrate the effect of the packing material on the plasma current and ammonia
yield in a packed-bed reactor. Both measures of high plasma efficiency were achieved
with ferroelectrics compared with dielectrics. PZT performed better than BaTiO3 (Curie
temperature is ca. 120 ◦C) due to the high Curie temperature of PZT. Even if the reactor
wall temperature were to be below the Curie temperature, local temperatures within the
packing material can exceed the Curie temperature thus transforming the ferroelectric
structure to dielectric.

In nonthermal catalytic plasma reactions, the catalytic enhancement of selectivity and
conversion can be attributed to two distinct effects: (1) Promotion of plasma as described
above and (2) Promotion of catalytic (active) sites. As both effects result in the same
outcome, they can both be regarded as catalysts. However, the promotion of plasma is
often achieved through the use of very high dielectric constant ferroelectrics, below the
Curie temperature, rather than dielectrics. These plasma promoters essentially enhance the
reactions on their surface and in the plasma space and are therefore referred to as Plasma
Catalysis Promoters (PCPs) [67,69,70,74]. As packing materials, they are often used as large
particles (1–5 mm) so as to create large inter-particle plasma zones. They have almost no
porosity with a surface area of no more than 1 m2/g.

1.2.8. Supported Nano-Catalysts with Semi-Conductor Characteristics and Crystal Defects

We have already discussed the desirable catalyst structures for plasma reactions. The
emphasis should be given to the catalyst morphology of low-cost transition elements rather
than costly noble metals, which are more widely used in thermochemical reactions. Cur-
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rently, the emphasis in plasma catalysts is on the development of defect-rich morphologies,
which will enhance the accessibility and concentration of active sites such as step sites
(preferential reflection), as well as lattice vacancies that can be created without having to
dope catalysts. However, the quantification of the structural heterogeneity (electronic and
geometric) in the supported heterogeneous catalysts is still lacking.

Unlike all supported metal catalysts, catalysts developed by Akay [82,83] are syn-
thesized from a liquid state in which the catalyst(s) precursor(s) (usually nitrate salt(s) in
water) and support precursor (usually silane-coated SiO2 or TiO2 or their combination in
water) are present in the combined precursor fluid. This fluid can also contain perovskite
particles such as BaTiO3. Only the surface of the agglomerated SiO2 (or TiO2) particles is
silane-coated and these particles are available in the nominal size range of 4–12 nm. The
precursor fluid has low shear viscosity but high extensional viscosity even at very high
catalyst support concentration due to silica particle stabilization by silane coating. The
combined precursor fluid can contain small particles (ca. 50 µm) of co-support/co-catalyst
(such as BaTiO3) particles as plasma promoters/co-catalysts. When the combined precursor
fluid is subjected to microwave irradiation in air, film boiling takes place, forming thin
liquid films due to the high extensional viscosity (and elasticity) of the fluid. The film thick-
ness is ca. 100 nm–100 µm, depending on the rheological characteristics of the combined
precursor fluid as well as the concentration of the dissolved and dispersed constituents of
the precursor fluid. As the precursor fluid becomes viscous, the film thickness increases
and the dispersed particulate phase is trapped within the film.

These films are responsible for the co-assembly of the catalyst and catalyst support,
which also undergoes de-agglomeration and de-aggregation forming nano-scale molecular
assemblies [82,83]. When the films collapse back into the precursor fluid, they have already
undergone co-assembly. Water evaporation and catalyst salt decomposition at the air-water-
silane interface result in the stabilization of the thin films as the reactions at the air-water or
air-solid interfaces are very rapid in the presence of reactive species including hydroxyl
ions [82,83,94–96]. However, upon re-entry into the bulk solution, they do not re-dissolve
in the fluid but accumulate as layers of long thin strips. Following water evaporation, the
resulting porous solid mass undergoes catalyst precursor decomposition provided that the
microwave power input is above a threshold. This critical microwave power is dependent
on the catalyst loading and the atomic number of the catalyst. In the case of binary and
tertiary catalysts, the critical power is reduced substantially. The decomposition of the
catalyst nitrate salt is very rapid and auto-catalytic due to the fact that the surface reactions
are very fast at the air–water interface [82,83,94–96]. Depending on the type of catalyst and
microwave power, the whole process typically ranges from 1 to 4 min.

For brevity, we represent these silica-supported single catalysts as M/Si = X where X
is the molar ratio of the catalyst (M) and SiO2 support (Si). In the case of binary catalysts
(M1) and (M2), they are represented as M1/M2/Si = X/Y/Z. When BaTiO3 (BT) was
used as a co-catalyst in silica-supported single catalysts, the structure was represented as
{M/Si = X}/BT = Y. In all cases, X, Y, and Z are the molar ratios. The structures of M/Si = X,
M1/M2/Si = X/Y/Z or {M/Si = X}/BT = Y were evaluated through extensive TEM and SEM
studies [82,83] and a tentative mechanism was proposed [83]. These catalysts with a semi-
conductor type of structure are highly porous (porosity ca. 70% with a nominal tap density
of ca. 0.2 g/cm3) and have a hierarchic pore structure that allows the penetration of plasma
into the pores thus creating 10–100 µm size plasma zones. However, another important
reason for plasma penetration into the catalyst pores is their semi-conductor structure. Such
catalytic structures thus allow the utilization of the catalyst interior regions making the
catalyst surface area meaningful. Typically, the surface area decays from the surface area of
silica (~300 m2/g) to 100 m2/g as the catalyst loading is increased to ca. 70 mol%. BaTiO3,
as a plasma catalysis promotor, and these catalysts at a loading of 20 mol% have been used
in nonthermal plasma reactions including ammonia synthesis [67,69], direct conversion
of CH4 to hydrogen and higher hydrocarbons [70], Fischer–Tropsch synthesis [74], CO2
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splitting [86,87], CH4 dry reforming [97,98], in all of which high conversions have been
achieved over a period of several days without decay in plasma activity.

1.2.9. Microwave-Induced Plasma Generating Catalysts

More recently [83], it was shown that both BaTiO3 and these catalysts could generate
plasma in air when subjected to microwave irradiation, producing NO and NO2 when the
molar ratio of the catalyst and the support, SiO2, is approximately greater than 1/2. Exten-
sive SEM and XRD and Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) studies showed that
the catalysts had a high degree of chemical and morphological heterogeneity as determined
through the spatial distribution of oxygen concentration and the catalyst/support ratio,
both of which result in morphological heterogeneity.

Furthermore, although they are termed as supported catalysts, their structure, proper-
ties and response in plasma reactions are different from the classical supported catalysts.
They undergo structural change during plasma reactions over an extended period (sev-
eral days) but the chemical and morphological heterogeneity increase with microwave
irradiation within minutes.

In this study, the characteristics of these catalysts and the mechanism of structure for-
mation as a result of processing under the combined radiation (microwave or UV) and flow
have been evaluated. Combined with their performance in various reactions, these analyses
help us engineer plasma-responsive heterogeneous supported catalysts with high activ-
ity and quantifiable heterogeneity. In the understanding of the catalyst–plasma-reaction
interactions, we also consider inherent quantum effects present due to the nano-structure
of these catalyst systems and catalyst porogenesis which results in the generation of dusty
(complex, non-ideal) plasma.

1.3. Critical Processes
1.3.1. Gasification

The annual renewable energy potential of global biomass waste is approximately
eight times that of the global energy demand [99,100]. This energy source compares well
with wind-based energy potential (ca. seven times) but is well below that of solar energy
at ca. 100-fold. However, compared with wind and solar energy resources, the spatial
distribution of biomass is narrow and near the population centers thus easier to harvest
and utilize [67,99]. Further, unused biomass undergoes bacterial degradation and emits
biogenic CO2 as well as more potent greenhouse gases such as CH4 and NOx. Biomass is
also the only renewable source of carbon (and its derivatives) that can always be captured
and utilized as soil additive (biochar and bio-ash from gasification) in order to achieve net
negative greenhouse gas emission.

In recent years, there has been a concerted drive for the techno-economic feasibility, life
cycle and environmental impact assessments of bioenergy from various types of biomass
and biomass waste and the means of achieving the most efficient biomass-to-energy-
and-chemicals conversion [67,99–115]. These studies show that bioenergy with carbon
capture and storage (BECCS) has the potential to limit global warming by providing
net negative greenhouse gas emissions [100–110]. In biomass-to-chemicals conversion,
including ammonia production and in bioenergy applications, hydrogen is always the
limiting chemical. Compared to electrolysis and fossil-based processes with carbon capture,
only BECCS can provide carbon-negative hydrogen and this route is more favorable as
regards human health impact and near-term economics [100,109].

According to the above-cited analyses, the thermochemical conversion of biomass to
bioenergy and chemicals using gasification is the most energy-efficient process with the lowest
environmental impact, as also determined by the exergy measure of impact [99–101,110–115].
It is also interesting to note that compared with the biological route, the thermochemical
conversion of biomass is the preferred option, mainly due to very rapid conversion rate, its
robustness and flexibility.
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Biomass-based energy-chemical production facilities, including gasification, however,
carry the burden of “Economies of Scale” and therefore a high degree of innovation is
necessary to circumvent these disadvantages [67,99]. This is because of the fact that the
availability and characteristics of biomass are localized and the gasifiers must be small-
scale, typically 1–5 MWe in capacity per reactor. However, the downstream processes such
as syngas cleaning, direct power generation from clean syngas using internal combustion
engine or gas engine generators or syngas-to-chemicals conversions can be carried out
at higher capacities since at that stage, to a large extent, syngas loses its source identity.
Higher capacity syngas processing is therefore carried out by combining outputs from
several gasifiers, typically at 20–50 MWe. However, the economic viability of bio-syngas as
feedstock is highly dependent on the price stability and relatively high cost of natural gas
and electricity. This represents an important impediment to the development of bioenergy
and fully commercial gasifier—syngas cleaning—syngas conversion technologies.

Gasification is a complex technology due to feedstock variability. When air is used as
the oxidant in the gasifier, a high concentration of nitrogen (ca. 50%) and oxygenates are
present in syngas, which lowers its calorific value and processing efficiency and increases
toxin emissions. Low calorific value syngas cannot be used in continuous electricity gener-
ation as small fluctuations in calorific value cause disruption to the gas engine electricity
generation. Hence, oxygen-enriched air, water, chemical looping agents or carbon dioxide
as oxidation agents are used to increase the calorific value and make syngas-to-chemical
conversion more efficient [67,99,101,105,106].

In this study, we confine our attention to biomass-based sustainable energy, ammonia
and smart fertilizer production through gasification, CO2 utilization, syngas upgrading
and syngas cleaning followed by conversion of clean syngas to ammonia and/or sym-
biotic/smart fertilizers through catalytic plasma processes. We also report the results
obtained from 2 MWe and 50 kWe scale gasifiers in which real biomass was used and the
produced syngas were subjected to tar removal/syngas cleaning processes. In the case
of the 2 MWe gasifier, clean syngas was used in electricity generation. However, due to
the complexity and scope of such an undertaking, we used a model syngas (with no tar
or contaminants) in the catalytic plasma conversion to ammonia and subsequent fertilizer
production with CO2 sequestration. It is important to use real biomass in gasification
as model compounds do not undergo successive physical-chemical transformations as
biomass does. The understanding of these changes is essential in scale-up, start-up, shut-
down and continuous power production or syngas conversion to chemicals or fertilizers.

1.3.2. Syngas Cleaning

In the case of the down-draft fixed-bed gasifiers developed by the author, the existing
syngas cleaning technology based on commercial Wet Electrostatic Precipitators (for tar
and particulate removal) or direct syngas scrubbing were sufficient to produce electricity
through gas engine generators at large scales (500 kWe–2 MWe) using various biomass
feedstock [67,99,114]. However, further tar removal or conversion of tars to low molecular
mass hydrocarbons is necessary for the conversion of syngas to liquid fuels or chemicals,
including ammonia [3,74,103–107,110–112,114–124].

Essentially, there are two techniques for tar removal, which involve cracking of the tar
molecules to smaller molecules or removal of the tars through absorption or precipitation
via syngas washing. In situ tar cracking within the gasifier (primary tar cracking) is clearly
the preferred option as it does not require an additional unit operation and it can utilize
the heat generated within the gasifier. In situ tar cracking enhances the calorific value
of the syngas by ca. 10% and hence the processing efficiency. In order to enhance in
situ tar cracking, it is possible to use thermochemical catalysts [117] which, however, can
have adverse implications on cost and environmental impact. Further, there is no specific
additive for general-purpose tar cracking applications suitable for all biomass/biomass
waste gasification [118]. However, CaO minerals [119–121], which have an array of cat-
alytic metals, are often utilized as natural catalysts and are capable of sequestrating acidic
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compounds including HCl and SOx as well as being used as a chemical-looping agent for
biomass oxidation in gasification [118–121].

In most applications, in situ tar cracking must be followed by syngas scrubbing
(and drying) to remove the particulates and water-soluble components in syngas. This
process thus further removes the tars with high dew-point and the resulting syngas can
be used in gas engine electricity generators [99,114,122]. However, when converting
syngas to valuable chemicals, such as liquid fuels and methanol, more stringent cleaning
is necessary [122–124]. These methods include thermal plasma as a means of tar cracking
and co-gasification [125–127].

1.3.3. Gasifier Ash as Micronutrient-Rich Soil Additive

As ash from the gasification of some waste streams can contain harmful components
such as heavy metals, their ash (also known as fly ash) cannot be used in agriculture.
However, ash from biomass/biomass waste from controlled sources is suitable both as a
soil additive and a source of micronutrients. Therefore, it can be classified as bio-ash to
reflect its source and generation.

In dealing with biological and chemical toxins in contaminated biomass, maximum
gasifier temperature and the residence time in the maximum temperature zone (oxidation
zone) are regulated, which can affect the calorific value and the biomass-to-fuel conversion
efficiency as well as the capital and operating costs of the gasifier. This is because the high-
temperature requirement (for the destruction of toxins, ca. 1200 ◦C) increases the capital
cost. The solid material (fly ash) from the gasifier contains carbon at 2–25 wt% [44–46].
Regulatory authorities in the UK limit the amount of carbon in ash to less than 5 wt%.
In order to achieve this condition, gasifier outlet temperatures are kept high or a second
oxidation zone is added to the gasifier [39,67]. Although ash-carbon reduction enhances
syngas output, overall energy efficiency is lowered due to higher temperature at the gasifier
outlet. An alternative method is to use bio-ash from the gasifier as a micronutrient-rich
soil additive to improve ecosystem and crop yield [47–49] or other applications [50]. The
presence of high carbon concentration in bio-ash can be justified on the grounds of gasifier
efficiency and the economic benefits of gasifier bio-ash. Biomass-derived ash from the
gasifier would have a higher concentration of micro-nutrient (metals) compared with
pyrolysis biochar.

1.3.4. Tars as a Natural Herbicide and Pesticide

Tars from wood represent a class of natural herbicides and pesticides [4,5,128–132].
The use of tars and pitch oil from the pyrolysis of wood (mainly pine and birch) has a
long history of use in communities as a disinfectant and the current trend is seen as a
revival [133,134]. The use of tars from biomass/biomass waste in agriculture will not have
the same restriction as domestic use. Therefore, following tar cracking, a second stage of
dry tar deposition/precipitation can be implemented using suitable absorbents such as
sulfonated-nitrated PolyHIPE Polymers. They not only remove tars but also metal ions
because such polymers behave like surfactants. Tar-loaded PolyHIPE Polymers are then
recycled back into the soil as micro-nutrients, herbicides/pesticides, water absorbents and
soil conditioners.

1.4. Critical Process-Intensified Reactors
1.4.1. Process Intensification (PI)

The critical reactors for the proposed sustainable ammonia and smart-symbiotic fertil-
izer production based on biomass (as a source of carbon and hydrogen) with or without
CO2 capture and utilization should be based on Process Intensification (PI). This approach
is necessary for techno-economic reasons since the production facilities are distributed
(locally operated), small scale (ca. 5–50 MWe energy output as opposed to >500 MWe plants
based on current centralized plants), and the capital and running costs must be competitive.
Several other attributes of process-intensified plants make them ideal for small-scale opera-
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tions without the burden of economies of scale [2,3,39,67,135]. The important facilitators
for intensification in such reactors include [2]: (a) Large surface area density (surface area
per unit volume) for heat and mass transfer; (b) Presence of at least one “intensification
field” such as electrical, plasma, microwave or UV radiation field; (c) In situ separation of
products to shift the chemical equilibrium or to prevent product decomposition; (d) The
existence of a driving force for diffusion and reaction such as reactive in situ separation
of products, catalysts with accessibility of reactive sites and short diffusion path for the
reactants and products.

The facilitation of PI by reactive separation with easy accessibility of reactive sites
requires a barrier/resistance-free diffusion path to the reaction zones (low activation
energy). However, this concept has not been implemented in reactor designs in non-
intensified reactors. In situ separation is often carried out using membranes, including ion
transport dense membrane reactors, which function through electrochemical or catalytic
reaction pathways [3,67,136–141]. Ionic membranes are most useful for separations at
high temperatures (ca. 800 ◦C) encountered, for example, in gasification [67]. The specific
separation processes include: hydrogen separation from syngas, oxygen enrichment of
air or oxygen separation from air [3,139] or separation of oxygen from reaction mixtures,
such as those encountered in CO2 splitting [141], and when a specific gaseous molecule
needs to be permeated [3,138,139]. Nevertheless, a membrane barrier still restricts the rate
of permeation; requiring ionization at the feed side membrane surface, diffusion through
the dense membrane and recombination at the permeate side of the membrane. Permeation
can be enhanced by the application of an electric field across the membranes [3,67,139].

Recent reviews [80,142,143] and advances in novel reactors with absorption in gasifica-
tion [144,145], catalytic plasma-based ammonia synthesis, Fischer–Tropsch, dry reforming
of methane and CO2 splitting are available [3,39,146–152]. In particular, thermochemical
equilibrium analysis by Hessel et. al. [148,151] lead to novel ammonia, hydrogen and
synthetic fuel production from CO2 processes and reactors. Although no industrial-scale
plasma-based ammonia or other energy conversion plants are present, ozone production
plants at an industrial scale are available. Ammonia produced by nonthermal plasma at at-
mospheric pressures is particularly suitable for reactive/absorption-based separations since
the temperature and pressure swings required are not as significant as those encountered in
the Haber–Bosch process. In situ separation of ammonia is important to shift the reaction
to its formation as well as reduce the burden on the downstream separation and unreacted
gas recycling. Non-reactive separation is carried out using absorbents when anhydrous
ammonia is produced in a second desorption stage [146,147]. The absorption and desorp-
tion stages operate in tandem [142,143]. The efficiency gained in ammonia synthesis with
product absorption is affected by the absorption capacity, absorbent porosity characteristics
and the temperatures of the product outlet and absorption and desorption stages.

1.4.2. Multi-Reaction Zone Reactors (M-RZR) for Ammonia and Symbiotic Fertilizer
Production and In Situ Sequestration/Separation

In situ separation of ammonia through absorption on suitable absorbents yields signif-
icant ammonia cost reduction [3,39,149]. The reactive separation techniques introduced by
Akay [3,39] are particularly suitable for nonthermal plasma synthesis of ammonia or in-
deed other energy-related synthesis or CO2 splitting. It is based on the fact that in catalytic
plasma reactions, the reaction is predominantly localized in the plasma zone. If the product
can react with the reactive absorbent or sequestration material, placed in the vicinity of
the plasma reaction zone, then ammonia is removed from the plasma reaction zone and
immobilized. This process does not require any discrete barriers between the plasma
reaction zone and the sequestration zone [3,39]. It was further observed and theoretically
demonstrated that the diffusion of ammonia towards the sequestration zone is accelerated
if the sequestration of ammonia is exothermic, which creates zero ammonia concentration
on the sequestration material. As a sequestration material, sulfonated PolyHIPE Polymer
(s-PHP) particles were used with a variety of mineral acids (sulfuric, nitric or phosphoric
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acids or their combination) absorbed by s-PHP. Therefore, the resulting material is a symbi-
otic fertilizer that acts as a synthetic root system enhancing plant growth and crop yield,
especially under water stress, as demonstrated previously [4–6].

It was also demonstrated that CO2 gas can be injected into the emerging ammonia
gas stream, which, upon cooling below 80 ◦C, forms solid ammonium carbamate [39]. The
process can be carried out in a fluidized bed reactor seeded with ammonium carbamate
particles using cold CO2. Enlarged ammonium carbamate particles are then recovered to
obtain urea or allowed to decompose above 80 ◦C to yield CO2 and NH3. This process is
therefore useful in obtaining anhydrous ammonia and will benefit from the low ammonia
synthesis temperature in order to facilitate the sequestration reaction. Clearly, this process
illustrates the importance of low-temperature and low-pressure catalytic plasma processes
in ammonia synthesis.

To achieve in situ separation in catalytic plasma synthesis, a novel reactor system was
developed. Figure 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of this reactor, called Multi-Reaction
Zone Reactor (M-RZR) [3,39]. In M-RZR, catalytic plasma ammonia synthesis takes place
in Reaction Zone-1. Produced ammonia preferentially diffuses to Reaction Zone-2 where it
reacts with the sequestration agent (acidic PolyHIPE Polymer) to form symbiotic fertilizer.
It is possible to use alternative sequestration agents such as acid-absorbed leonardite
or biochar to enhance their nitrogen content. When CO2 is used as the sequestration
agent, the design of Reaction Zone-2 is different; this reaction zone is now a fluidized
bed operating below 80 ◦C. However, in both cases, there are no discrete barriers present
between the reaction zones and the product gases (ammonia) migrate from the plasma
reaction zone to the sequestration zone under an entropic driving force due to an exothermic
sequestration reaction.
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Figure 1. Multi-Reaction Zone Catalytic Reactor with application to ammonia synthesis (@RZ-1) and
its subsequent sequestration either @RZ-2 (reaction with CO2 to obtain ammonium carbamate for
urea production or anhydrous NH3 after decomposition and separation) or @RZ-3 (neutralization
with acid within the pores of a carrier, such as sulfonated PolyHIPE Polymer, S-PHP). For general
applications of the M-RZR system, the reactants A1 and A2 enter into the reaction zone RZ-1 and
form two gaseous products B1 and B2. They are sequestrated separately by the sequestration agents,
A3 and A4 at the reaction zones RZ-3 and RZ-2 respectively thus forming the products, B3 and B4.
Reprinted with permission from American Chemical Society, Sustainable Chemistry and Engineering,
2017, 5, 11588–11606 (Reference [3]).
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The spontaneous removal of NH3 shifts the equilibrium towards the product and hence
conversion and selectivity are enhanced resulting in energy efficiency. For example [3,39],
it is possible to obtain ca. 40% nitrogen conversion per pass with ca. 20% ammonia con-
centration in the product stream. The resulting Energy Cost (EC) is ca. 13 MJ/mol NH3,
which is nearly an order of magnitude lower than a single plasma reactor without seques-
tration [3,69]. This technique also eliminates the costly process of recovery of unreacted
hydrogen and nitrogen from ammonia so that they can be recirculated.

Process Intensification in reactors has several well-known features including in situ
product separation through selective membranes, enhancement of surface area density for
heat and mass transfer, carrier mediation, imposition of a PI processing facility such as
electric, ultra-sound, plasma or stress (flow) fields [2–4,14–18,24–30,39,67,70]. Furthermore,
the combination of such intensification fields and PI methods can result in hybrid reactors
with extraordinary levels of intensification [39,67,82]. In diffusion-controlled processes
or reactions, the reduction of the diffusion path is clearly a target for PI, which can be
achieved by using reactors or catalysts with three levels of length scales, especially in gas
phase reactions; (1) Macroscopic level for convective transfer, which is always necessary
for industrial-scale application, (2) Nano level for mass transfer and (3) Microscopic level
for reactor connectivity between the macroscopic and nano-scale levels of the reactor [2,3].
In fact, this concept already exists in physiological processes where mass transfer can take
place through lipid bilayers, which can be further facilitated through neural control [153].
Chemical reactors modelled on physiological processes can have significant PI attributes
when they are supplemented by structured catalysts operating at high temperatures and
pressures in the presence of additional PI fields such as electric, plasma and microwave.

Nevertheless, physical barriers, however small in scale, provide heat and mass trans-
fer restrictions and are dependent on the availability of suitable materials with desired
selectivity and inertness characteristics under long-term operation conditions such as those
encountered in membrane separations and reactions. Therefore, a new processing and
reactor strategy should be devised and applied to catalytic reactions where even the nano-
scale barriers and the thermodynamic equilibrium restrictions are eliminated to reduce
the number of reaction stages. In this respect, the current ammonia synthesis is an ideal
target for the demonstration of such concepts. Clearly, such a process cannot be applicable
in general reaction engineering but its application to energy-intensive processes such as
ammonia synthesis and other energy conversion processes is likely to make a real impact
on the prevention of global warming especially if these processes are integrated at a global
scale to deliver further energy and cost savings.

2. Globally Integrated Process-Intensified Sustainable Hydrogen, Ammonia and
Fertilizer Production with CO2 Sequestration: A Roadmap

Following the above review and the basis of globally integrated process intensifica-
tion in the development of sustainable food, energy and water production, we propose a
roadmap to illustrate the connectivity, economic and technological symbiosis of these pro-
duction platforms. It is this integration and symbiosis that makes the proposed technology
sustainable and prevents the burden of greenhouse emissions from shifting between these
fundamental sectors. This roadmap is applied to the production of symbiotic and smart
fertilizer and ammonia-based fertilizer derivatives based on critical materials and unit
operations described above. The investigated technology platforms do not exclude some of
the fossil-fuel-based raw material inputs such as CH4, CO2, CO and bio-ash/biochar and
mineral/carbon-based materials such as leonardite, as their use for some time is inevitable.

The current research is based on the technology roadmap shown in Figure 2. Central to
this technology is the Multi-Reaction Zone Reactor. M-RZR (shown in Figure 1) with inputs
including: (1) Plasma power source; (2) Catalysts; (3) Functional microporous polymers
such as PolyHIPE Polymers, PHPs, (or equivalent) and natural carbon-based materials
including biochar/bio-ash and leonardite. The raw material inputs include: (1) H2 either
from water or CH4 (as currently practiced) or from biogas; (2) Syngas (containing CO,
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CO2; N2; H2; CH4 as the main components the proportion of which is dependent on the
processing conditions) from various sources including from biomass (either as energy crops
or most desirably biomass-waste) through gasification as well as N2 from air. When H2
is generated from the gasification of biomass/biomass waste, the inputs into the gasifier
include biomass as well as O2 and N2 from air and H2O as the source of oxygen and
hydrogen. The gasification plant includes the gasifier reactor, gas cleaning and hydrogen-
enrichment units.
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Figure 2. Overall technology map illustrating the position of: (a) Type of feedstock used for hydrogen,
ammonia, symbiotic-smart fertilizer and urea production using Multi-Reaction Zone Reactor (M-RZR)
system and gasification of biomass/waste; (b) Hydrogen generated from methane (blue hydrogen)
or water or biogas for direct use in catalytic plasma ammonia synthesis; (c) Direct use of gasification
generated syngas as feedstock; (d) Use of fully renewable feedstock (biomass/waste, water and air)
for heat/power and syngas generation for ammonia and ammonia derivatives; (e) Gasification plant
with its major components for syngas and heat/power generation; (f) Catalytic M-RZR plant with
sulfonated PolyHIPE Polymer (S-PHP) or carbon dioxide as irreversible sequestration agents for
symbiotic/smart fertilizers (S-F) and ammonium carbamate (AC) for urea production and carbon
dioxide utilization; (g) Use of carbon dioxide as reversible sequestration agent for ammonium
carbamate production and subsequent decomposition for anhydrous ammonia production; (h) Major
inputs to M-RZR including catalysts, plasma power, sulfonated-Poly HIPE Polymer (S-PHP) or
equivalent, with mineral acid(s); (i) Secondary products for other applications of the major inputs
in order to provide economic viability and nexus; (j) Primary products (symbiotic/smart fertilizers
(S-F), urea, ammonia and heat & power from gasification).

The output products from the gasifier include electricity and heat, bio-char and bio-ash
and syngas to the M-RZR for conversion into ammonia with recycled CO2 or ammonia-
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based symbiotic/smart fertilizers (S-F) or urea depending on the operation conditions of
the M-RZR. The technology and material inputs (such as plasma power source and reactors,
catalysts and functional PolyHIPE Polymers or equivalent) to the M-RZR find other ap-
plications in chemical technology, micro-electronics, electromagnetic radiation absorption,
biotechnology, medicine, pharmaceuticals, agriculture, soilless agriculture, soil and water
remediation, gas cleaning and nuclear power generation, as described previously. Therefore,
functional PHPs have the potential to be a large volume material/chemical/commodity
product. This type of approach is clearly intended to lower the cost of input functional PHP
as a recyclable material with an end-use as a soil conditioner and symbiotic smart fertilizer.

In the following sections, examples of the critical reactors with a small-to-pilot plant
scale are provided. In the second part of this study, we provide a new insight into the
nano-structure of the plasma responsive—plasma generating catalysts developed by the
author and used in several of the examples provided in this work and elsewhere. All the
equipment-reactors cited in this study were designed, manufactured and commissioned by
the author and utilized by his researchers and industrial partners.

3. Hydrogen Generation and Biomass-to-Electricity Conversion by Gasification
3.1. Performance of a Large-Scale Down-Draft Fixed-Bed Biomass Gasifier

Hydrogen generation from biomass can be achieved by gasification the design of
which significantly affects hydrogen yield and the calorific value of the syngas. Here, we
present a novel gasifier based on the Multi-Reaction Zone Reactor (M-RZR) concept albeit
with some restrictions. Due to the simplicity of ammonia synthesis, which essentially
involves the activation of N≡N bond by non-thermal plasma and subsequent catalytic
conversion to ammonia, it is possible to carry out the reaction in a M-RZR without barriers
where the RZ-1 reaction is in the primary reactor (for NH3 synthesis) while the RZ-2 reaction
zone is essentially used as a sequestration stage to affect the equilibrium conversion. The
reaction mechanism of catalytic nonthermal Dielectric Barrier Discharge (DBD) plasma-
based ammonia synthesis (with or without catalyst) and the experimental results indicate
that ammonia is the only product from the DBD-plasma reactor [58–66,71–73,75–81]. In the
presence of large numbers of reactive species that can also react with the sequestration agent
at RZ-2, the M-RZR concept would be difficult to implement without further modification.
However, the sequestration reaction at RZ-2 is essentially a neuralization reaction between
NH3 and strong acid, it is unlikely that the reactive species in the plasma will take part in
secondary reactions at RZ-2. Due to the pressure differential between RZ-1 and RZ-2 as
well as the low overall temperature of the reactor (50–150 ◦C) the mineral acids absorbed by
the acid carrier in RZ-2, the mineral acid diffusion to RZ-1 is not possible as the acid-base
neutralization reaction is spontaneous.

When the M-RZR concept is applied to more complex reactions such as those encoun-
tered in the gasification of biomass for syngas and hydrogen generation, several restrictions
are encountered for full implementation. Nevertheless, it is still possible to design a gasifier
reactor through the concept of open reaction zones where the reactants emerging from
various reaction zones are introduced to other reactants in order to achieve high selectivity
and energy efficiency. Where possible, thermal energy and chemical potential associated
with reactions should be utilized as the driving force for separation as demonstrated
previously [3,39].

The first stage of syngas use is in electricity generation as the required syngas qual-
ity (in terms of particulate and tar concentrations) is not high. Due to the fact that
biomass/biomass waste gasifiers are small-scale syngas generators, syngas must be used
directly (after tar and particulate removal) in gas engine generators without a buffer zone
where syngas can be stored. In most cases, tar deposition and precipitation require a second
stage (outside the gasifier reactor) for tar recovery and tar disposal. Tar cracking during
gasification is the preferred option because this process benefits from the catalytic action
of several metal oxides present in the biomass. Further, it increases syngas calorific value.
In order to prevent the release of a cocktail of toxins, particulates and metal oxides in flue
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gases into air during combustion in the gas engines and to prevent damage to the electricity
generators in the long term, tar and particulate removal by using water scrubbing followed
by drying of syngas is necessary. Wet Electro-Static Precipitators (WESP) are often used for
this purpose [154–159].

Two gas engine generators (Janbacher GmbH, Frankenthal, Germany) were used to
generate electricity from the syngas obtained by the gasification of various biomass and
biomass waste and the electricity was fed to the UK National Grid. These generators were
capable of operating with syngas with a calorific value as low as ca. 3 MJ/Nm3. The
down-draft fixed-bed 2 MWe gasifier was based on the patented design by Dogru and
Akay [114], which was scaled up from 50 kWe to 1 MWe and then to 2 MWe output capacity.

The fuel was wood waste with characteristics shown in Table 1. Methods of analysis
and the definitions commonly used in the gasification studies are available in various
previous publications by the author [99,114,119,123,154–157] and some recent comprehen-
sive reviews, which are also useful for comparative gasifier performance [160–162]. The
Equivalence Ratio (ER) was ER = 0.25, which represents the ratio of oxygen in the air intake
and the stochiometric oxygen required for complete combustion.

Table 1. Proximate and ultimate analysis of the wood fuel used in the 2 MWe gasifier based on Dogru
and Akay design [114].

Proximate Analysis & Physical Property Ultimate Analysis & Heating Values

Moisture Content (wt%) 12.8 Carbon (wt%) 45.1

Volatile matter (wt% db *) 63.8 Hydrogen (wt%) 6.1

Fixed carbon (wt% db *) 18.7 Oxygen (wt%) 44.5

Absolute density (kg/m3) 841 Nitrogen (wt%) 0.6

Bulk density (kg/m3) 283 Sulfur (wt%) 0.4

Approximate wood chips size (cm) 10 Ash content (wt% db) 3.3

High Heating Value (HHV) MJ/kg 17.9

Low Heating Value (LHV) MJ/kg 16.6

* db = Dry basis.

Table 2 provides the composition of the syngas from a down-draft fixed-bed 2 MWe
gasifier and the composition of the emerging effluent gas after the electricity generator.
Table 2 also shows the corresponding upper emission limits of the various chemicals in the
effluent as required by the European Waste Incinerator Directive (EWID). The data provided
here can be considered to be a typical baseline for the first stage of biomass/biomass waste-
to-usable energy conversion. As seen from Table 2, the calorific value of the syngas is
5.2 MJ/Nm3, which is twice the amount required for the continuous operation of the
electricity generator.

The above results indicate that the performance of a 2 MWe biomass waste gasification
plant (including syngas cleaning) based on the patent [114] is satisfactory to generate
electricity using sufficiently high calorific value syngas. The flue gas emissions are well
within the European Waste Incineration Directive (EWID) limits. However, primarily,
syngas hydrogen concentration must be significantly enhanced at the expense of CO2, N2,
CO. Further, tar concentration should be reduced below 1 mg/Nm3 in order to convert
syngas from biomass to valuable products including ammonia, fertilizers, liquid fuels,
methanol, ethanol [122]. In the following sections, we present the preliminary results
including the structure and performance of a novel 50 kWe pilot plant scale multi-oxidant
(Air, O2, H2O and CO2) gasifier and syngas cleaning equipment operating under catalytic
electric and plasma fields.
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Table 2. Syngas composition from a large experimental 2 MWe fixed-bed down-draft gasifier fueled
by wood waste and air and subsequently water scrubbed for electricity generation using gas engine
(Janbacher GmbH, Frankenthal, Germany) power generators. The effluent composition from the
generator is compared with the European Waste Incineration Directive (EWID) limits.

Syngas Composition before Water Scrubbing Effluent Gas Composition from Gas Engine Generator

Parameter (Vol %) Parameter Measured EWID Limits

H2 13.7 Particulates mg/Nm3 <5 10

CO 16.2 Total Organic Carbon mg/Nm3 <3 10

CH4 2.0 HCl mg/Nm3 <5.6 10

C2+ 0.2 HF mg/Nm3 <0.45 1

O2 2.6 SO2 mg/Nm3 <38 50

H2O 3.1 NOx mg/Nm3 <240 400

CO2 12.4 CO mg/Nm3 <100 Site specific

N2 52.8 Total Heavy Metals mg/Nm3 <0.25 0.5

Tar 5.0 g/Nm3 Hg mg/Nm3 <0.01 0.05

LHV 5.2 MJ/Nm3 Cd +TI mg/Nm3 <0.007 0.05

Particulates 10 g/Nm3 Dioxins & Furans ng/Nm3 <0.002 0.1

3.2. Multi-Oxidant and Up-Down-Draft Fixed-Bed Gasifier Design

The design of the present gasifier is based on the experience gained from two large-
scale (1 and 2 MWe) [114,154–157] and a pilot plant gasifier [67,99,119,123,124]. Neverthe-
less, the current design has several unique features, which allow it to operate under various
operating conditions in order to achieve H2-enhanced syngas suitable for ammonia or
fertilizer production with CO2 utilization. The important design characteristics and image
of the present gasifier are shown in Figure 3a–e.

Figure 3a is a simplified diagram and Figure 3b is the engineering drawing of the
pilot-scale 50 kWe capacity fixed-bed gasifier reactor. In Figure 3b, the full height of the
reactor is 2363 mm and the maximum height of the pilot plant shown in Figure 3e is ca.
3.5 m. Figure 3e does not show the biomass loading facility and second-stage syngas
cleaning. The following facilities and reaction zones can be identified in these figures:

(a) Feed Zone (68): Biomass is fed into the Feed Zone (68) using the feed screw (70) via
an airlock.

(b) Drying Zone (72) and Combustion Zone (80): As the biomass fuel moves downwards,
hot combustion gases from the Combustion Zone (80) heat the biomass fuel and
remove moisture from the fuel. The oxidant for the Combustion Zone (80) is air-fed
from the air inlet (78). This facility is primarily used if bridging takes place. This
method ensures that syngas quality is not compromised and the bridge is broken
without having to use physical methods.

(c) Pyrolysis Zone (82): Below the localized Combustion Zone (80), the Pyrolysis Zone
(82) is located for which heat is provided by the oxidation zone below.

(d) Oxidation Zone-1 (84): The partial oxidation of biomass is initially provided by
supplying either air or externally oxygen-enriched air and the flue gases are removed
from the exhaust (76) through an up-draft gasification mode. Once the temperature
reaches ca. 800 ◦C, the oxygen-selective membranes become operational. Then the
flue gas valve is closed and the syngas is withdrawn from the top of the outer reactor
as illustrated in Figure 3a,b. When the steady state is established and the temperature
in the oxidation Zone-1 reaches ca. 1200 ◦C, CO2 or H2O is injected into this zone
(84a) through the inlet (100). A similar facility is present to inject CO2 or H2O into the
reduction Zone (90) as shown in Figure 3c.
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(e) Reduction Zone (90): The Reduction Zone (90) is in the form of a catalytic vortex flow
reactor, illustrated in Figure 3c. Gases from the Oxidation Zone (84) enter into the
Reduction Zone (90) through the perforated grid (88). Zone (90) is in the form of a
ring-main to which four vortex arms (94) are attached. The number of vortex arms
can be increased with increasing syngas generation capacity. These tubular stainless
steel vortex reactors are lined with porous nickel mesh and coated [34,35] using a
silica-supported nickel catalyst (denoted as Ni/Si = 1/4 Mw-A) [82,83] for in situ
thermal tar cracking. Syngas is accelerated through this reactor while mixing with
either carbon dioxide or steam as oxidant. The injection of water into the ring-main
(90) results in a rapid pressure rise and steam surge through the vortex arms and
it results in the removal of particles from the catalyst surface. At the outlet, gases
from the vortex arms impinge onto the wall of the outer reactor to separate the gases
from the particulates in a cyclone process. These particles are small (<0.5 mm) as
larger and denser particles move from the oxidation Zone-1 (84) directly into the
second oxidation Zone-2 (103) under gravity. In order to reduce the load on the syngas
suction fan, water injection is carried out at 3 bar through a non-return valve. The
evaporation of water increases the pressure in the gasifier Reduction Zone (90).

(f) Oxidation Zone-2 (103): Separated gases from the Reduction Zone (90) are sucked
upwards in the annular space between the walls of the inner and outer reactors
and leave the gasifier. Under steady-state operations, the gasifier operates in down-
draft mode. However, in order to strip the bio-ash from its carbon, the surviving
biomass particles from gasification are subjected to oxidation in the Oxidation Zone-2.
The supply of the oxidant to this zone is identical to that in Oxidation Zone-1. The
resulting gases from this Zone (103) flow vertically upwards into the Reduction Zone
(90) under the action of the suction fan. In Zone (90), they mix with the gases from the
oxidation Zone-1 (84) while the carbon-stripped bio-ash is collected at the entrance of
the ash-removal auger (30) and removed gradually as they also act as a seal for the
gasifier. Due to the high concentration of solids in this zone, a surface scraper (106)
operates in this zone where the operation mode of the gasifier is up-draft.

(g) Air Separation/Oxygen Enrichment Zone (20): There are two air separation/oxygen
enrichment Zones both represented as (20) in Figures 3a and 3d. They provide oxygen-
enriched air to oxidation Zones 1 and 2. They are identical in structure but the
oxygen enrichment level in Zone-2 (84b) is lower depending on the desired level of
carbon-stripping. The structure of these zones is shown in Figure 3d. Air intake (16)
into the air-space (108) allows the establishment of thermal equilibrium so that the
oxygen-selective dense membrane (15) is at ca. 800 ◦C although these membranes
can operate at a lower temperature (ca. 600 ◦C) [3]. Therefore, the temperatures in
the oxidation Zones 1 and 2 are >800 ◦C and 600 ◦C, respectively, commensurate with
the temperatures of these zones. However, the surface wall temperatures in these
zones are very high (ca. 1000–1300 ◦C) due to syngas combustion on oxygen-rich
surfaces. The oxygen-selective membrane (15) is supported by a microporous Ni-B
metal to protect the membrane against thermal spikes. Oxygen atoms permeate
through the membrane and recombine to form oxygen molecules on the permeate
side in the O2 space (110) before entering into the oxidation Zone (84) through the
perforated high-temperature stainless steel wall (111) and another perforated ceramic
lining (112). Examples of oxygen-selective membranes include perovskites such as
BaCo(0.4)Fe(0.6−x)Zr(x)O(3−δ) where x = 0–0.4 and δ is the oxygen vacancy. Oxygen
permeation is enhanced by the presence of an exothermic reaction on the permeate
side as this creates a very large entropy-based driving force for diffusion as shown
previously [3,138]. Membranes are sealed in their position using commercially avail-
able high-temperature ceramic sealants [3,138]. The retentate air stream leaves the
oxygen separation zone at the exit (18) with enhanced nitrogen content.
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Figure 3. Multi-oxidant 50 kWe rated fixed-bed up-down draft catalytic gasifier. (a) Diagrammatic 
illustration of the gasifier reactor; (b) Engineering drawing showing the exact locations and size of 
various elements of the gasifier reactor (height of the reactor in this engineering drawing = 2363 
mm) (c) Vortex reactor for syngas reduction; (d) Membrane air separation/oxygen enhancement fa-
cility; (e) Full image of the gasifier before the insulation of the reactors and commissioning showing 
the auxiliary equipment such as water scrubbers, ash removal facility, water pumps and gas blow-
ers, cyclones for initial particulate removal, fuel inlet system and water scrubber main tank (Maxi-
mum height of the pilot plant gasifier is 3.5 m). 

(h) Other Facilities: Syngas from the gasifier outlet is subject to syngas cleaning, which 
results in tar recovery. Tars and bio-ash can either be utilized in various applications 
or returned to the gasifier from the inlet port (37). As seen from Figure 3b, in addition 
to the main syngas outlet and outlet (76) there are four gas sampling ports, which are 
located at the Drying Zone (72), Pyrolysis (82) Oxidation Zone-1 (84) and Reduction 
Zone (90). The temperatures in these zones as well as at the oxidation Zone-2 (103) 
and syngas outlet are also monitored. The data collected are used to control the syn-
gas quality as well as to ensure a continuous operation. Under normal operating con-
ditions, the gasifier is started by using air- or oxygen-enriched air so that excessive 
heating of the gasifier is avoided. Alternatively, a mixture of oxygen and CO2 can be 
used for this purpose. When the equilibrium is reached with temperature in the oxi-
dation zone ca. 1200 °C, intermitted water injection can start for steam gasification. 
However, water injection lowers the temperature and hence water injection is termi-
nated until the next cycle when the temperature of the oxidation zone is reduced to 
1000 °C. In this way, the average temperature in the oxidation zone is kept at ca. 1100 
+ 100 °C. However, this temperature can be increased or reduced at will through pri-
mary changes in the equivalence ratio and water injection frequency and its amount. 
Although air-fired gasifiers produce low calorific value syngas, nitrogen, which ac-

counts for ca. 50% of syngas, acts as a carrier of syngas and reduces the excessive surface 
temperature of the reactor. However, this function can also be achieved by using CO2 or 
water, both of which enhance syngas calorific value, and in the case of water, it also increases 

Figure 3. Multi-oxidant 50 kWe rated fixed-bed up-down draft catalytic gasifier. (a) Diagrammatic
illustration of the gasifier reactor; (b) Engineering drawing showing the exact locations and size of
various elements of the gasifier reactor (height of the reactor in this engineering drawing = 2363 mm)
(c) Vortex reactor for syngas reduction; (d) Membrane air separation/oxygen enhancement facility;
(e) Full image of the gasifier before the insulation of the reactors and commissioning showing the
auxiliary equipment such as water scrubbers, ash removal facility, water pumps and gas blowers,
cyclones for initial particulate removal, fuel inlet system and water scrubber main tank (Maximum
height of the pilot plant gasifier is 3.5 m).

(h) Other Facilities: Syngas from the gasifier outlet is subject to syngas cleaning, which
results in tar recovery. Tars and bio-ash can either be utilized in various applications
or returned to the gasifier from the inlet port (37). As seen from Figure 3b, in addition
to the main syngas outlet and outlet (76) there are four gas sampling ports, which are
located at the Drying Zone (72), Pyrolysis (82) Oxidation Zone-1 (84) and Reduction
Zone (90). The temperatures in these zones as well as at the oxidation Zone-2 (103)
and syngas outlet are also monitored. The data collected are used to control the
syngas quality as well as to ensure a continuous operation. Under normal operating
conditions, the gasifier is started by using air- or oxygen-enriched air so that excessive
heating of the gasifier is avoided. Alternatively, a mixture of oxygen and CO2 can
be used for this purpose. When the equilibrium is reached with temperature in the
oxidation zone ca. 1200 ◦C, intermitted water injection can start for steam gasifica-
tion. However, water injection lowers the temperature and hence water injection is
terminated until the next cycle when the temperature of the oxidation zone is reduced
to 1000 ◦C. In this way, the average temperature in the oxidation zone is kept at
ca. 1100 ± 100 ◦C. However, this temperature can be increased or reduced at will
through primary changes in the equivalence ratio and water injection frequency and
its amount.

Although air-fired gasifiers produce low calorific value syngas, nitrogen, which ac-
counts for ca. 50% of syngas, acts as a carrier of syngas and reduces the excessive surface
temperature of the reactor. However, this function can also be achieved by using CO2
or water, both of which enhance syngas calorific value, and in the case of water, it also
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increases H2 concentration. As shown in Figure 3a,b, CO2 and water/steam injection can
be carried out in both the oxidation and reduction zones. Another advantage of water injec-
tion in the reduction zone is the lowering of the outlet syngas and ash temperatures while
enhancing the syngas calorific value. Steam gasification results in lower tar generation.

Finally, the image of the 50 kWe multi-oxidant pilot plant gasifier is shown in Figure 3d
before commissioning and commissioning experiments. This figure depicts the general
assembly of various unit operations including the gasification reactor and syngas cleaner
and the footprint of the plant.

3.3. Multi-Oxidant Gasification of Biomass for Hydrogen Generation

Although the design of the current gasifier is novel, the methodology used in its perfor-
mance evaluation is the same as those based on our previous studies [67,99,119,123,124]. In the
present study, we initially used air as the oxidant at an Equivalence Ratio of 0.25. In this case,
air was injected into the gasifier at the oxygen/air space (at location 84 in Figure 3a,b,d).
Wood chips were densified to form pellets of 8 mm diameter and ca. 30 mm length. During
gasification, the composition of syngas and the temperature of drying, pyrolysis, oxidation
and reduction zones were monitored. The variation of syngas composition as a function of
time is shown in Figure 4. Here, the multi-oxidant gasifier operating in down-draft mode
was used with air as the oxidant at an Equivalent Ratio = 0.25. As seen in this figure, within
ca. 60 min, a steady state is reached although fluctuations in temperature and compositions
are present primarily due to feedstock loading and variability in the feedstock composition
and the packing rearrangement in the fixed-bed as fresh feed is added.
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Figure 4. The variation of syngas composition as a function of time when the multi-oxidant gasifier
operating in down-draft mode was used with air as the oxidant at Equivalence Ratio = 0.25. The
syngas component C2Hn refers to the combination of C2H4 + C2H6. This figure also illustrates the
response of the gasifier to “start-up” and “shut-down”.

Water injection was carried out after the temperature in the Oxidation Zone-1 reached
ca. 1200 ◦C. It was carried out in pulses when water was injected into the gasifier through
the oxygen/air space so that steam constituted 5 wt% of the oxidant. Table 3 is the summary
of the gasifier performance summarizing the syngas composition at the gasifier outlet. Due
to the variations in temperatures in various locations and that of the syngas composition,
we have provided the range of syngas composition as well as the average values of H2/CO,
H2/N2, Cold Gas Efficiency and Average Low Heating Value (LHV).
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Table 3. Summary of the multi-oxidant up-down gasifier performance with or without water injection.

Oxidant
Status

Range of Dry Gas Composition (Vol %) Average
H2/CO
Ratio

Average
H2/N2
Ratio

Average
Cold Gas

Efficiency (%)

Average
LHV

(MJ/Nm3)H2 CO CH4 CO2 C2Hn N2

Without Water 10–14 12–17 2–4 8–12 0–1 58–47 0.83 0.22 78 6.0

With Water 35–37 27–30 5–7 12–15 0–1 10–21 1.3 2.3 89 12.4

It was found that the gasifier is able to run without bridging for ca. 10 h when the
process was discontinued. The monitoring of temperature and gas composition ensures
consistency in syngas quality through a feedback control system. It can be seen that the
hydrogen content of syngas increased by ca. 3-fold and CO concentration and Low Heating
Value (LHV) were enhanced by a factor of 2 when water was used as co-oxidant with air.
The cold gas efficiency which is a measure of the feedstock energy to chemical energy
conversion efficiency, increases from 78% to 89%. As seen in Table 3, the H2/N2 ratio
increases by a factor of 10 from 0.22 to 2.3 when the air feed was added 5 wt% water.

The current initial results indicate that the multi-oxidant gasifier can deliver high
H2/CO and H2/N2 ratio syngas for syngas-to-chemicals conversions. Both CO2 and H2O
can be injected into the O2 space or the catalytic vortex reactors (Figure 3 (Location 84) and
(Location 90) respectively). Injection into the oxygen space is necessary to stop excessive
temperature rise. Water and CO2 injection into the catalytic vortex reactors reduces tar
concentration and enhances H2 and CO concentrations. By adjusting the O2/N2/CO2/H2O
ratio in the oxidant feed, syngas composition with a desired H2/CO/N2 can be obtained
for a given specific reaction. It is interesting to note that when the Haber–Bosch process
is carried out under microwave irradiation under moderate pressures (0.1–0.65 MPa) and
temperatures (280–400 ◦C) using Cs-Ru/CeO2 catalyst, maximum ammonia production
was achieved at H2/N2 =1/1 with a broad maximum range approximately spanning from
1 < H2/N2 < 2 depending on the pressure [162]. The corresponding H2/N2 ratio in the
plasma reactor is ca. 3/1 at the stochiometric value. Therefore, the syngas composition
from the gasification of biomass is suitable for the Haber–Bosch process with microwave
radiation intensification. H2/N2 can be further enhanced by increasing the amount of water
injection at each injection cycle or by increasing the O2/N2 ratio in the oxidant air feed.

As seen from Tables 2 and 3, the syngas composition and calorific value of the 2 MWe
and 50 kWe gasifiers are similar when operated using air as the oxidant. It is demonstrated
in Section 6 of this paper that clean syngas containing H2, CO, CO2, N2 can be used to
obtain ammonia and urea through the ammonium carbamate route using nonthermal
plasma. Therefore, syngas with a high H2/N2 ratio is desirable and it can be achieved by
using oxygen-enriched air and water as co-oxidants, as demonstrated here.

4. Syngas Cleaning
4.1. Sulfonated PolyHIPE Polymer (s-PHP) in Tar Removal from Syngas

Apart from particulate matter, which can be removed ultimately by syngas washing,
tars in syngas are the main obstacles for syngas utilization downstream. Removal of tars
reduces the calorific value of syngas and it is often preferable to degrade the tars into CO
and H2. Tar removal from syngas by using sulfonated PolyHIPE Polymer (s-PHP) in packed
beds was shown to remove over 85% of tars, thus reducing the syngas dew point signifi-
cantly [45,99,119,123,124]. The mechanism of tar removal by s-PHP can be considered to be
similar to surface active material removal by s-PHP from extremely stable emulsions as a re-
sult of which emulsion breakdown (demulsification) and separation occurs [28,29]. We note
that both s-PHP and tars have surface activity due to the presence of hydrophilic-lipophilic
moieties in both substances. The highly efficient demulsification by s-PHP is a result of
the preferential diffusion of surfactants into s-PHP where they form stable lyotropic liquid
crystal phases thus achieving low entropy. Hence, the diffusion of surface active molecules
into s-PHP is an entropic process [2]. The removal of surface active species in emulsions
and subsequent demulsification using s-PHP is further enhanced by the application of an
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electric field [27,163,164]. Therefore, in this study, we have developed a syngas tar removal
process in which tars can either be removed through absorption by s-PHP or deposited
within the pores of the electrode during electrostatic separation followed by degradation
into small molecules. Alternatively, both methods can be applied simultaneously.

4.2. Syngas Cleaning Equipment

Figure 5 is the drawing of the syngas cleaning reactor, developed by the author. It
operates at atmospheric pressure. It consists of a stainless-steel cylindrical vessel (300) and
two functional zones (316, 322) separated by a porous metal mesh made from nickel, which
also acts as the earth electrode (311) with an electrical connection (212) and guided rod
support ties (315). This ground electrode is caged between two metal wire meshes (313,
315) on either side of it. The central high-voltage electrode is in the form of two connected
truncated double cones (301b, 301a) placed on a plastic platform for electrical isolation.
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The cylindrical assembly is closed from the top (319) and bottom (318) by two plates
through ceramic O-rings. The central electrode platform is secured by screws (302). Water
spray at the top (305) and bottom (303) facility is provided in which spray water is fed
through a concentric pipe system (307, 308) while syngas is fed (304) or collected (306)
from the annular regions. Tar captured on the porous catalytic earth electrode and in the
tar collection space (316) both act as a barrier for the gas and hence tar removal from the
bottom exit (317) has to be carried out gradually. Additional exit ports (309, 310) provide
facilities for high voltage connection and temperature measurement while the tars collected
in the region (316) are pumped out from the bottom exit (317).

The high voltage electrode (301 a,b) was electrically isolated completely (surface area
= 810 cm2). Alternatively, only the top conical part (301b) was isolated completely together
with part of the bottom cone, This configuration is referred to as partial isolation in which
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the surface area of the exposed electrode was 290 cm2. Electrical insulation was through
bonded high-density polyethylene on the steel electrode. Water spray was only used when
the electrode was fully isolated. It was also possible to pack sulfonated-PolyHIPE Polymer
particles in the space between the electrodes in order to improve the tar removal efficiency.

4.3. Model Syngas and Tar

In order to assess the performance of the electric field enhanced tar removal equipment,
the experiments were carried out using a model syngas (carbon dioxide) which was bubbled
through an untreated crude oil supplied by BP Amoco to create tars within the carrier
gas. The crude oil was previously used [27] by the author for the generation of stable
oil-in-water emulsion and then separating (demulsification) of the resulting emulsion into
water and oil under an electric field in the presence of s-PHP [27–29].

Carbon dioxide gas bubbling through the fresh crude oil was carried out at 80 ◦C
during each experiment which lasted for 3 h. Model syngas flow rate was 1 L/min with
inlet temperature of 43± 3 ◦C and outlet temperature of 20± 2 ◦C from the syngas cleaning
equipment. Initially, model syngas at the entrance to the syngas cleaner was subjected to the
tar capture and analyzed as described previously [99,114,119,123,154,155]. This procedure
was repeated for the model syngas emerging from the syngas cleaner outlet. The amount of
model tar collected at the entrance to the separator was constant at CTar-0 = 22 ± 2.1 g/Nm3

of model syngas. The tar removal efficiency was calculated from;

XTar = 100 × [(CTar-0 − CTar-1)/CTar-0] (1)

where CTar-1 is the outlet tar concentration. The hydrocarbon distribution in the model
syngas was determined by Gas Chromatography (Agilent 6890N) both at the inlet and
outlet. Due to the lower temperature of the syngas cleaner, some of the hydrocarbons
condense within the equipment and it amounts to 19% tar removal. The maximum electric
field strength used was 25 kV. The experiments were carried out with or without an electric
field and in the presence or absence of 76 g sulfonated-PHP [3] (degree of sulfonation 95.6%)
packed into the space between the electrodes. These polymers were prepared as described
previously [3]. They were in the form of ca. 3 cm diameter and 5 mm thick disks.

4.4. Syngas Tar Removal Equipment Performance

Syngas cleaning is required in power generation using an internal combustion engine
and the technology is available for the removal of the main target of cleaning, namely
tars. Working with large- and small-scale gasifiers (50 kWe–2 MWe capacity) for power
generation, we have shown that highly porous hydrophilic/sulfonated PolyHIPE Polymers
can remove surface active species including tars from gases or water [28,29,39,99,123].
Although tar (from wood) containing s-PHPs can be used as a natural herbicide and
pesticide [4,99], up to 10% reduction in syngas calorific value takes place [99,123]. Therefore,
the degradation of tars into lower hydrocarbons is more desirable for energy efficiency. Tar
degradation can be achieved by using high-intensity electric fields or plasma fields, which
however do not exclude the use of tar absorbents such as s-PHP in order to achieve higher
conversion efficiency.

In this study, we present the results for the most efficient technique. The GC spectrum
of the model syngas in which CO2 is used as the carrier gas is shown in Figure 6. This GC
spectrum indicates the presence of several unidentified hydrocarbons. Note that the full
scale of the chromatogram for the tar at the inlet is 85,000 µV whereas, this scale is reduced
to 2800 µV for the outlet. However, it can be seen that the degree of syngas cleaning is
selective, for example, high molecular components appearing at 18.5 min (tetradecane)
and 20 min (hexadecane) completely disappear after treatment whereas, the unidentified
components appearing at 4.1, 4.8 and 6.2 min are still present albeit at a much lower
concentration. These results indicate that high molecular weight tar components degrade
readily whereas the small molecular weight components appear to have better survival
rate during passage through the electric field and s-PHP bed.
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The design of the conical high voltage electrode is such that the flow between the cone
and cylindrical earth electrodes creates a two-dimensional velocity profile in which the
radial component of the velocity vector forces the large molecular weight tars towards the
earth electrode (collector electrode) where they are captured [163,164]. Furthermore, unlike
large bulky molecules with surface activity which can form aggregates of significantly
larger moieties, the small molecules will not be aggregated or affected by this type of flow.
Therefore, the electric field-flow field fractionation and deposition at the collector electrode
will be less effective [165,166].

The tar removal characteristics under various conditions are shown in Table 4 which
indicates that s-PHP is a good tar removal material with ca. 62% tar removal efficiency.
The effect of the electric field dominates the tar removal but clearly, in the presence of
s-PHP, ca. 99% tar removal becomes possible. The contribution of the syngas flow geometry
to tar removal appears to be low (when Applied Voltage = 0) although on the basis of
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flow-induced particle deposition, it can be expected to contribute to the deposition of
charged droplets [163,164].

Table 4. Summary of model syngas cleaning/tar removal by using electric field with or without
isolated electrodes and sulfonated PolyHIPE Polymer (s-PHP).

Electrode Type→ Full Electrode Insulation Partial Electrode Insulation

Applied Voltage (kV) 0 10 25 0 10 25

Efficiency without s-PHP (%) 19.1 ± 1.2 21.8 ± 1.3 30.1 ± 1.8 19.6 ± 1.2 80.1 ± 1.6 97.5 ± 1.3

Efficiency with s-PHP (%) 61.8 ± 3.8 67.3 ± 4.2 78.2 ± 4.5 62.1 ± 3.8 86.6 ± 2.6 98.7 ± 0.9

Table 4 shows that s-PHP is a good tar removal material with ca. 62% tar removal
efficiency. The effect of the electric field dominates the tar removal but clearly, in the
presence of s-PHP, ca. 99% tar removal becomes possible. The contribution of the syngas
flow geometry to tar removal appears to be low (when Applied Voltage = 0) although on
the basis of flow-induced particle deposition can be expected to contribute to the deposition
of charged droplets [163,164].

It can also be seen that s-PHP is an efficient scavenger of the model tar in its own right as
also shown previously using real syngas and tars produced during gasification [99,119,123,124].
The affinity of s-PHP towards the absorption of surface active agents (including surfactants)
has also been encountered in the demulsification of highly stable oil-in-water emulsions,
which are stabilized by tar-like surface active agents (but not surfactants) when surface
active hydrocarbons are removed selectively from the oil phase of emulsions under electric
field [28,29]. Demulsification of emulsions stabilized by surfactants [27] as well as absorp-
tion of surfactants within the pores and formation of stable highly viscous lamella surfactant
phases was also observed [163,164], both in the presence or absence of an electric field.

The application of an electric field also enhances tar removal when the electrodes are
not isolated. This is due to the degradation of the high molecular weight surface active
tars, which was also encountered in other separation processes under an electric field. It
was observed that there was some surfactant/surface active stabilizer degradation on the
electrode if the high-voltage electrode was exposed [27,163,164]. The inspection of the GC-
spectra in Figure 6 indicates that although high molecular weight tars have been removed
almost completely, new low molecular weight species appear when the tar molecules pass
through the electric field. This is due to the degradation of high molecular tars.

The combination of the electric field and s-PolyHIPE Polymer therefore results in
further enhancement of model tar removal when the high-voltage electrode is partially iso-
lated. In this case, tar removal efficiency reaches nearly 99%. These observed enhancement
levels are also similar to electric field demulsification in the presence of s-PHP [27] as well
as the removal of surfactants with or without dispersed hydrocarbons (oil phase) through
cross-flow micro-filtration under an electric field [163,164].

It is important to note that the present experiments are also applicable to tar removal
from the associated petroleum gas (oil-well gas), which is currently being flared due to the
lack of small-scale gas cleaning and conversion to oil at a global cost of ca. $100 B/year [74].

5. Catalytic Plasma Splitting of Carbon Dioxide with Oxygen Sequestration
5.1. Background

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the use of biochar as a sequestration
media for oxygen, generated through the catalytic plasma reduction of carbon dioxide to
carbon monoxide using the novel Multi-Reaction Zone Reactors (M-RZR) with simultane-
ous reactive separation as demonstrated by Akay [3,39]. The significance [67] of M-RZR was
previously demonstrated in the sequestration of ammonia produced by catalytic plasma
synthesis in which acidic sulfonated PolyHIPE Polymer (s-PHP) was used as the seques-
tration material to enhance the conversion and ammonia concentration in the reaction
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stream to levels above the current Haber–Bosch synthesis. The most important cost item in
ammonia synthesis (either by plasma methods or Haber–Bosch processes) is the ammonia
removal from the reaction mixture and recycling of the unreacted gases. Thus, M-RZRs
with in situ reactive sequestration not only reduce this cost significantly but also produce
in situ symbiotic/smart fertilizers with excellent cost and performance advantages [3].
The current research now extends the use of M-RZR with simultaneous (reversible or irre-
versible) reactive separation to CO2 reduction to CO with O2 sequestration using biochar.
As such, this would serve two additional purposes: (a) Carbon dioxide sequestration and
its use as feedstock for fuel (CO) generation, (b) Biochar upgrading for use in agriculture.

Before examining these developments, we first investigate the catalytic plasma CO2
reduction in the presence of N2. This process is important because most CO2 feedstocks
contain N2 as a result of fossil fuel or biomass combustion in power stations etc. Fur-
thermore, the understanding of oxygen splitting from CO2 in the presence of N2 is also
important in direct catalytic plasma conversion of hydrogen-rich syngas (containing CO2,
CO and N2) to ammonia and ammonia derivatives as proposed previously. In particular:

(a) In addition to ammonium carbamate formation when NH3 is sequestrated, do nitrated
ammonium derivatives such as ammonium nitrate, urea, etc. form in the catalytic
syngas conversion to fertilizers?

(b) Can the level of oxygen in the reaction mixture be controlled to enhance conversion
and selectivity towards a target product through oxygen sequestration by in situ
reactive separation?

(c) Can any such sequestration process yield a sustainable and useful product so as to
lower the energy cost of CO2 capture and utilization?

(d) In addition to the optimization of process variables such as the type and strength of
plasma and plasma reactor, can plasma catalysts be designed to achieve the desired
product and to achieve cost benefits?

(e) Finally, can biochar as well as ash from the gasification of biomass (i.e., bio-ash) be
used as a catalyst in plasma-induced CO2 splitting?

The following sections on non-thermal plasma experiments have been designed to
answer the above questions. This current study is essentially an extension of the author’s
previous work [3,67,69,70,74,86,87,97,98] in which the general-purpose Dielectric Barrier
Discharge (DBD) equipment [67,69] shown in Figure 7 is used.
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Figure 7. General-purpose plasma reactor system and catalytic Dielectric Barrier Discharge (DBD)
reactor. (a) Flow diagram. (b) Basic DBD plasma reactor with non-porous walls made from quartz.
(1) Outer wall, (2) High voltage central electrode, (3) Inlet for the reactants, (4) Glass wool, (5) Catalyst
and PCP space, (6) Ground electrode, (7) Product outlet. Reprinted with permission from American
Chemical Society, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry Research, 2017, 56, 457–468 (Reference [69]).

5.2. Catalytic Dielectric Discharge Barrier (DBD) Nonthermal Plasma Equipment

A general-purpose DBD plasma reactor system was developed by Akay and Zhang [69]
and used in several subsequent publications on catalytic plasma reactions including am-
monia synthesis [3,69], direct hydrogen generation from methane [70], Fischer–Tropsch
synthesis [74], CO2 de-oxygenation [86,87], methane dry reforming [97,98]. The diagram-
matic illustration of the reactor system is shown in Figure 7. Different types of plasma
reactors can be used. In Figure 7a the basic single reaction-zone reactor is shown (201),
which is detailed in Figure 7b.

The basic single reaction-zone plasma reactor (Figure 7b) consists of two concentric
quartz tubes. The outer tube has an inner diameter of 32 mm and the inner tube has an
outer diameter of 17 mm thus giving an annular reactor gap of 7.5 mm. The high voltage
electrode (207) and the ground electrode (206) are connected to the power supply (208)
providing an alternating sinusoidal high voltage up to 20 kV amplitude (peak-to-peak) and
20 kHz frequency. The ground electrode (in the form of stainless-steel mesh) can be located
either outside the outer tube or inside the reactor while the counter electrode (207) placed
inside the inner tube as shown in Figure 7a. The annular gap (209) is filled with catalyst
and/or Plasma Catalysis Promoters (PCPs) in the form of 3 mm BaTiO3 or glass spheres
in the reaction zone of 100 cm3 corresponding to the length of the electrodes. Outside the
catalyst region, the reactor is packed with glass wool at the inlet and outlet (205).

The reactants are fed from the gas cylinders (202-n) through Mass Flow Controllers
(MFCs 203-n) via a gas mixer (204). The reaction mixture is analyzed after passing the efflu-
ent through a Gas Chromatograph. Alternatively, in the case of ammonia synthesis, effluent
gases were titrated with a dilute H2SO4 solution to determine ammonia concentration.

In the case of ammonia synthesis from syngas and CO2-to-CO conversion in the
presence (or absence) of N2, the feed gases are introduced into the reactor from high-
pressure bottles via MFCs (203-n). A back pressure valve at the exit of the dielectric barrier
discharge reactor was used to monitor the pressure in the reactor. In the current study, only
CO2 and N2 feeds were used to obtain an inlet gas mixture ranging from 0 to 93% N2 at a
total flow rate of 50 mL/min. The reaction products were analyzed online using a Varian
450 Gas Chromatograph. The apparent CO2 conversion is defined as:

EA = 100 × {[Moles of CO2 in] − [Mols of CO2 out]}/[Moles of CO2 in] (2)

Apart from nitrogen compounds, the concentration of the gases from the reactor
outlet is measured by using Gas Chromatography with a thermal conductivity detector as
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described previously [69,74]. In order to determine the changes in the volumetric flow rate
as a result of chemical reactions, a constant flow nitrogen stream (6.0 mL/min) was added
to the effluent gas stream as a reference.

When the catalytic conversion processes were carried out in the presence of a seques-
tration agent (such as solid acids or acids absorbed in porous absorbents such as sulfonated
PolyHIPE Polymers in ammonia synthesis and bio-char in the present study) we used the
Multi-Reaction Zone Reactor, which is shown diagrammatically in Figure 8.
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In Figure 8, the plasma reactor (Reaction Zone-1, RZ-1, where the catalytic plasma
reaction takes place) is identical to the single reactor described previously (Figure 7) with
the same dimensions. However, in the M-RZR reactor, the outer quartz tube has several
holes (1 mm diameter) in the plasma generation region. The inner quartz tube can also be
replaced by a tube with holes when the reactants are fed through the high-voltage electrode.
Both electrodes are made of stainless-steel wire mesh to allow the transport of gases without
any resistance. The plasma reactor temperature can be kept within a prescribed temperature
range by a cooling jacket in which air at room temperature is circulated. This heat transfer
facility also helps to control the temperature of the absorbent/sequestrating agent placed
in the second reaction zone (RZ-2).

Although the Reaction Zone-1 (plasma zone) operates in continuous mode, in the
current experiments, the Reaction Zone-2 operates in batch mode. Therefore, the amount
of absorbents/sequestration agent is well in excess of what is required during a single
experimental run of 50 h.

Catalysts [82,83] and/or PCPs (BaTiO3 spheres) are loaded in the plasma region with
a total volume of 100 mL. It was shown previously that the conversion efficiency of the
plasma reactions is dependent strongly on the electrode configuration [3,69,70,74,86,87].
Higher efficiencies are obtained if the plasma is generated when the electrodes are within
the catalyst bed and they are separated by high dielectric constant PCPs. Especially in the
presence of supported metal catalysts (even in metal oxide form and in the presence of
PCPs), they are sufficiently conductive to cause electrical discharges and hence there is
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always a limit to the electrical potential applied. The following Electrode Configurations
(EC-n) are used:

EC-1a: Both electrodes (2 and 6 in Figure 7b) are outside the plasma zone and isolated
through the inner and outer walls of the quartz reactor.
EC-1b: Same as EC-1a but a stainless-steel mesh is placed within the reactor facing the
ground electrode across the outer wall of the reactor. This configuration was used previ-
ously and referred to as BaTiO3 + mesh [86,87].
EC-2: Ground electrode (6) is within the plasma zone and hence is not isolated. This
configuration was used previously and referred to as BaTiO3/mesh [86,87].
EC-3: Both electrodes (2 and 6) are within the plasma zone and hence both electrodes are
not isolated.
EC-4: Ground electrode (6) is behind the perforated outer wall. High voltage electrode (2)
is behind the inner wall which is not perforated. This applies to the M-RZR system shown
in Figure 7b.

5.3. Carbon Dioxide-to-Carbon Monoxide Conversion in a Single Reaction Zone DBD Reactor

The single reaction zone plasma reactor described above was also used [86,87] for the
conversion of CO2 to CO and O2. Here, the plasma catalysis promoter was BaTiO3 and
the catalyst was Ni/SiO2 = 1

4 Mw-ABC catalyst [67,82,83]. The preparation method of the
catalysts, their properties and notation are available [67,82,83]. In some publications, these
catalysts were wrongly identified and denoted when they were used in dry reforming of
methane [97,98] and CO2 splitting [86,87]. Furthermore, in these publications [86,97,98],
the method of preparation was also incorrectly reported and as a result, subsequent inter-
pretations were also wrong. It was concluded [86,87] that the apparent high CO2 conversion
observed when the ground electrode was within the reactor (i.e., EC-2 mode) was due to
the catalytic effect of the stainless-steel electrode within the plasma zone of the reactor in
contact with BaTiO3. This conclusion is drawn because of the fact that almost identical con-
version levels were obtained when a stainless-steel mesh was included within the reactor
in EC-1b mode. However, these studies did not include the EC-3 and EC-4 reactor modes.

Table 5 shows the variation of CO2 conversion as a function of plasma power input
for various electrode configurations. It can be seen that the variation of CO2 conversion is
strongly dependent on electrode configurations and, as expected, on input plasma power.
The best electrode confirmation is EC-2 when the ground electrode is within the plasma
space in contact with BaTiO3 particles, which were thought to be acting as plasma catalysis
promotors (PCPs). As detailed later, attributing this to BaTiO3 is wrong because, for the
reasons concluded in Section 12, barium titanate is in the form of BaTiO3−x−y{#}xNz where
z = 2y/3 and {#} is an oxygen vacancy and may act as a piezoelectric catalyst.

Table 5. Variation of CO2 conversion with plasma power under various electrode configurations
(EC-1 to EC-4) using BaTiO3 particles (3 mm) with or without SiO2 supported Ni0/NiO catalyst
(denoted as Ni/Si = 1/4 Mw-ABC [67,82,83]) obtained by the co-assembly of support and catalyst
during combined flow and microwave radiation induced co-assembly from solution [67,92,93]. In all
cases, CO2 flow rate is 50 mL/min.

Plasma Power (W)

CO2 Conversion under Different Electrode Configurations

EC-1a from Ref [87] EC-2 EC-3 EC-4

BaTiO3 + Catalysts BaTiO3 Only BaTiO3 Only

46 12.7 10.0 16.3 15.6 10.6

66 16.8 12.9 19.8 19.8 16.0

86 19.7 16.1 22.9 24.3 19.6

106 23.0 18.8 26.4 - 23.6
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However, EC-3 (both electrodes are in the plasma space) is also very effective at low-
power inputs before direct electric discharges start between the electrodes. The EC-4-based
reactor (Figure 7), when a metal sheet is present inside the reaction zone facing the ground
electrode, is also better than EC-1 (when both electrodes are isolated). The presence of
a small amount of Ni/Si = 1/4 Mw-ABC catalyst (4.5 wt% or 50 v%) also enhances CO2
conversion by about 20% compared with no catalyst use (i.e., compare EC-1 and EC-2). We
have not tested the catalyst performance under more favorable conditions of EC-2 to EC-4.

Furthermore, it can also be seen from Figure 3 of Zhang et al. [86,87] that, when the
high-voltage electrode is within the reactor (EC-3 mode), the CO2 conversion is almost
identical with EC-1b or EC-2 modes. These results indicate that the notion of stainless-
steel mesh acting as a catalyst cannot be sustained because the surface area of the ground
electrode is 5.4 times greater than the surface area of the high-voltage electrode. Based on
the fact that any catalytic contribution to CO2 conversion by the inserted stainless steel
should be proportional to the surface area, the expected CO2 conversion in EC-3 mode
should have been significantly smaller.

It can also be seen from Table 5 that, in EC-4 electrode mode, the initial CO2 conversion
is similar to that exhibited in EC-1a mode but as the input plasma power increased, the CO2
conversion levels tend to that exhibited by EC-2 mode of operation. We note that at higher
plasma power, plasma is generated in part outside the reactor as the ground electrode is
partially isolated because of the presence of holes on the outer surface of the plasma reactor.

The effect of CO2 flow rate on conversion is shown in Table 6. As can be seen from
Table 6, when the flow rate is increased by a factor of 4, the decrease in conversion is 2.6-fold.
Table 5 shows that in all cases investigated, when increasing plasma power from 46 W to
106 W (2.30-fold increase), the corresponding increase in CO2 conversion is 2.23 fold at best
(EC-4) and 1.62-fold at worst (EC-2).

Table 6. The effect of flow rate on CO2 conversion in a 3 mm diameter BaTiO3 packed DBD reactor
under electrode configuration EC-2 at plasma power of 86 W.

Flow Rate (mL/min) 25 50 75 100

CO2 Conversion (mol%) 27.2 16.1 13.1 10.3

It was shown in numerous publications that, as a Plasma Catalysis Promotor, BaTiO3,
provides a more efficient conversion in DBD reactors than glass, not only in CO2 conver-
sion [67,86,87] but also in direct CH4 conversion [70] to hydrogen and hydrocarbons as
well as CH4 reforming [97,98] with CO2. This is due to the fact that glass is a dielectric
with permittivity of ca. 10 whereas, BaTiO3 is a ferroelectric with permittivity ranging
from ca. 1 k to ca. 6 k depending on temperature and crystallite size. However, the Curie
temperature of BaTiO3 is relatively low (ca. 120–130 ◦C) and hence, ferroelectrics with high
Curie temperatures will provide even more efficient conversion at elevated temperatures
as conclusively demonstrated recently by Gomez-Ramirez et al. [88–90] and Navascués
et al. [91]. However, this is only true for stoichiometric BaTiO3, not phase transformed
piezoelectric barium titanate with structure BaTiO3−x−y{#}xNz (z = 2y/3).

5.4. Effect of Nitrogen Concentration in CO2 Conversion

This process is important as most flue gases contain ca. 50 mol% nitrogen gas. An
understanding of this process is also important in the direct conversion of CO2 and N2
to ammonia-based fertilizers. It has been shown that CO2 conversion in DBD reactors
was enhanced in the presence of nitrogen gas which, however, also underwent oxidation,
producing nitrogen oxides, N2O and NOx at several 100 ppm levels [167–170]. Here, we
study the effect of N2 on the conversion of CO2 in a DBD reactor using the electrode
configuration EC-1 and BaTiO3 particles (3 mm) as packing material. However, we have
not measured the concentration of any evolved NOx molecules.
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The results are tabulated in Tables 7 and 8. Table 7 shows the effect of N2 on CO2
conversion at a fixed total flow rate (CO2 + N2) with a flow rate of 50 mL/min and plasma
power of 106 W. The effect of the total flow rate is also shown when the N2 concentration
is 2.5 mol%. The apparent CO2 conversion, EA (see Equation (2)), increases very rapidly
in the presence of a small amount of N2 and continues increasing up to 75% N2 and
levels off thereafter. However, the effective CO2 conversion, EE, initially increases with N2
concentration up to 10% followed by decay to zero with further increase. The effective CO2
conversion is defined as:

EE = EA × (Flow rate of CO2)/(Total gas flow rate) (3)

The effect of plasma power on CO2 conversion at a fixed total flow rate of 50 mL/min
and N2 concentration of 50% is shown in Table 8.

Table 7. Effect of N2 concentration and flow rate on CO2 conversion in a BaTiO3 packed DBD reactor
under electrode configuration, EC-1 at power 106 W.

Total Gas Flow Rate (mL/min)→ 50 50 75 100 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50

N2 Concentration, (mol%)→ 0 2.5 2.5 2.5 5 10 20 25 50 75 90 93

EA—Apparent CO2
conversion (mol%) 18.8 29.9 21.0 16.2 31.0 33.0 34.6 35.7 41.6 47.0 47.4 47.6

EE—Effective CO2
conversion (mol%) 18.8 29.2 20.5 15.8 29.5 29.7 27.7 26.8 20.8 11.8 4.74 3.33

Table 8. The effect of plasma power on CO2 conversion at a fixed total flow rate of 50 mL/min and
N2 concentration of 50% in a BaTiO3 packed DBD reactor.

Plasma power (W) 25 46 50 66 75 86 100 106

EA—Apparent CO2
conversion (mol%) 13.3 21.7 22.4 29.4 31.8 36.8 39.2 41.6

EE—Effective CO2
conversion (mol%) 6.65 10.9 11.2 14.7 15.9 16.4 16.9 20.8

We can therefore conclude that in plasma reactors with perovskite or spinel type of
high dielectric constant plasma catalysis promoters occupying the plasma zone of the
reactors, non-isolated (exposed) electrode(s) contribute to the CO2 conversion through
electro-catalysis. This has been demonstrated by Solymosi [167] in the electrochemical
conversion of CO2 to CO. Furthermore, as the first step in the catalytic conversion, oxygen
vacancies in perovskites and spinel type of catalysts promote the enhancement of CO2
absorption on the catalyst surface, the creation of such domains can be expected to promote
CO2 conversion. The oxygen vacancies are created during plasma generation over BaTiO3 or
SiO2 supported catalysts of the type developed by the author (i.e., {M/Si = X}/BaTiO3 = Y
type of single or binary catalysts) through a locally operating chemical looping process
with oxidation and reduction domains in the catalysts separated only by micrometer
distances [83].

5.5. Catalytic Plasma Carbon Dioxide Splitting in the Presence of Biochar as a Catalyst and In Situ
Oxygen Scavenger

In these experiments, we used the Multi-Reaction Zone Reactor (M-RZR) in order
to sequestrate oxygen radicals to enhance the CO2 splitting. Another important motiva-
tion was to modify biochars so as to make them more hydrophilic to improve their soil
conditioning characteristics including high water retention and plant root and bacterial
association in the rhizosphere zone in agricultural applications. This experiment is an exact
replica of the use of hydrophilic acidic PolyHIPE Polymer (loaded in the Reaction Zone-2,
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RZ-2) for the sequestration of ammonia produced in the Reaction Zone-1 (RZ-1), using
M-RZR as described previously [3].

In the present experiments, using the M-RZR shown in Figure 8, RZ-1 is the catalytic
DBD plasma CO2 splitting reactor. Electrode configuration in RZ-1 was in EC= 4 mode
as shown in Figures 7b and 8. The plasma reaction space was filled with 165 g BaTiO3
particles (3 mm) and 8 g Ni/Si = 1/4 Mw-ABC catalyst (50% by volume of the total space).

The RZ-2 of M-RZR contained 1200 g biochar particles (ca. 3 mm) used for the
sequestration of the oxygen. Before starting the plasma experiment, biochar in RZ-2 was
purged with carbon dioxide at a flow rate of 100 mL/min for 70 h. The carbon dioxide
flow rate was reduced to 50 mL/min and then the plasma was turned on at 50 W power.
The emergent gases were analyzed using Gas Chromatography after 20 h of continuous
reaction. The outlet gas composition was: CO2 = 0.931; CO = 0.046; H2 = 0.003; O2 = 0.002
and N2 = 0.018.

As seen from these data, based on the concentration of CO (=4.6%), the expected
concentration of oxygen is 2.3%. Therefore, the expected O2 concentration is reduced
more than 10-fold compared with the expected O2 based on the CO concentration at the
outlet. N2 was also detected (1.8%) in the outlet gas. During the pyrolysis of lignocellulosic
biomass, the hydrogen and oxygen content of biomass decreases while the concentration of
carbon (ca. 85 wt%) and nitrogen (ca. 1.7 wt%) increase significantly. Although hydrogen is
likely to be the result of the reaction between biochar and oxygen radicals, it is unlikely
that the presence of N2 is due to the same reason. It is more likely that this nitrogen is due
to the desorption of nitrogen from the biochar, which is of course an excellent adsorber of
all the gases involved in the reaction.

Relatively low levels of CO, expected from the stochiometric balance of CO2 splitting
can be attributed to the enhanced solubility of CO in carbon in the presence of catalytic
metals, such as Cu, Mn, etc., which are also present in charcoal [171]. Although the
principle of in situ sequestration of the oxygen by biochar is demonstrated, the system is
not conducive to the evaluation of the kinetics of the reactions due to the solubility of the
gases in biochar, including that of CO2, CO and NOx.

5.6. Biochar as Plasma Catalyst and Oxygen Scavenger

The electrical conductivity of biochar can be changed over a wide range by promoting
the concentration of highly conductive carbon phases such as graphite or by the addition
of metal oxides. At low pyrolysis temperatures (400–600 ◦C), biochar has dominantly
amorphous, non-organized phases composed of aromatic and aliphatic structures (ratio
of ca. 0.4) and has low electrical conductivity [171–173]. In its own right, biochar has an
abundance of catalytic metals and can act as a low-cost catalyst [171,174–176].

Although they are unlikely to replace well-characterized, reproducible and highly
stable chemical catalysts, including plasma catalysts, they are seen as an important renew-
able material in climate change mitigation, especially in agriculture as a soil additive [177]
as well as in numerous other applications [171,178]. Therefore, biochars can be used in
applications such as the present one in which they act as catalysts and at the same time
they are chemically modified to be more effective soil conditioners. This type of dual-
purpose approach eliminates the use of synthetic catalysts while providing superior (more
hydrophilic) biochar as a soil additive or natural smart fertilizer providing micronutrients
and ammonia. Its use in NH3 synthesis will result in NH3 sequestration through absorption
by biochar and hence NH3 can be recovered from it by desorption.

Due to these attributes, notwithstanding their shortcomings, biochar (as well as its
carbon-depleted form, bio-ash) can be used in plasma reactions as a catalyst over a restricted
temperature and time span. As a result, it is possible to induce further desirable attributes
in the biochar structure, such as the enhancement of their hydrophilicity. Here, in this
demonstration, we use biochar obtained from the pyrolysis zone of the gasifier developed
by the author [67] and used in the gasification characteristics of bagasse [45,119,123,124].
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In this demonstration, using only the RZ-1 part of the M-RZR, we placed 8 g biochar
together with 165 g BaTiO3 (3 mm) particles in the plasma zone of the reactor. Because
biochar is also porous, the length of the plasma zone could be adjusted so that the vol-
umetric concentration of biochar and BaTiO3 was 50–50 by volume. In this case, no
Ni/Si = 1/Mw-ABC catalyst was used. Biochar was degassed for 24 h using CO2 at
100 mL/min at 100 ◦C before the start of the plasma when the flow rate was reduced to
50 mL/min and plasma power was 50 W. The emergent gases were analyzed after 20 h.
After the reaction, biochar was recovered and analyzed (together with the original biochar
before plasma) by FTIR. The emergent gas composition was: CO2 = 0.778; CO = 0.171;
O2 = 0.037; H2 = 0.014 and trace amounts of N2 was detected. These results indicate that in
the presence of biochar in close contact with BaTiO3 in the plasma zone, CO2 splitting is
enhanced considerably but the presence of O2 is also enhanced at [CO]/[O2] = 4.6 whereas,
previously, this ratio was 23. It can be expected that the amount of biochar was limited and
the length of the reaction was too long so the active sites of biochar were already depleted.
The same argument applies to the reduced H2 and N2 concentrations.

The FTIR spectra of the biochar before and after the reaction are shown in Figure 9a,b,
respectively. Before the reaction, the spectrum band at wavenumber 3316 cm−1, ν(O-H),
represents the hydroxyl groups in phenolic and aliphatic structures while the band at
2943 cm−1, ν (C-H), is C-H stretching in aromatic methoxy and methyl and methylene
groups [179]. Both of these bands disappear after the oxidation of biochar as seen in
Figure 9b. The disappearance of ν(O-H) band at 3316 cm−1 is due to the dehydration of
biochar. The disappearance of the band at 2943 cm−1, ν (C-H), indicates the reduction of
biochar hydrogen content through reaction with oxygen.

Most importantly, as seen in these two spectra, a shoulder band at 1710 cm−1 appears
in Figure 9b after the reaction of biochar with oxygen. This band, ν (C=O), is due to
unconjugated C=O stretching vibrations in carbonyl groups of hemicellulose, which is due
to the combustion reaction of carbon and oxygen. As there is no combustion in the system,
these results show that O produced during CO2 splitting, reacts with carbon to produce
carbonyl groups. Bands at 1584 cm−1 and 1400 cm−1 in both biochars (before and after
plasma reaction) are attributed [173] to charged carboxylate groups (COO−). The band
at 873 cm−1 is significantly enhanced after the plasma reaction. Bands at 1590–870 cm−1

are attributed to aromatic C-N/R-O-C/R-O-CH3 bonds indicating the oxygenation of the
aromatic phases. It is interesting to note that plasma etching of metal-organic frameworks
(zeolitic imidazolate framework-8) films [180] by oxygen plasma results in the formation of
carbonyl moieties (C=O) at 1710 cm−1. On the other hand, nitrogen plasma induces mild
etching and grafting of nitrile groups (-C≡N) [180] identifiable at 2206 cm−1. This band in
the FTIR of the plasma exposed biochar is absent as seen in Figure 9b.

The pyrolysis process promotes the elimination of H and O and enhancement of C
from the organic phase and increasing the pyrolysis temperature drives the elimination of H
and O towards completion and mineralization of carbon and oxygen through the formation
of carbonates at higher pyrolysis temperatures. Carbon is also the primary element in
condensed aromatic structures, which dominate the organic phase of biochar; while O is the
key element in many polar organic functional groups on biochar surfaces, which influence
biochar reactivity in soil environments [181,182]. The appearance of carbonyl groups in
hemicellulose and oxygenation of the aromatic phases are hence useful in the sequestration
of cationic micronutrients (mainly metals) by biochar in soil [181].

These experiments indicate that CO2 can be sequestrated through biochar—BaTiO3
catalyzed plasma reaction with in situ oxygen sequestration, which improves not only
CO2 conversion and CO yield but also enhances the biochar quality through oxygenation
without affecting hydrogenation. In pyrolysis, [H]/[O] molar ratio remains constant at ca.
1.2 and hence the current process generates independent oxygenation of biochar.
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6. Direct Conversion of Hydrogen Enriched Model Syngas to Ammonia via
Ammonium Carbamate with CO2 Sequestration and Utilization
6.1. Background

The direct conversion of syngas to ammonia clearly eliminates the separation of
hydrogen and nitrogen from the other components of syngas, including CO2, CO, CH4 and
C2H4/C2H6 as well as the minor hydrocarbons. However, although there is sufficient N2
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present in syngas, hydrogen concentration is too low and hence it needs to be enhanced
by the addition of hydrogen externally, requiring a syngas conditioning stage. That said,
the presence of excess CO2 can be an advantage for the in situ NH3 sequestration to shift
the equilibrium towards NH3 formation. In its own right, ammonia is a very efficient
absorbent of CO2 at a theoretical capacity of ca. 0.33 mol CO2/mol NH3. Therefore,
ammonia has been used for CO2 capture (see for example Reference [3]) from coal-powered
power plants (formation of solid ammonium carbamate (NH2COONH4) below 80 ◦C) and
even used as a fertilizer in the form of ammonium carbonate (NH4)2CO3 or ammonium
bicarbonate, (NH4)HCO3 or ultimately, as urea (NH2CONH2). When these materials are
used as fertilizers, this will allow the diffusion of CO3

−2 or HCO3
− ions in soil and then

into groundwater aquifers where it can be sequestrated by forming CaCO3 thus achieving
CO2 removal from biomass (negative CO2 emission) or fossil fuels (reduced CO2 emission)
while nitrogen is metabolized by plants.

Alternatively, if anhydrous ammonia is to be obtained for fuel applications, ammonium
carbamate decomposition yields NH3 and CO2 as shown in Figure 1. These two gases
can be separated through the selective absorption of CO2 and CO2 is recycled. Therefore,
CO2 itself can be used as a gaseous ammonia sequestrator/scavenger to obtain a solid
ammonium carbamate that releases ammonia upon heating.

6.2. Experimental Results

The direct conversion of syngas to ammonium carbamate (and then to urea or an-
hydrous NH3) in a DBD-nonthermal plasma was first proposed by the author [3,39,67].
Essentially, the proposed synthesis is a combination of three competing syntheses: Ammo-
nia synthesis (N2 and H2), dry reforming of methane (involving CO2 and CH4) [97,98] and
Fischer–Tropsch synthesis [74] (CO and H2 as well as CO2 via CO generation). Here, we
demonstrate the feasibility of the direct conversion of syngas to ammonia using a model
syngas with enhanced H2 (but well below the stochiometric ratio of [H2]/[N2] = 3). In the
following experiments, a hydrogen-enriched model syngas was constituted and supplied
in a pressurized gas bottle replacing the CO2 bottle used in the previous experiments (see
Figure 6a). The composition of the feed gas mixture was: H2 = 0.4; N2 = 0.36; CO2 = 0.1;
CO = 0.1 and CH4 = 0.04 with [H2]/[N2] = 1.11. This gas mixture is then fed into the DBD
reactor and the emerging gases are first passed through the ice trap to solidify ammonium
carbamate. Non-condensable products are then analyzed for hydrocarbons.

The solid material was recovered from the ice-trap and analyzed by FTIR. It revealed
that the material was (NH4)2CO3, which was formed as a result of the reaction of am-
monium carbamate, NH2COONH4, with water upon exposure to air and the possible
formation of water during the plasma reaction. The analysis of the non-condensable gases
(at 0 ◦C) by gas chromatography indicated the presence of higher hydrocarbons (C2-C5) in
the effluent together with unreacted gases and a reduction in the outlet gas flow rate.

Table 9 summarizes the results obtained from a hydrogen-enriched model syngas
mixture containing the gases commonly encountered in syngas generated by gasification.
The gas compositions before and after passing through the plasma reactor and processing
conditions are shown in this table.

It can be seen from Table 9 that the reaction favors Fischer–Tropsch synthesis since
neither the CH4/(CO2 + CO) ratio nor the N2/H2 ratio is optimum for an efficient dry
reforming or ammonia conversion, respectively. Nevertheless, the recovery of ammonium
carbamate as a solid product indicates that ammonia was formed and sequestrated by CO2.

Table 9 also shows that the concentrations of CH4, CO2 and N2 in the gas phase have
increased while that of H2 and CO have reduced. These changes can be accounted for
through a mass balance on H, C, N and O in Equation (4) below:

0.1 CO2 + 0.4 H2 + 0.36 N2 + 0.04 CH4 + 0.1 CO→ 0.071 CO2 + 0.157 H2 + 0.269 N2 + 0.115 CH4
+ 0.013 CO + 0.005 C2H4 + 0.066 NO + 0.0284 (NH2)COO(NH4) (solid)

(4)
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Table 9. Catalytic plasma reaction of hydrogen-enriched model syngas in DBD reactor: Plasma
power = 104 W; Electrode configuration = EC-1; Reactor wall temperature = 100 ◦C.

Before Reaction After Reaction

Total gas flow rate = 50 mL/min Total gas flow rate = 35.8 mL/min

Inlet composition Product composition (measured)

CO2 = 10%; CO2 =11.3% C2 = 0.6%
H2 = 40%; H2 = 24.9% C3 = 0.03%
CH4 = 4% CH4 =18.3% C4 = 0.21%
CO = 10% CO = 2.0% C5 = 0.01%
N2 = 36% N2 = 42.7%

[H2]/[N2] = 1.11 [H2]/[N2] = 0.58 Solid product:
(NH2)COO(NH4)

In Equation (4), water evolution is assumed to be absent. NO and NO2 were not
measured, and hence their concentrations are calculated from the mass balance on carbon,
hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen. The method used is an optimization technique in which
mass balance on each element is carried out using the coefficients of the compounds in
the above equation, followed by overall mass balance. These coefficients were updated
until the mass balance closure, ([Mass in]/[Mass out]) reaches 1 ± σ where σ represents
an acceptable level of accuracy and therefore is the target variable for minimization. In
the present case, the mass balance closure is 0.94. It is also known that the concentration
of NO2 is low compared with NO when air is subjected to plasma reaction [83,168] and
hence NO2 does not appear in the above equation. We have also assumed [74,97,98] that
C2+ hydrocarbons were C2H4 as we have already shown and that the other C3+ or higher
hydrocarbons were ignored as their concentrations are very low. From the above equation,
it can be seen that molar concentrations of the main gaseous products or unreacted gases
(CO2, H2, N2, CH4 and CO) agree very well with the measured concentrations tabulated
in Table 9.

The above reaction indicates that despite unfavorable reactant composition for ammo-
nia synthesis (H2/N2 = 1.11) which requires H2/N2 ≈ 3, a significant amount of ammonia
is produced and sequestrated in situ in the form of ammonium carbamate (2.84 mol%). The
amount of ammonia produced from ammonium carbamate therefore represents 5.68 mol%
NH3, which corresponds to total molar H conversion of E(ΣH) = 17.7 mol% and total molar
N conversion E(ΣN) = 7.9 mol%. E(ΣH) and E(ΣN) are defined as:

E(ΣH) = 100 × [Total H in ammonium carbamate produced]/[Total H input from syngas] (5)

E(ΣN) = 100 × [Total N in ammonium carbamate produced]/[Total N input from syngas] (6)

Similarly, we define the molar carbon sequestration efficiency, E1(ΣC), through the
formation of ammonium carbamate as:

E1(ΣC) =100 × [Total C in ammonium carbamate produced]/[Total C input from syngas] (7)

Therefore, H2 and N2 conversions represent an acceptable level especially when the
H2/N2 ratio is far from the stoichiometric value. These results demonstrate the significance
of in situ NH3 sequestration in catalytic plasma reactions. Carbon sequestration due to
syngas-to-ammonium carbamate conversion is estimated as E1(ΣC) = 11.8 mol%. However,
as a significant amount of CH4 is formed and CH4 (it is produced from renewable source)
can be recovered as a useful by-product and converted directly to H2 and carbon, we can
also define total carbon sequestration potential, E2(ΣC), of the process as:

E2(ΣC) = 100 × [Total C in ammonium carbamate and CH4]/[Total C input from syngas] (8)

The estimated total carbon sequestration potential of NH3 + CO2 is E2(ΣC) = 61.8 mol%.
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These results show that it is possible to convert syngas or indeed flue gases directly to
ammonia-based fertilizers provided that H2 concentration in the reactant gas stream is suffi-
ciently high to promote ammonia synthesis. We have already shown that a high [H2]/[N2]
ratio can be achieved through biomass gasification with dual air and water oxidant use. The
other important factors to consider include the tailoring of the catalyst, reactor electrode
configuration, reactor design for the promotion of CO2 sequestration with NH3 as well
as the other processing conditions such as gas flow rate and reactor temperature. This
proof-of-concept demonstration also represents carbon sequestration from syngas from
the gasification of biomass while obtaining either ammonia or ammonia-based carbonous
fertilizers, which itself represents a natural, long-term carbon sequestration and utilization
through the formation of CaCO3.

The significance of the above results can be understood when we consider the equiva-
lent NH3 outlet concentration of 5.68 mol% with those obtained from nonthermal catalytic
plasma experiments using H2 and N2 only, producing ca. 1-3 mol% except when using
piezoelectric BaTiO3−x−y{#}xNz with Ni/Si = X catalysts [3,39,67,69].

7. Piezoelectric Catalyst Development
7.1. Microwave Radiation Induced Ferroelectric-to-Piezoelectric Phase Transition under Plasma
and Its Application to Synthesis of Piezoelectric Black Barium Titanate Catalyst

In the above-described reactions, BaTiO3 cannot be regarded as a plasma catalysis
promoter because it acts as a piezoelectric catalyst in its own right. Another distinction must
be made between the thermochemical and plasma catalysts. The efficiency of the former
decays in service while that of the latter enhances. This is achieved in two ways: Either
BaTiO3 is exposed to plasma over a long period of time during catalytic plasma reactions
(days), or it can be modified using microwave radiation with plasma generation for a short
period of time (a few minutes). As shown by Akay [39,67,82,83,170] and Akay et al. [69,70],
BaTiO3 undergoes morphological changes during prolonged (ca. 50–150 h) plasma catalysis
when BaTiO3 is used as a plasma catalysis promoter. However, the implications and the
mechanism of these changes have not been investigated. Although the microwave plasma-
induced morphological changes in BaTiO3 have been investigated by Akay [39,67,82,83]
the mechanism of the process and its wider implications in plasma catalysis, solar energy
harvesting and energy storage have not been considered.

The first study showing the transformation of BaTiO3 particles from ferroelectricity
to piezoelectricity by microwave radiation was carried out by Akay [67,83]. In this study,
fresh BaTiO3 particles (1 or 3 mm diameter) were placed in HNO3 (or H2SO4) overnight
followed by distilled water washing. They were then subjected to microwave irradiation
in air at 1800 W for 2 min with the generation of plasma and NO + NO2. These samples
were then cooled and the process was repeated 5 times (total irradiation time of 10 min).
The experiments were repeated at 900 W microwave power. Each time, the generation of
plasma was observed. This process can also be carried out at lower microwave powers
where the lowest microwave power available was 200 W. The extensive XRD, SEM and
EDS analysis performed on the microwaved BaTiO3 particles revealed the nature and the
extent of these changes [83,170].

The fresh BaTiO3 particles were white-cream colored, those particles microwaved at
900 W were dark cream and grey colored while those particles microwaved at 1800 W were
black colored. Microwave plasma-induced color changes are associated with the transition
from ferroelectric-to-piezoelectric phase change as discussed earlier. It must be pointed
out that those particles microwaved at 900 W had a few black particles but, in the analyses,
only the cream-colored particles were used.

The XRD spectrum of fresh BaTiO3 is shown in Figure 10. The identification of
the XRD reflections and the crystallite size associated with each peak were evaluated
previously [83]. In order to evaluate the morphological changes in microwave irradiated
BaTiO3 with plasma generation in air, we examined each reflection separately for all the
peaks associated with the fresh and microwaved samples.
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Figure 10. XRD spectrum of fresh BaTiO3.

As shown previously [83,170], the intensities of the peaks at 2θ = 44.9◦ (reflection (002))
and 2θ = 45.4◦ (reflection (200)) switch when fresh BaTiO3 particles are microwave irradi-
ated (at 1800 W for 10 min) with plasma generation and NOx evolution. In Figure 11a–f,
we examine all the reflections more closely for the fresh (identified as F), cream-colored
(Identified as C) and black-colored (Identified as B) BaTiO3 particles, which were crushed
for powder-XRD measurements. The Bragg angles (2θ) and the reflections associated with
them are shown in parenthesis.
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Figure 11. XRD spectra of fresh (F) and microwave irradiated BaTiO3 at 900 W power (Cream-colored
particles (C)) and at 1800 W (black-colored particles (B)) at various Bragg angles (2θ). (a) Reflections
(001) and (100); (b) Reflections (101) and (110); (c) Reflection (111); (d) Reflections (002) and (200);
(e) Reflections (102) and (210); (f)Reflections (112) and (211) (g) Reflections (202) and (220).

XRD reflection intensity switch is a result of phase transition [83,183,184] from para-
electricity (cubic phase) or ferroelectricity (tetragonal phase, i.e., non-centrosymmetric)
to piezoelectricity (expanded tetragonal phase) when the Weiss-domains acquire dipole
alignment while still keeping the tetragonal phase, albeit with slight distortion. Due to
microwave heating and plasma generation, the maximum temperature was ca. 200 ◦C
during each cycle of microwave irradiation in air. Therefore, there is the possibility of
ferroelectric BaTiO3 first developing a paraelectric phase before the transformation to a
piezoelectric phase since the Curie temperature of BaTiO3 is 120–130 ◦C. Nevertheless,
once the piezoelectric phase is acquired, the Curie temperature increases, the magnitude
of which is dependent on the piezoelectric coefficient, d33. At a typical value [183–185] of
d33 ≈ 400 pC/N, the Curie temperature of TC ≈ 320 ◦C can be expected [185], which is
well above the maximum irradiation temperature.

Figure 11 clearly indicates that microwave irradiation and plasma evolution result in:

(a) Clear reflection intensity change at 44.90◦, (002) and 45.37◦, (200) for the black-colored
BaTiO3 and equalization of the corresponding intensities for the cream-colored BaTiO3.

(b) The broadening of the peaks in the microwave-irradiated samples indicates that, as
expected, the microwave-irradiated samples have higher amorphous fractions than
the fresh BaTiO3. However, the cream-colored BaTiO3 is more amorphous than the
black-colored BaTiO3.

(c) Due to the amorphization process, a number of weak peaks disappear in the microwave-
irradiated samples.

(d) In the microwave-irradiated samples, in addition to the broadening of the peaks, peak
positions shift towards higher Bragg angles.

It must be pointed out that not the whole of the barium titanate particles undergo
phase change. This phase change is likely to be concentrated at the surface section of the
particles. When these particles are crushed for XRD analysis, the reflections include the
original paraelectric phase.

As shown previously [83], SEM and EDS studies clearly illustrated the hallmarks of
profound morphological and chemical heterogeneities in BaTiO3 and spinel or perovskite-type
catalysts synthesized by microwave-induced plasma shock. These crystallographic defects
include: electrical activity, (formation of electrical treeing; Lichtenberg phenomenon [186]) in
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BaTiO3 particles together with extensive porogenesis, formation of layered planes (with
spaces between the planes filled with lattice exudates as a result of amorphization), anion
(oxygen) and cation (Ba2+ or Ti3+/Ti4+) vacancies, morphological heterogeneities and color
change from white to cream to brown and black with increasing microwave power and
dose during irradiation in air. It is important to note that these changes are present in the
same material within micron-to-nano scale proximity [83]. Therefore, it is possible that they
represent chemical-looping piezoelectric catalysts with adjacent oxidation and reduction
domains but with piezoelectric catalytic characteristics in all domains.

The electrical treeing also indicates that microwave irradiation imposes not only elec-
trical field but also thermal stresses, which cause crack nucleation and propagation. The
propagating cracks are reflected in the path of the electrical activity [186]. This synergistic
failure mode indicates that microwave irradiation achieves some of the prerequisites of
catalysis, namely, absorption of energy, development of high stresses for piezoelectric catal-
ysis and high electrical activity between the separated domains. These results confirm that
ferroelectric materials exhibit a strong nonlinear coupling between electrical, mechanical,
and thermal fields.

The motivation for the synthesis of perovskite (or indeed spinel) type oxides with
vacancies and doping is that such structural modifications result in enhanced activity
and the transformation from paraelectric or ferroelectric state to piezoelectric state, which
can be used in several microelectronic applications, energy harvesting, energy storage
and energy conversion including piezocatalysis [187–191]. Although thermochemical-,
electrochemical- and photo-piezocatalysis have been studied, to the best knowledge of the
author, plasma-piezocatalysis has not been investigated.

Before examining the generation of chemical and morphological heterogeneity in
BaTiO3 due to shock microwave irradiation with plasma generation, we first review the
types and effects of crystallographic defects in perovskite catalysts as the observed struc-
tures and catalytic activity in these catalysts are directly associated.

7.2. Defect Engineering in Catalysts and Perovskites

What differentiates photo- and plasma-catalysis from thermodynamic catalysis is that,
in the latter, catalysis does not require an initiation stage whereas the former two require
initiation from an external energy source greater or equal to the bandgap of the catalyst.
The three stages of photo- and plasma-catalysis include: (1) Energy absorption; (2) Creation
of charge carriers and their transfer to the catalytic sites; and (3) Surface redox reactions.
The creation of defects in catalysts therefore targets enhancing the energy efficiency in these
three stages. Due to the fact that the history of photocatalysis for water splitting dates
back several decades compared with catalytic plasma for CO2 or CH4 splitting or synthesis
of NH3, urea and higher hydrocarbons from CO2 or CH4, the former provides valuable
insight into the latter.

It is now well-understood that suitable crystallographic defects in catalysts could
enhance several important functions in ferroelectric and piezoelectric catalysts. These
functions include the enhancement of: electrochemical reactivity, electronic conductiv-
ity, ionic diffusivity, charge separation efficiency, carrier concentration, concentration of
dangling bonds on surfaces, transition from step sites to catalytically active terrace site
morphology, permittivity, piezoelectric coefficient, polarization, cation disorder, creation
of oxygen vacancies and crystal structure amorphization. These structural modulations
are induced through processing, chemical modification (either partial reduction or in-
complete oxidation [191]) of existing catalysts by introducing substitutional or interstitial
impurity [191–196], and high-energy radiation at 0.1 MeV levels [197].

In photocatalytic water splitting, the prerequisite energy absorption stage requires
a solar absorption threshold at ca. 600 nm, which corresponds to a bandgap of 2 eV for
good harvesting of solar photons. For example, the application of BaTiO3 in solar water
splitting is limited because barium titanate has a large bandgap (ca. 3.0–3.3 eV) although its
valance band and the conduction band edges are in the suitable position for photocatalysis.
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Furthermore, only 5% of solar radiation is in the ultraviolet frequency range while visible
light constitutes more than 45%. Therefore, for efficient solar photosynthesis, the bandgap
should be lowered and the frequency range of absorption should be extended. This
condition can be achieved by metal nitrides and mixed anion compounds, such as metal
oxynitrides and metal oxysulfides because of their suitable band gap and band edges [198].
However, due to their harsh processing environment, several of the desired characteristics
(energy absorption, carrier generation and separation, surface chemical reaction) become
difficult to control. Homogeneous doping to create chemical and morphological defects
also extends the visible solar radiation absorption range of wide band gap semiconductors.

Structure modification or synthesis of suitable defect-rich materials aims to produce
homogeneous photocatalysts. However, photocatalysis essentially involves thin film sur-
face reaction whereas catalytic plasma reactions occur both on the catalyst surface as well as
within the bulk through the generation of interconnected microscopic and sub-microscopic
pores. However, this concept can apply to photosynthesis provided that the reaction
environment allows the penetration of photons into the pores.

That said, catalytic plasma reactions have several other advantages over that of photo-
catalysis, which will be considered separately. Below, we examine the creation of defects in
oxide catalysts, including perovskites, and their effects on their catalytic performance.

7.3. Anion Vacancies

The most important anion defect is the oxygen vacancy. It is now known that the en-
hancements of piezoelectric coefficient, remnant polarization, charge separation efficiency,
carrier concentration, ion diffusivity, concentration of dangling bonds on surfaces and the
transition from step sites to catalytically active terrace sites morphology in self-modified
perovskites are due to crystallographic defects, in particular oxygen vacancies [191–201].
Oxygen vacancies generate electrons with energies within the bandgap, which is reduced
(for BaTiO3 from ca. 3.2 to 2.4 eV) in piezoelectric materials compared with the original
materials. Oxygen vacancies enhance the diffusion of O2− ions from the crystal lattice
through the enhancement of diffusion channels and reduced diffusion barriers.

Due to the similar ionic diameters of oxygen and nitrogen, nitrogen substitution is
often used for oxygen vacancy generation without introducing serious lattice distortion
in the crystal lattice of the Ti4+ coordinated tetragonal phases [191]. However, in anionic
monodoping, several unoccupied impurity states appear within the band gap, which may
trap the photogenerated carriers due to charge imbalance thus reducing the photocatalytic
efficiency [199–201]. When double doping through anionic (or indeed cationic) substitution
is performed, the band gap is reduced further compared with monodoping and band gap
edges move to visible light frequencies [199–201].

As pointed out by Goumri-Said and Kanoun [201], in double N co-doped BaTiO3, the
replacement of the two closest O atoms by two N dopants introduces two net holes and a
new N-N is created in which the bond length is 0.1518 nm. This distance is significantly
shorter than the distance between the closest O atoms (0.2830 nm) in defect-free BaTiO3,
indicating strong coupling between two N dopant atoms. It is possible that titanium
is partially in Ti3+ state (which has covalent characteristics) in order to accommodate
N-N bonding. It also indicates that due to oxygen vacancy, the sublattice is distorted
to accommodate the double N dopants. This crystal distortion can generate permanent
piezoelectric phases within barium titanate [201].

Hydrogen substitution [202] in BaTiO3 to obtain BaTiO3−xHx (x = 0.5) was shown to
create excellent ammonia catalysis. The performance of these barium titanate oxyhydride
catalysts matches that of conventional supported Ru catalysts including Cs-Ru/MgO or
Ru/BaTiO3. Vacancy-free oxyhydride barium titanate BaTiO3−xHx is stable in air and
water and has paramagnetic characteristics. Due to the liable nature of the hydride species,
BaTiO3−xHx has been used as a versatile precursor towards mixed-anion substitution.

Nedumkandathil et al. [203] investigated the processing and structure of hydride
reduction of tetragonal BaTiO3 and concluded that the resulting material was a complex
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disordered perovskite with the formula BaTiO3−xHy{#}(x−y) where {#} is oxygen vacancy
with x < 0.6 and 0.04 < y < 0.25. Guo et al. [204] have shown that BaTiO3−xHy{#}(x−y) could
be nitrated readily in N2 atmosphere at 450 ◦C to yield tetragonal phases BaTiO3−xN(2x/3)−y
{#}(x/3)+y without significant distortion. In contrast with the nitridation of vacancy-free
oxyhydride, BaTiO3−xHx, oxynitrides from BaTiO3−xHy{#}(x−y) appeared to be not fully
nitrided and titanium remained partially as Ti3+ and the bandgap was in a range 2.4–2.5 eV.

Although the emphasis in defect engineering has been focused on narrowing the
bandgap, bringing the bandgap edges within the absorption frequency range of solar
energy and generation and transfer of charge carriers, the enhancement of catalyst energy
absorption characteristics has also been considered. Efficient absorption is particularly
important in electromagnetic protection where a large energy absorption coefficient is
desirable over an extended frequency range [205]. The formation of a disordered layer is
attributed to the numerous oxygen vacancies that form dangling bonds and distortion of
the atomic arrangement [191]. The utilization of dangling barium bonds is a possibility
to substitute impurities to enhance energy absorption. One such impurity for efficient
energy absorption is the formation of Ba3N2 as nitrogen appears to be the best option for
this substitution [206]. This substitution can be carried out without the introduction of
too many impurities into the crystal lattice as nitrogen is often used to replace O2− ions
in BaTiO3 when creating oxygen vacancies. In BaTiO3, BaO terminated surfaces can be
replaced by Ba(NOx)2 disordered nitrate clusters creating a disordered sublattice [207].

7.4. Cation Vacancies

In BaTiO3, substitutional cation impurities are carried out with barium as well as Ti
to improve piezoelectric properties such as piezoelectric coefficient, Curie temperature
and energy storage capacity [184,208,209]. In the investigation of the cation defects, Ti4+

has been the main target due to its multivalency and the covalent characteristics of Ti3+,
which is also the main source of defect formation. This is partly due to the fact that in
obtaining piezoelectric black perovskites, including barium titanate, black TiO2 is often
used as a precursor. In a theoretical study, Ertekin and Rezaee [210] considered O, Ba and
Ti vacancies of the type Ba(1−3x)TiO3(1−x) and BaTi(1−3x/2)O3(1−x). They concluded that as
barium vacancies have a lower electrostatic charge than titanium vacancies, the mobility of
oxygen vacancies increases with increasing concentration of barium vacancies compared
with titanium vacancies [210]. Furthermore, the synergistic effects are also present in
piezoelectric catalysts in which the polarization field promotes charge separation and
electron transfer while suppressing charge recombination. Oxygen vacancies are the main
charge carriers and hence their presence in piezoelectric or pyroelectric catalysts will create
a more efficient charge separation and transfer with reduced charge recombination [211].

When BaTiO3 particles were microwave irradiated in air with plasma generation, the
color changed from white to cream, to brown and finally to black indicating a change
from ferroelectric to piezoelectric phase, which is accompanied by the intensity reversal
of the twin peaks at 2θ = 44.9◦, (002) and 2θ = 45.37◦, (200) in the XRD spectrum as seen
in Figure 11d [83,170]. The importance of black-colored catalysts is that they are able to
adsorb nearly full solar spectrum [193]. The irradiation conditions dictate the extent of the
phase change within the BaTiO3 particles.

More recently, black piezoelectric BaTiO3 particles were synthesized [191] starting, (as a
precursor) with black piezoelectric TiO2, which has excellent photocatalytic characteristics
including a narrow bandgap [212]. Since the publication by Chen et al. [212] further
improvements in black TiO2 have taken place including the introduction of substitutional
and interstitial defects such as Ti3+, Ti–OH, Ti–H species, oxygen vacancies, as in barium
titanate. Furthermore, the use of black TiO2 as a precursor facilitates the production of core-
shell structures [213,214]. One such core-shell structure is Amorphous TiO2 @ Crystalline
TiO2 as an efficient solar catalyst [214]. Nevertheless, the use and the types of engineered
defects in black TiO2 are not conclusive [214].
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Although the color change (from white-to-darker colors such as brown and black)
in perovskites indicates the presence of defects, this appears [186] to be due to anion
doping, rather than tetrahedral distortion and the partial transformation of Ti4+ to Ti3+.
Kang et al. [198] synthesized BaLa4Ti4O(15−x)Ny perovskites and observed a large reduc-
tion in band gap (from 3.77 to 2.07 eV) and found no significant lattice distortion and the
color change was attributed to substituted N3 species forming Ti-N bonds.

7.5. Amorphization Process in Ferroelectric-Piezoelectric Catalysts

One of the common effects of anionic or cationic doping in perovskites is the formation
of disordered (amorphous) phases. Depending on the mechanism of formation, the catalyst
itself can be X-ray amorphous with defects homogeneously distributed throughout [82,83].
Alternatively, if a crystalline catalyst is to be modified, the amorphous phases usually
nucleate at grain boundaries or at the crystal defects. In this case, the catalyst remains
crystalline with amorphous phases being detectable through analytical measurements,
including XRD and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy.

The amorphization process through energy shock (i.e., large energy input per unit
time per unit mass or surface area if the amorphization is confined to the surface) is a novel
process used in the synthesis of defect-rich supported catalysts [82,83] as well as in the
fracturing of a granite type of hard rocks [215–217] based on energy absorption at the grain
boundaries, especially in the presence of water [217].

As in catalysts, the grain boundaries or the crystallite interfaces have high structural
defects which render such interfaces amorphous. These interfaces also represent nano-scale
locations where energy absorption is high compared with the defect-free crystal sites,
as discussed previously. Therefore, in the presence of mechanical stress, the absorbed
energy can initiate cracks and cause the accumulation of further defects, creating stress
concentration at crystallite boundaries and at defective crystal domains [218].

This model is most readily understood in semi-crystalline polymers such as low-
and high-density polyethylene [219–221]. Upon irradiation (solar and gamma-rays), such
semi-crystalline materials develop microscopic cracks if there is residual stress due to, for
example, molecular orientation in the absence of annealing. However, due to the phase
transition from a folded chain semi-crystalline state to an ordered molecular orientation,
they also become more resistant toward radiation-induced oxidation in air. Therefore, in
semi-crystalline materials with residual or applied stress, any radiation damage is concen-
trated at the amorphous region as the energy absorption is the highest and molecules are
more mobile [215–221]. Molecular orientation creates a high-entropy material (compared
with the original highly crystalline state) with enhanced mechanical strength due to broad
stress distribution thus avoiding stress concentration at grain boundaries [219–221].

Amorphization in metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) used as catalysts has also been
observed [73,80]. Using a Ni-MOF-74 catalyst in plasma ammonia synthesis, it was found
that the porous catalyst had a superior performance due to its porosity which was, however,
compromised when the plasma power was above 200 W because of amorphization of
the porous framework. This study provides a number of conclusions; the importance
of the power input in amorphization in organo-metallic compounds and that extensive
amorphization can lead to degradation of mechanical strength and physical structure.

In polymorphic materials, amorphization can be achieved by high-energy irradiation
and shock mechanical deformation imposed in order to generate sudden mechanical
stresses. External energy shock imposition triggers irreversible elastic instability in crystals
thus creating defects and amorphous domains. The existing crystal defects, including
dislocations, serve as nucleation centers for the propagation of amorphous domains. The
accommodation of such defects results in the transformation from an equilibrium to a
non-equilibrium high-entropy amorphous state [218].

Amorphization technology has been advanced through the introduction of high-
entropy alloys, which show excellent mechanical characteristics. Here, equiatomic metals
(usually five transition metals, which are also the main non-precious catalysts) constitute a
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multicomponent alloy that is amorphized to create high-entropy materials [222–225]. Most
of the constituents are chosen from the Period-4 transition metals and hence high-entropy
alloys have also been considered as catalysts and energy storage applications [226,227]. In
addition, high-entropy-supported catalysts have been developed [83,228].

The amorphization techniques are not conducive to industrial-scale production as
these techniques require high pressures and temperatures. Alternatively, in small-scale op-
erations, medium to high-energy sources can be used at atmospheric conditions [229–231].
Fan et al. [229] and Li et al. [230] use pulsatile ultrasound (frequency 20 kHz) at an energy
level of 2–60 kJ/cm2 from a sonotrode. Sonification causes rapid pressure build-up in the
sample followed by relaxation. The concentration of the amorphous phase increases with
the number of sonification cycles, reaching 52% after 120 cycles [230]. The high-resolution
TEM images show the co-existence of crystalline and amorphous domains [229,230]. At
low sonification cycles, the amorphous phase appears to be the continuous phase, which
then reverses as the number of cycles are increased [229,230]. We note that sonification is
also used to activate piezoelectric catalysts in aqueous media.

Wang et al. [231] used a laser scanning ablation technique to synthesize high-entropy
alloys onto substrates through a number of energy shock cycles (average at 2 × 105 W/cm2

with peak pulse at 2 × 109 W/cm2) at room temperature. This technique is carried out
in the liquid phase and is very similar to that of the synthesis of co-assembly catalysts by
microwave irradiation of the catalyst(s) precursor salts in water with nano-sized catalyst
support particles dispersed in the precursor fluid [82,83].

However, it is not clear from the above studies if cyclic imposition is necessary and
the same results could be achieved with continuous irradiation. Cyclic energy imposition
allows the surge in internal stresses causing defects in crystal lattice thus leading to accom-
modation of the amorphous phase before the imposition of the next shock. It can also allow
temperature decay in the sample. It is easy to control the transient temperature rise and
decay in liquid phase processing due to good heat transfer. Therefore, cyclic processing in
liquids can be expected to curtail surges in stresses due to temperature gradients [82,83].
Nevertheless, in fixed solid samples with a very large power shock, as in Fan et al. [229],
Li et al. [230] and Wang et al. [231], cyclic pulsatile power input is necessary to control the
degree of amorphization.

Clearly, the methods cited in this brief review indicate that the imposition of energy
shock is best achieved through the use of electromagnetic radiation rather than by the im-
position of stress through deformation (as in ball-mill mechanochemistry). Both stress and
absorbed energy create crystal defects and fracture for amorphization. Stress generation
can be achieved either by pre-deformation without elastic recovery as in radiation-induced
micro-crack generation in oriented macromolecules [219–221], or through the generation of
thermal gradients as in continuous or pulsatile microwave plasma shock methods [82,83],
pulsatile ultrasound irradiation [229,230], pulsatile laser scanning ablation [231] or simulta-
neous deformation and irradiation [219]. These studies illustrate the generic nature of the
process whereby localized amorphization is achieved in different materials using the same
principles of stress generation in materials.

In order to predict the performance, the emphasis was given to the synthesis of
catalysts with a single-type defect in photocatalysts. However, it is not clear if such
catalysts show greater efficiency compared with a cocktail of different types of defects
within the same catalysts. Clearly, the presence of more than one type of defect introduces
different pathways operating under different thermodynamic conditions and even in
resonance with the neighboring catalytic site. One of the reasons for the high activity of
high-entropy catalysts can be attributed to the synergy through the collective activity of
different components and their vast number of alloys and mixtures. Therefore, further
investigation should be carried out as regards the introduction of various types of defects
into the same catalysts without compromising their mechanical integrity.
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7.6. Chemical and Morphological Heterogeneity of the Microwave Irradiated BaTiO3

The chemical heterogeneity of the microwave irradiated BaTiO3 spheres as well as
other perovskite and spinel oxides (with or without barium titanate), which were used in
energy conversion processes, were studied by EDS through the distribution of Ba, Ti, O and
N in the same sample. The state of oxygen concentration was characterized by lattice oxygen
index [83], RO, defined as RO = [O]/([Ba] + [Ti]). When RO = 1.5, [O] = 0.6 (stochiometric
concentration), and barium titanate has no oxygen vacancy, excess oxygen or any nitrogen
present in its crystal lattice. However, the chemical structure of the microwaved barium
titanate differs from its stochiometric state of BaTiO3 (when RO = 1.5; [O] = 0.6) within
the same sample as RO deviates from domain to domain from its stoichiometric value of
RO = 1.5. The observed experimental range of RO was approximately 0.5 < RO < 7.

Here, in Table 10, we illustrate the chemical heterogeneity in the microwave-irradiated
samples. In this study, local mapping of the composition of the microwave-irradiated
samples was carried out by using EDS. These results were divided into five categories;
(1) Oxygen-depleted and nitrogen-free regions; (2) Oxygen-rich and nitrogen-free regions;
(3) Dusty surface: O-poor and N-rich; (4) Oxygen-rich and nitrogen-poor (small amount of
nitrogen, <10 mol% nitrogen); and (5) Oxygen- and nitrogen-rich but barium- and titanium-
depleted regions. The composition of fresh BaTiO3 before it was microwaved is also shown
in Table 10.

Table 10. Concentration of constituents of microwave irradiated barium titanate at different locations.
RO = [O]/([Ba] + [Ti]). Domain-(0) represents fresh stoichiometric BaTiO3; Domains-(1)–(5) are defect
rich material.

Domain Type [O] [Ba] [Ti] [N] [Ba]/[Ti] RO

(0) Fresh BaTiO3 0.611 0.196 0.193 0.00 1.02 1.57

(1) O-depleted; N-free 0.333 0.343 0.324 0.00 1.06 0.50

(2) O-rich; N-free 0.676 0.165 0.159 0.00 1.04 2.09

(3) Dusty surface: O-poor; N-rich 0.581 0.128 0.140 0.151 0.914 2.17

(4) O-rich; N-poor 0.678 0.136 0.116 0.070 1.17 2.69

(5) O-rich; N-rich; Ti-depleted 0.680 0.094 0.007 0.219 13.4 6.73

It is clear that the surface chemical composition of fresh BaTiO3 has drastically changed,
creating chemically different regions within the same sample. Table 10 shows that the com-
position of the fresh commercial barium titanate is commensurate with the stochiometric
formula, BaTiO3 (Domain-0) with small deviations which, in the present case, are due to the
presence of excess BaO. The concentration of oxygen ([O] = 0.611) and [Ba]/[Ti] = 1.02 and
RO = 1.57. Such deviations are to be expected from batch to batch of commercial materials.

In the heavily oxygen-depleted region ([O] = 0.333, Domain = 1), no N is present while
in Domain-2, oxygen concentration is very high at [O] = 0.676 with no nitrogen present. No
N was detected when RO ≈< 2.1 as shown previously [83]. The dusty surface, Domain-3
is slightly oxygen-poor, [O] = 0.581 but N-rich, [N] = 0.151. In Domain-4, when RO = 2.69,
both [Ba]/[Ti] ratio and [N] start to increase while at Domain-5, a very large value of
RO (=6.73) is observed with [N] and [O] both reach asymptotic values of ≈0.2 and ≈0.680,
respectively. Both Ba and especially Ti concentrations are reduced with [Ba]/[Ti] = 13.4. It
must be emphasized that as [Ti] is very low, EDS values have large variability.

Clearly, Table 10 shows profound chemical changes and heterogeneity in barium
titanate due to microwave irradiation. The chemical heterogeneity is accompanied by
equally profound morphological changes. The underlying transformations are very rapid
and take place in a solid state on the surface and within the porogenetic pores. Here, we
provide an update on those results presented previously [83,170]. This update mainly
aims to understand the mechanism of chemical and morphological changes and their
heterogeneity, which results in porogenesis and piezoelectricity with high concentration of
cation and anion defects.
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The activity of piezocatalysts is initiated when they experience mechanical deforma-
tion, which induces polarization and creation of charge carriers for redox reactions. The
generation of charge carriers is not sufficient for catalysis as the excitation of electron–hole
pairs (e− & h+) does not take place by mechanical stresses. Currently, electron–hole pair
excitation is achieved by an external energy source, namely, ultrasound irradiation (ca.
10−10 eV) in aqueous media with photochemical applications such as water splitting and
pollutant degradation [191–197]. Here, the ultrasonic irradiation can thermally excite
charge carriers through the collapse of cavities in aqueous media.

In photocatalysts, the required energy for electron–hole pair generation is equal to
or greater than the bandgap of the catalyst (typically ca. 3 eV). The bandgap determines
the light absorption wavelength range of the catalyst. The generated charge carriers are
first separated by diffusion followed by transfer to the catalyst surface to react in redox
reactions. Recombination of the charge carriers reduces the catalyst efficiency. Polarization,
as induced in piezoelectric catalysts reduces recombination.

It is clear from Table 10 that the above-cited defects (oxygen or cation vacancies and
the resulting sublattice distortion) can be achieved in BaTiO3 at significantly low energy
levels (ca. 10−5 eV) by combining microwave radiation with substitutional and interstitial
impurities instead of high-energy radiation (ca. 105 eV) [83]. It is important to note
that in vacancy creation, it is not only the level of excitation energy (ranging from kHz
(ultrasound), MHz (nonthermal plasma), GHz (microwave), THz (solar) and EHz (X-ray))
but the presence of substitutional and interstitial impurities is important as well as the
excitation rate. Therefore, as the excitation energy level increases from kHz to EHz, the
excitation time becomes shorter and pulsatile excitation becomes necessary to control the
vacancy-creation process.

In Table 10, we also present the chemical composition of the dusty surface (Domain-
3). It indicates that although oxygen concentration ([O] = 0.581) is near the theoretical
concentration ([O] = 0.6), dust particles are rich in nitrogen and titanium, indicating nitrogen
substitution in the crystal structure and the domination of titanium terminated lattice. As
discussed later, these particles are generated as a result of plasma erosion and play an
important role in plasma catalysis.

7.7. Morphological Heterogeneity and Amorphization of the Microwave Irradiated Barium
Titanate with Plasma Generation

As pointed out, prolonged microwave irradiation of BaTiO3 particles at high power
and doses causes profound morphological changes, which not only result in phase tran-
sition from ferroelectric to piezoelectric state but also induce some desirable attributes as
catalysts. These attributes include porogenesis and the formation of extensive nano-plates
with nano-scale separation. In addition to the ferroelectric-to-piezoelectric phase change,
both of these acquired characteristics are highly beneficial in thermochemical, electrochemi-
cal and plasma catalysis. These new characteristics are likely to result in quantum effects
in catalyst activation and enhance piezoelectric catalysis. In the case of plasma catalysis,
microwave-generated pores range from ~10 nm to 10 µ and hence they are large enough
(pores in micrometers) for plasma penetration. However, nano-plate separation is at a
few nanometer range, which is too small for plasma activity. Nevertheless, they are likely
to be the source of quantum effects and allow the Knutson type of diffusion of small
molecules encountered in energy conversion processes. Further, these plates, separated at
nano-scale, are likely to take part in piezocatalytic reactions, as a small mechanical stress
(due to thermal oscillations and dynamics of the reactor) will induce a large piezoelectric
response. They also provide extended surface area for piezocatalysis and confine molecular
aggregates in nano-sized domains with high electric field strength.

7.8. BaTiO3 Crystal Lattice Structure, Domain Walls and Grain Boundaries

In order to understand and interpret the significance of the radiation and plasma-
induced structures, it is necessary to examine the crystal lattice structures in ferroelectric
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perovskites in general and BaTiO3 in particular. Ferroelectric crystals are defined by having
a spontaneous polarization, that can be reoriented by an electric field. The spontaneous
polarization is induced by a non-centrosymmetric crystal structure such as in BaTiO3 (a
perovskite), below the Curie temperature (Tc = 120 ◦C) above which it is in a paraelectric
phase with no net polarization. In the temperature range of 5 ◦C to 120 ◦C, BaTiO3
adopts a polar tetragonal phase, which has six stable polarization directions parallel to
the edges of the unit cell, resulting in six distinct crystal variants [232]. In rhombohedral
phases, 8 variants and, in orthorhombic phases, 12 variants are present [232]. These crystal
structures determine the set of available polarization directions. Within the crystal, a region
with uniform polarization constitutes a domain in which only a single crystal variant is
found. Wherever domains meet, narrow interfaces known as domain walls form [232–236].

There are two types of domain walls in tetragonal crystal phases; 180◦ and 90◦ domain
walls. In 90◦ domain walls, polarization direction changes by 90◦ whereas, in 180◦ domain
walls, the directional change is 180◦, resulting in anti-parallel polarizations in the boundary-
sharing domains. Thus, in 90◦ domain walls, there is a unique domain orientation present.
Rhombohedral phases produce 70.5◦, 109.5◦ and 180◦ domain walls while the orthorhombic
crystals have 60◦, 90◦, 120◦ and 180◦ domain walls [232–234].

A collection of domains with size in sub-µm levels constitutes grains that themselves
have defects at the grain boundaries. Grain size increases with domain size. The available
literature [237–239] indicates that domain size range is ca. 300 nm to ca. 1 µm while the
grain size is 1–30 µm.

It was proposed that a greater fraction of unstable domains could imply a higher
density of 180◦ domain walls [235]. In addition, this implies that domain nucleation is
preferred over growth at shorter time scales (at high loading/excitation rates). As the
loading rate is increased, a larger density of domain walls becomes mobile, which may
also explain the reduction in the coercive field. Due to the mobility of 90◦domain walls,
ferroelectric materials exhibit strong nonlinear electro-mechanical responses to electric
fields and electromagnetic radiation [236].

These complex structures and their evolution in solid state indicate the existence of a
very fast reaction at relatively low temperatures. However, theoretical studies of domain
pattern formation in ferroelectric crystals indicate that such a domain pattern is the result
of competition between the reduction in energy achieved by mixing two types of domains
(thus improving the alignment of the average polarization with the external field) and the
energetic cost of the domain walls. The competition of energies determines an equilibrium
domain wall spacing [232]. It is also possible that the minimum energy state consists of
several such laminates, sandwiched together to form a multi-rank lamination [232]. The
above review provides the background in highlighting the mechanism of the chemical-
morphological transformations and their heterogeneity in BaTiO3 as described below.

7.9. Experimental Results on Microwave Radiation and Plasma-Induced Morphological
Transformations in BaTiO3

The SEM images at various magnifications in Figure 12 illustrate the morphology of
the microwave-irradiated barium titanate. Figure 12a illustrates the surface appearance of
the irradiated BaTiO3 at small magnification. There are two types of structures that co-exist;
either the surface is covered with small ca. 1 µm particles or a continuous porous skin layer
formed through the fusion of the particles. In Figure 12b, the presence of small barium
titanate particles is shown together with the part of a large particle where the genesis of
a pore and particle can be observed. The porous skin structure is shown in Figure 12c
where the extent and size distribution of the pores can be seen. Immediately below the skin,
through a large pore, the new layered structure of the irradiated (with plasma generation)
BaTiO3 is shown.
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Figure 12. Determination by SEM of morphology heterogeneity of microwave irradiated BaTiO3

showing the variety of ordered and amorphous structures on the surface and below the surface (up to
ca. 200 µm from the surface). (a) Surface of the irradiated particles showing the formation of a skin
layer and accumulation of fragmented particles; (scale bar= 10 µm); (b) Presence of particles at a higher
magnification in a region with barium titanate particle in transformation also showing the genesis of a
small particle, (scale bar = 1 µm); (c) Structure of the skin layer with pores of varying size exposing
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the structure below (scale bar= 1 µm); (d) Detailed structure below the skin as observed
through a surface pore illustrating the existence of several types of micro-to-nano structures
which are examined below; (scale bar= 5 µm); (e) Micro-plates formed by the close packing
of three types of nano-plates (�-, Π- and Λ-shaped) separated by lattice-exudate drops (see
also Figure 13) forming bundles of laddered structures which are also separated by exudate
nano-particles; (scale bar= 1 µm); (f) Illustration of the proto nano-plates (�-, Π- and
Λ-shaped) and their packing into 3-dimensional macro-plates separated by lattice exudates;
(scale bar= 1 µm); (g) Closely packed micro-plates with thickness ca. 10 nm separated by
lattice exudates and bifurcations, (scale bar = 1 µm); (h) Collection of proto-nano-plates
at higher magnification; (scale bar 100 nm); (i) Transformation of 90◦ domains into micro-
sheets due to microwave plasma shock: Enlarged view of (g) possibly revealing the mech-
anism of micro-sheet formation from the fusion of �-, Π- and Λ-shaped nano-structures
with thickness ca. 10 nm and separated by nano-exudate particles; (scale bar = 1 µm).
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Figure 13. Crystal lattice exudates at high magnifications on the surface and below the surface of
microwave-irradiated BaTiO3. (a) Exudates near surface pores. (b) Association of exudates with
macro-plates. In both images, Scale bar = 100 nm.

Under these two types of surface structure, there are lamellar structures formed by the
pilling up of thin layered domains (nano-plates) forming slopped stacks which can also be
described as steps. The 90◦ domain walls can be identified as the horizontal lines which
define the height of the steps. These step-like domains mainly present as a collection of
laminates (or lamellae). We define the single laminate structure as a micro-plate, which
pacts to form thicker sandwiched multi-rank laminates, which we refer to as macro-plates.
However, the thicker laminates (macro-plates) bifurcate through the formation of defects at
the bifurcation point. Bifurcation also causes macro-plate separation thus causing further
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increase in nano-porosity. It is also interesting to note that, lamellar aggregate splitting is
always in the form of bifurcations, not as multiple random de-laminations.

Furthermore, the nano-plates, micro-plates and macro-plates are separated by an
abundance of BaTiO3 lattice exudate-particles, which are possibly rejected from the crystal
lattice during the formation of the nano-plates. These exudates (shown as white-colored
ellipsoidal droplets) are absent in fresh, non-irradiated BaTiO3. Note that the lattice-exudate
particles have a wide size range, spanning from ca. 10 nm–100 nm. To the best knowledge
of the author, these inter-nanoplate exudates have not been observed previously.

These lattice exudates essentially act as spacers between micro-plates and their nano-
plate constituents. Figure 12d illustrates nano-plates (around the pore) and micro-plates
(outside the pore). Figure 12e shows the micro-plates formed by the close packing of
nano-plates and separated by the lattice-exudate particles in the form of droplets. The
micro-plate dimensions are very large, (ca. 10 µm) except for their thickness which varies
in the range of ca. 20 nm (single micro-plate thickness) to 300 nm (macro-plate thickness
formed by micro-plates). Figure 12f illustrates the details of the fracture surface of the
microwave-irradiated BaTiO3. They are in the form of steps with variable step heights.

A close examination of the SEM images shows that these micro-plates are made
of three types of proto-nano-plates/structures: rectangular nano-plates (denoted as �),
inverted U-shaped (Π) and inverted-V shaped (Λ) nano-structures. These proto nano-plates
construct the steps in 3-dimension through close packing separated by lattice exudates. As
can be deduced from Figure 12f–h, the approximate dimensions of the proto nano-plates
are: Thickness ≈ 10 nm; Length ≈ 100–200 nm; Width ≈ 50–200 nm.

Figure 12i illustrates the development of a new type of micro-plane with a thickness
of ca. 20 nm separated by the lattice exudates. The lattice exudates appear to have
been pressed into circular domains, rather than ellipsoidal droplet-shape. These micro-
planes also appear to be flexible forming a continuous undulating sheet with length and
width dimensions in micrometers. Therefore, these plates are described as micro-sheets to
distinguish them from the micro-plates illustrated in Figure 12f,g.

The XRD study shown in Figure 11a–f indicates that the crystallinity of the fresh BaTiO3
is the highest compared with that of the microwave-irradiated samples. However, what
is interesting is that BaTiO3 initially undergoes amorphization at lower microwave doses
(900 W), and at higher doses (1800 W), crystallinity increases but never fully recovers. It is
possible that during microwave irradiation and plasma generation, the layered structure of
BaTiO3 undergoes delamination when BaTiO3 crystals exude impurities from the crystal
lattice, both anions and cations. This causes excessive levels of crystal defects because
these ions do not have a similar ionic size and valance as those of Ba2+, Ti4+ and O2−.
During microwave irradiation (with plasma generation) of BaTiO3 in the presence of air
and absorbed HNO3, additional crystal defects will be created due to substitutional and
interstitial impurity, cation disorder and amorphization. The ejection of the impurities, in
the form of lattice exudates, proto-nano structures are formed (see Figure 12h), which then
undergo self-assembly to form the laminated micro- and macro-plates.

7.10. Mechanism of Lattice-Exudate Formation and Amorphization of BaTiO3

As lattice exudates have an important function of separating proto-nano-plates as
well as micro-plates and micro-sheets, the identification of their chemical and physical
characteristics is important. This identification may also reveal their contribution to the use
of BaTiO3 as a ferroelectric or piezoelectric catalyst. The lattice exudates first appear on the
surface of the microwave-irradiated BaTiO3 as they emerge from the pores on the surface
as seen in Figure 12b and penetrate into the bulk as shown in Figure 12c–i.

It appears that the surface lattice exudates are rejected through the surface pores as
they agglomerate as shown in Figure 13a. In fact, they also appear to form the surface
layer near the surface pores as well as the pores themselves as agglomerated exudates
force through the surface as shown in Figure 13a. Figure 13b illustrates the macro-plates
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with lattice exudates that have a similar size range as those on the surface. However, in
Figure 13b there is evidence of aggregation of the lattice exudates.

The results of the EDS study of micro-sheets and macro-plates are shown in
Figures 14 and 15, respectively. These studies include the EDS-layered image
(Figures 14a and 15a) and EDS spectra (Figures 14b and 15b) and elemental mapping of Ba,
Ti, O (Figures 14c–e and 15c–e). As shown in Figures 14a and 15a, lattice exudation is clearly
present in the EDS-layered images but it cannot be identified in the Ba, Ti and O mappings
in Figures 14c–e and 15c–e. This, therefore, suggests that the chemical composition of these
exudates is similar to the background BaTiO3.
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micro-sheets (shown in Figure 10d) after the microwave irradiation of BaTiO3. (a) EDS-layered im-
age showing the closely packed oriented ca. 10 nm thick micro-plates with amorphous BaTiO3-exu-
date particles, which act as spacers between the layers of the packed micro-plates. (b) EDS spectrum 
of the surface of the macro-plates providing the surface composition as: [Ba] = 0.194; [Ti] = 0.195%; 
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Figure 14. Surface structure (with 180◦ domain walls) and composition (in molar fraction) of the
micro-sheets (shown in Figure 10d) after the microwave irradiation of BaTiO3. (a) EDS-layered image
showing the closely packed oriented ca. 10 nm thick micro-plates with amorphous BaTiO3-exudate
particles, which act as spacers between the layers of the packed micro-plates. (b) EDS spectrum of
the surface of the macro-plates providing the surface composition as: [Ba] = 0.194; [Ti] = 0.195%;
[O] = 0.611; [Ba]/[Ti] = 0.995 and lattice oxygen index, RO = 1.57. (c) Ba-mapping. (d) Ti-mapping,
(e) O-mapping. In all cases, the scale bar = 500 nm.
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image showing a large bundle of micro-plates (ca. 1 µm) and lattice exudates. (b) EDS spectrum of 
the surface of the macro-plate bundle providing the surface composition as: [Ba] = 0.157; [Ti] = 
0.159%; [O] = 0.684; [Ba]/[Ti] = 0.987 and lattice oxygen index, RO = 2.17. (c) Ba-mapping. (d) Ti-
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to microwave radiation and plasma generation. These experiments [67,70,82,83,86,87] re-
late to catalyst synthesis in air with the generation of NOx and CH4 conversion to H2 as 
well as CO2 conversion to CO. Therefore, in addition to the presence of nonthermal 
plasma, BaTiO3 particles were in contact with several excited atoms, ions and molecules 
which could contribute to the structural changes in BaTiO3. 

A typical morphology change during prolonged nonthermal plasma reactions is il-
lustrated in Figure 16 when methane was converted to hydrogen and higher hydrocar-
bons using BaTiO3 in a DBD plasma reactor [70]. As seen in Figure 16, although the thick-
ness of the bundled micro-plates is similar to those in Figures 12–15, the concentration of 
lattice exudates is very low, almost non-existent compared with the case of microwaved 
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Figure 15. Surface structure (90◦ domains and domain walls) and composition (in molar fraction) of
the micro-plates (shown in Figure 10g–i) after the microwave irradiation of BaTiO3. (a) EDS-layered
image showing a large bundle of micro-plates (ca. 1 µm) and lattice exudates. (b) EDS spectrum of the
surface of the macro-plate bundle providing the surface composition as: [Ba] = 0.157; [Ti] = 0.159%;
[O] = 0.684; [Ba]/[Ti] = 0.987 and lattice oxygen index, RO = 2.17. (c) Ba-mapping. (d) Ti-mapping,
(e) O-mapping. In all cases, scale bar = 500 nm.

However, the EDS spectrum shown in Figures 14b and 15b indicates that in addition
to Ba, Ti and O, there are trace amounts of Al, Fe, Si, S and C present. The presence of
carbon is due to the surface coating of the SEM-EDS samples. The presence of Al, Fe, Si
and S (all at ca. 0.3 wt%) can be attributed to feedstock impurities in the manufacture of
barium titanate. Therefore, it is possible that these impurities are ejected from the crystal
lattice into the grain boundaries where they form aggregates. However, due to the lack
of accurate in situ composition determination, at this stage, we assume that the lattice
exudates are amorphous BaTiO3 with Al, Fe, Si, S. The interstitial impurities such as Al and
Fe can replace Ba or Ti and S, as a chalcogen [240,241] can replace oxygen in the crystal
lattice causing distortion. Furthermore, these impurities also cause point defects.

Plasma-based energy shock is also present during microwave irradiation and plasma
generation [83]. Previously, we have shown [83] that prolonged (ca. 150 h) exposure
to nonthermal plasma (without any microwave irradiation) resulted in morphological
changes on the BaTiO3 surface, similar to those encountered when BaTiO3 was subjected to
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microwave radiation and plasma generation. These experiments [67,70,82,83,86,87] relate
to catalyst synthesis in air with the generation of NOx and CH4 conversion to H2 as well
as CO2 conversion to CO. Therefore, in addition to the presence of nonthermal plasma,
BaTiO3 particles were in contact with several excited atoms, ions and molecules which
could contribute to the structural changes in BaTiO3.

A typical morphology change during prolonged nonthermal plasma reactions is
illustrated in Figure 16 when methane was converted to hydrogen and higher hydrocarbons
using BaTiO3 in a DBD plasma reactor [70]. As seen in Figure 16, although the thickness of
the bundled micro-plates is similar to those in Figures 12–15, the concentration of lattice
exudates is very low, almost non-existent compared with the case of microwaved BaTiO3
shown in Figures 12–15. Figure 16 also illustrates more clearly the structure of the proto-
nano-plate shapes, �, Π and Λ compared with those in Figure 12d–f where lattice exudates
have caused distortion to the proto-nano-plates.
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Figure 16. Structural change of BaTiO3 after 80 h of direct methane conversion to H2 and higher hydro-
carbons during nonthermal plasma reaction at 100 W power input. Methane flow rate = 25 mL/min at
120 ◦C. Details of the experimental conditions are available [70].

The effect of microwave irradiation in air and plasma generation on the morphology
of BaTiO3 changes is shown in Figure 17a–c. The magnification in these three figures is
identical for direct comparison. These figures illustrate the development of amorphous
structures during microwave irradiation in air. These SEM images are obtained from the
same sample at different locations or with the same processing history.

Figure 17a illustrates the presence of bundles of micro-plates with lattice exudates.
Figure 17b shows that the micro-plates have partially undergone crystalline-to-amorphous
transition. This transition appears to have started between the micro-plate interfaces and
the lattice exudates appear to be absent. The micro-plates now consist of two parallel
regions; an amorphous phase and a crystalline phase with ladder structures formed by
the proto-nano-plates. However, the widths of the proto-nano-plates are now smaller
than the starting structure shown in Figure 17a. Figure 17c shows that the transition from
the crystalline-to-amorphous phase is complete and the micro-plates are formed from the
agglomeration of nano-particles.

Figures 16 and 17 indicate that in BaTiO3, the co-assembly of three types of nano-
structures (�, Π and Λ) results in the formation of micro-plates during prolonged (ca.
100 h) plasma exposure without any significant generation of lattice exudates. Microwave
with plasma generation in air results in the formation of the same type of micro-plates from
the co-assembly of nano-plates together with a large number of lattice exudates due to the
amorphization of crystalline BaTiO3 as considered previously [83]. This process now takes
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place within a few minutes rather than hundreds of hours in the absence of microwave irra-
diation. It is possible that microwave plasma shock creates a rapid growth and aggregation
of the intra-crystallite amorphous phase in BaTiO3 and the enhancement of the amorphous
phase volume due to a decrease in density. These amorphous phases are displaced from
the crystallite domain boundaries as lattice exudates. The XRD results indicate the en-
hancement of the amorphous phase. As the above morphological transformations occur
in the same sample at different locations, they indicate that these structures (crystalline,
semi-crystalline and amorphous) represent varying levels of microwave energy absorption.
This conclusion is in line with the visual observation that plasma generation starts at the
center of the microwave reactor where the maximum dose is present [242,243]. During
microwave irradiation of nitric-acid-doped barium titanate particles, plasma generation
does not start spontaneously but starts on the surface of a few BaTiO3 particles and spreads
rapidly to the other particles.
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Figure 17. The effect of microwave irradiation and plasma generation in air on the development
of morphological heterogeneity in BaTiO3. Experimental conditions: Irradiation time = 2 min with
periodic cooling to room temperature followed by another irradiation period repeated 5 times,
Microwave power = 1800 W. (a) Crystalline micro-plates with lattice exudates; (scale bar = 100 nm)
(b) Transformation of crystalline micro-plates to amorphous micro-plates. It also shows the surface
structure above the micro-plates; (scale bar= 500 nm) (c) Fully transformed amorphous micro-plates;
(scale bar = 100 nm).
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In metals, high-energy (ca. 1 keV) radiation generates point defects and vacancies.
Accumulation of these point defects forms interstitial clusters, stacking fault tetrahedral
and voids in the materials [244–247]. These defects would lead to swelling, hardening,
amorphization and embrittlement, which finally cause material failures [248,249]. Nano-
crystalline materials, which contain large fractions of grain boundaries, have better radia-
tion resistances compared with their single crystalline counterpart [247,250]. Therefore, it
has been thought that grain boundaries act as effective sinks for point defects generated by
radiation [247,251–253].

The recent mechanism proposed by Wei et al. [247] for the nanocrystalline metal
resistance to high-energy radiation fracture is based on the absorption and annihilation
of point defects by the climb motion of line defects at a grain boundary. This suggests
that the grain boundaries eliminate vacancies and in fact act as a barrier (arrester) for
crack propagation and crack healing. Therefore, phase transition takes place at the grain
boundaries which can enhance mechanical strength [254].

Nanocrystals themselves act as centers for stopping the crack front before the growth
of line defects reaches a critical length when the stress concentration at the crack front
exceeds the tensile stress of the material. This mechanism forms the basis of material rein-
forcement. Furthermore, the rate of solid-state reactions induced by radiation (including
solar and gamma radiations) is reduced if the local stress distribution is broad in the amor-
phous domains of the semi-crystalline materials while the presence of stress concentrations
accelerates initiation and propagation of local fracture domains leading to catastrophic
failure [220,255]. The fracture energy is reduced by stress as described by the Zhurkov
equation, which has been generalized for solids and liquids [166], and quantum effects are
incorporated through plasma temperature and ion plasma frequency [255]. Therefore, the
proposed mechanism for radiation-induced segregation at grain boundaries in metals needs
to address the well-established theoretical and experimental results for different materials.

In the case of ceramics, which form line compounds, there is a strong thermodynamic
driving force to resist off-stoichiometry [256]. Nevertheless, in ceramics, radiation can
induce a notable segregation of one of the constituent elements to grain boundaries thus
locally creating a non-stoichiometric composition as observed in BaTiO3 previously [83] and
summarized in Table 10 in this study. However, unlike the radiation-induced segregation
in metals, segregation in ceramics is strongly temperature dependent. The theoretical
calculations by Wang et al. [256] indicate that this difference is due to the defect energy
landscape present in the covalent system. This model can explain why irradiated BaTiO3
has such a wide range of Ba/Ti ratios in which [Ba]/[Ti] = 13 as seen in Table 10.

8. Preparation of Supported High-Entropy Catalysts for Nonthermal Plasma
Facilitated Reactions
8.1. Background

The use of high-entropy alloys and oxides (perovskites, spinels and garnets) as cat-
alysts has been considered on the basis of their morphology and chemical heterogeneity
which provide a “cocktail effect” [257]. Due to their high electrical conductivity, high-
entropy alloys are not suitable as plasma catalysts. However, the electrical conductivity
of high-entropy catalyst oxides can be controlled [258–260]. Increasing oxygen vacancy
concentration increases the carrier density and improves the conductivity of an N-type
semi-conductor, and the effect is the opposite for a P-type semi-conductor [258]. When
4+ valence elements substituted host cations, extremely low electrical conductivity was
observed in some high-entropy oxides due to lower oxygen vacancies. Therefore, electrical
conductivities could largely be controlled (enhanced or reduced) by optimizing the concen-
tration of oxygen vacancies originating from charge compensation in other high-entropy
oxides. Electrical conductivities of high-entropy garnet oxides were even lower compared
to single component oxides due to the local distortion effect [260]. Similar to electrical
conductivity, the introduction of chemical disorder into a compound with the addition of
high-entropy metals increases the ionic conductivity through the creation of local disor-
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der [261]. The locally disordered locations create overlapping sites with reduced energy
differences for the transport of charge carriers, including ions in electrochemical catalysis.

Previously, it was shown that the single- or multi-metal oxide catalysts prepared
through the co-generation of support (SiO2) and catalyst from liquid-to-solid phase trans-
formation by microwave irradiation with plasma generation resulted in a porous catalyst
that was highly heterogeneous both chemically and morphologically [82,83,170]. These
oxide catalysts can be described as (AxByOz)/(SiO2)λ. Although x = y=1 and 0.25 < λ < 2,
in the resulting catalyst oxide, x, y, z, λ are all spatially variable in micron-size domains
within the catalysts depending on the processing conditions and overall composition. The
chemical heterogeneity is reflected by the morphological heterogeneity. Therefore, within
the catalyst, there are pockets of chemically stable connected regions to facilitate charge
transfers. These aspects of the catalyst structure make them attractive as catalysts due
to their high activity, easy processing and, in certain cases, reversibility of the chemical-
morphological structure, which introduces chemical-looping ability [82,83,170].

It was found that in single component (AxByOz)/(SiO2)λ version of the catalysts
(y = 0), denoted as M/Si = X/Y where M is the metal catalyst and X, Y are the number
of moles of M and Si, there is a critical microwave power required to decompose the
catalyst precursor (usually M(NO3)n) in air at relatively low temperatures (ca. 200 ◦C).
The critical power increases with atomic weight and the concentration of the catalyst
for single and low valency catalysts (Ni, Cu, Zn). However, for high, multi-valency
catalysts (Cr, Mn, Fe, Co tested), the critical power is low and when X ≥1, plasma is
generated at low microwave powers. In the case of binary-supported catalysts (denoted
as M1/M2/Si = X/Y/Z), the critical power required is significantly lower than that of the
single valency catalyst component. Once again, plasma is generated under microwave
irradiation when ([M1] + [M2])/[Si] ≥ 1. Plasma generation takes place following the
decomposition of the catalyst precursor salt.

The nano-scale structure of these catalysts has been evaluated. It was found that
in single-component catalysts, the XRD-based crystallite size increases with increasing
[M]/[Si] ratio. These catalysts also have structural decorations due to phase separation
during the nitrate decomposition stage. However, in binary catalysts at high catalyst
loadings with plasma generation, the XRD spectra indicate the presence of an almost
complete amorphous phase or very low crystallite size.

These results indicate that the process results in the generation of a catalyst with high
oxygen vacancy and chemical and morphological heterogeneities and therefore high activity,
which is sufficient to cause a chemical reaction involving the constituents of the catalyst and
support precursor fluid and that of air. Under microwave irradiation, the resulting reactions
cause plasma generation, which further accelerates the decomposition thus completing the
reaction typically within ca. 30 s under the experimental conditions of reference [83]. An
investigation of the phase diagrams of binary catalysts as a function of temperature with or
without SiO2 support indicates the presence of stable phases within a small compositional
range [262–269]. Such phases can form readily by multivalent cation substitution in multi-
component systems. These configurational entropy stabilized phases invariably have
substantial lattice distortion and significant electronic coupling of metal 3d and oxygen
2p orbitals for increased covalency [268] as also observed in piezoelectric BaTiO3 and
other perovskites. Therefore, the observed heterogeneity in chemical composition is a
result of spinel islets in the equilibrium phase diagrams of several AB2O4 spinels where A,
B = Cr, Fe, Mn, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn and Si. More recently, high-entropy spinel-type catalysts
have also been synthesized [260,270–276]. Si-containing spinels are formed at elevated
temperatures [275,276].

To the best knowledge of the present author, supported high-entropy catalysts have
not been investigated. Such SiO2-supported catalysts can be represented nominally as:

(M(1)M(2)M(3). . .M(n))3 O4−x/SiO2 = X (9)
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where M(n) n = 1, 2, 3, . . . N are the catalytic elements in which N ≥ 5 (for high-entropy
catalysts) and

X = (Σ [M(n)])/[Si] (10)

Here, X is the ratio of the total molar concentration of the metals to the molar con-
centration of the support. In order to maximize the configurational entropy of the system,
we use an equiatomic concentration; i.e., [M(1)] = [M(2)] = [M(3)]. . .= [M(n)]. In line with
our previous study [83], we also consider the case when X = (Σ [M(n)])/[Si] = 1 so that the
resulting catalyst can generate plasma during the processing and thereafter.

Several quantitative methods for predicting the structure of the resulting high-entropy
alloys and oxides have been established [272–274]. They can only be applied to supported
high-entropy catalyst oxides as a guideline if the catalyst support forms intermetallic
compounds within a tight concentration range. Nevertheless, there are important overlaps
between the processing of plasma-generating-chemical looping catalysts and high-entropy
metal oxides as both types of catalysts undergo high-temperature reactions. However,
in radiation-induced plasma-generation-based catalyst processing the overall reaction
temperature is low, local temperatures can reach several thousand degrees followed by a
rapid decay that freezes the reaction products. Therefore, unlike the thermal or combustion-
based high-entropy material processes with subsequent heat treatment, radiation/plasma
reactions are non-equilibrium processes.

The participation of the support (SiO2) in the catalytic process is through pore and
defect generation and the introduction of semi-conductivity, which enables the highly
metal-loaded catalysts to be suitable for use in plasma catalysis, with or without plasma
generation. However, it was assumed that SiO2 did not react with the metal oxides. We
can expect the formation of silicates and generation of M-O-Si bonds when the local
concentrations favor stable phases.

Cobalt has been used in most of the high-entropy materials and oxides as the primary
element. A vast number of relevant data indicate that for MxCo3−xO4 spinel oxides, the
Bragg angles in all the spinel oxides are very similar to that of Co3O4, irrespective of the
co-metal component [277–282].

8.2. Significance of Supported High-Entropy Catalysts

The interest in high-entropy oxides as catalysts is that it is possible to engineer oxygen
vacancies and disordered cation distribution, which is driven by competition between bond
enthalpy and entropy of cation occupancy [277,280,283–285]. The significance of oxygen
vacancies (M-{#}-M) and the covalent nature of the M-O-M bonds have been reviewed
previously in connection with perovskite piezocatalysts, black TiO2 and microwave-plasma-
modified black-BaTiO3. Spinel high-entropy catalysts offer new types of metal–oxygen
bonding M1-O-M2 and oxygen vacancy M1-{#}-M2 where M1 and M2 are two of the compo-
nents across an O-bond or O-vacancy {#} and M1 and M2 combination increases with increas-
ing components in high-entropy spinels. Chen et al. [285] have synthesized (FeCoNi)O4
medium entropy catalysts in which the synergistic actions of multiple cation substitu-
tion and oxygen vacancy creation activate covalent Fe-O-Co bonds. O-bridged Fe–O–Co
bimetallic sites promote the formation of µ(O–O) intermediates and undergo the direct O2
evolution route, thus accelerating oxygen evolution in electrocatalytic reactions.

Until recently, it was assumed that all the cations equally and randomly occupied
the octahedral and tetrahedral sites in high-entropy materials, including catalysts and
oxides without preference [286–289]. However, in a study by Sarkar et al. [288] aimed
at providing a correlation between the long-range magnetic structure and cation spin-
oxidation states of the model spinel-high-entropy oxides, (Co0.2Cr0.2Fe0.2Mn0.2Ni0.2)3O4,
significant preferences in cation occupation were observed resulting in the lowest con-
figurational entropy allowed by the given composition in a spinel structure. The pro-
posed model for the spinel high-entropy oxide structure exhibited behavior similar to
(Co0.6Fe0.4)(Cr0.3Fe0.1Mn0.3Ni0.3)2O4. These results were confirmed by Johnstone et al. [289]
who have also shown that by using a non-magnetic post-transition metal, Ga, the pref-
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erence of the cation occupation of the octahedral and tetrahedral sites could be tailored.
In the absence of Ga, the site occupancy in (Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni)3O4 is such that Cr and
Ni exclusively occupy octahedral sites and Co has tetrahedral occupancy while Fe and
Mn have mixed occupancy. The increase in Ga concentration reduces the tetrahedral site
occupancy by all the components as their occupancy increases in the octagonal sites.

In the current study, Zn/ZnO was used because it has well-known catalytic properties
based on its high electrochemical coupling coefficient and radiation absorption coefficient
as well as its desirable piezoelectric characteristics including charge separation, electron
trapping, defect formation and photoactivity [290–294]. Like the current plasma generating
single- or multi-component catalysts, these attributes are related to an extensive array of
interface morphologies when used with other catalysts [291–295]. In fact, CuO is the most
widely used catalyst [291–295] with ZnO. Another motivation for choosing Zn was that,
like Ga used in spinel-high-entropy oxides [288,289], it is a nonmagnetic post-transition
metal. It was shown that in ZnxMySbzO4 spinels (M = Cr, Mn, Ni), the temperature of the
spinel formation increases with increasing atomic number of the M substitution and that
the tetrahedral sites are exclusively occupied by Zn [290]. Furthermore, as also indicated by
Sarkar et al. [288] and Johnston et al. [289], the site selectivity on the catalyst promoter (Ga)
is dependent on the synthesis method, choice of reagents or thermal treatments performed
on the samples.

8.3. Experimental Results

Supported high-entropy catalysts were prepared using the technique for the synthesis
of plasma-generating chemical-looping single- or multi-component (with three metals)
catalysts, which can be described as medium entropy supported catalysts [83,170]. The cat-
alyst precursor fluid consisted of equimolar nitrate salts of Cr, Fe, Co, Cu and Zn dissolved
in 30 wt% gamma-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane-coated 5 nm diameter silica particle
dispersion. We note that, during microwave irradiation, silane-coated silica particles un-
dergo de-aggregation as described previously [83,170]. The composition of the precursor
fluid is [Cr] = [Fe] = [Co] = [Cu] = [Zn] = 0.1 and [Si] = 0.5. This precursor solution (20 mL)
was subjected to microwave irradiation in a round bottom ceramic dish for 8 min at 1 kW
power. In all cases, the resulting black metal oxide highly porous powder was used for
SEM, EDS and XRD analysis without further treatment.

The XRD results indicated that the catalyst was amorphous. This result is in line with
previous experience in that when high-valency multi-valent catalysts such as Cr, Fe and
Co are used with monovalent catalysts such as Ni and Zn the resulting SiO2-supported
catalysts are amorphous. The same is also true when multivalent catalysts are combined
as multi-component catalysts, as in the present case of high-entropy-supported catalysts.
The SEM investigation showed that, unlike the single- or binary-supported catalysts, the
surface structure lacked decorations as a result of phase separation.

The distribution of the components on the surface of the {(Σ [M(n)])/[Si] = 1} supported
high-entropy catalyst was evaluated by EDS and shown in Figure 18, which shows a typical
surface structure as well as the mapping of the all the components, including Si. Figure 18a
is the electron image of the surface, while Figure 18b–g are the mapping of Si, Cr, Fe, Co, Cu
and Zn, respectively. The elemental distributions of all the components match each other,
including that of the catalyst support, Si. However, the Co-mapping shown in Figure 18e
indicates that there are regions where the intensity of Co is significantly higher than the
other regions. Further, the intensities of the counts associated with the components are
different indicating that the surface concentrations are not similar.
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Figure 18. EDS analysis of the SiO2-supported high-entropy spinel oxide catalyst with nominal com-
position [Cr] = [Fe] = [Co] = [Cu] = [Zn] = 0.1 and [Si] = 0.5. (a) Electron image; (b) Si-mapping; (c) 
Cr-mapping; (d) Fe-mapping; (e) Co-mapping; (f) Cu-mapping; (g) Zn-mapping. 

Table 11 shows the distribution of the concentrations of all the elements. It can be 
seen from Table 11, that Si is present throughout the catalyst surface. Due to its widely 
differing electronegativity and ionic radius compared with the metal catalysts, the partic-
ipation of the support (SiO2) in the catalytic process is through pore and defect generation 
and introduction of semi-conductivity. This enables the highly metal-loaded catalyst to be 

Figure 18. EDS analysis of the SiO2-supported high-entropy spinel oxide catalyst with nominal
composition [Cr] = [Fe] = [Co] = [Cu] = [Zn] = 0.1 and [Si] = 0.5. (a) Electron image; (b) Si-mapping;
(c) Cr-mapping; (d) Fe-mapping; (e) Co-mapping; (f) Cu-mapping; (g) Zn-mapping.

Table 11 shows the distribution of the concentrations of all the elements. It can be seen
from Table 11, that Si is present throughout the catalyst surface. Due to its widely differing
electronegativity and ionic radius compared with the metal catalysts, the participation
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of the support (SiO2) in the catalytic process is through pore and defect generation and
introduction of semi-conductivity. This enables the highly metal-loaded catalyst to be
suitable for use in plasma catalysis with or without plasma generation. It is often assumed
that SiO2 does not react with the metal oxides. Silica-containing spinel oxides have been
found to form [275] at temperatures above 800 ◦C. In the present method [82,83], very high
transient local temperatures are reached. Hence, the formation of silicates and M-O-Si
bonds can be expected [258,262–264]. It was found in supported single multivalent catalysts,
M/Si = X, that at high catalyst concentrations (X > 1), new minor reflections appear in
the XRD patterns [83]. The available data show [275,276] that these extra reflections are
compatible [275] with SixCo3−xO4 spinel oxides (0 < x < 2).

Table 11. Distribution of elements on the catalyst surface for ((Σ [M(n)])/[Si] = 1) catalyst when the
input composition is: [Cr] = [Fe] = [Co] = [Cu] = [Zn] = 0.1 At% and [Si] = 0.5 At%.

Elements Si Cr Fe Co Cu Zn

At % 34.1 13.1 13.4 23.8 14.5 1.1

The concentration of the multivalent components, Cr, Fe and Cu are very similar while
that of Co is well above the other multivalent components. On the other hand, there is
hardly any Zn present on the surface. Figure 18 indicates that the dominant spinel oxide is
nominally MCo2O4 rather than CoM2O4 (M = Cr, Fe, Cu, Zn, Si). This is due to the low
octahedral site preference energy of cobalt cations [277,280,283–285].

In microwave-induced binary and multi-component silica-supported catalysts with
multivalent metals, the XRD patterns do not yield sufficient information for structural
evaluation because the catalyst is amorphous/glassy [83]. Hence, at present, we cannot
evaluate the catalyst structure in the supported high-entropy catalysts from the XRD stud-
ies. However, EDS images shown in Figure 18 suggest that Co not only makes SixCo3−xO4
spinel oxides but also spinel oxides with the other components of the high-entropy sup-
ported catalysts as MxCo3−xO4 (M = Cr, Fe, Cu, Zn). A vast number of relevant data
indicate that for MxCo3−xO4 spinel oxides, the Bragg angles in all the spinel oxide cases
are very similar to that of Co3O4, irrespective of the co-metal component [277–282].

8.4. Compositional and Morphological Heterogeneity

Another important aspect of spinel-high-entropy catalysts is that, essentially, in micron-
to-nano scale domains, they are heterogeneous with respect to their local structure and
composition [271,288]. As shown previously [83], the current silica-supported single- or
binary or tertiary catalysts have exactly these features. Surprisingly, the extent of the
structure and energy demand to achieve the processing of these catalysts decreases with
increasing number of components. The micron-to-nano size structure formation is a result
of phase separation during the decomposition of the nitrate salts (or indeed other water-
soluble salts) of the catalyst precursor during radiation-induced transformation to catalyst
oxides and their alloying when very rapid solid-state reaction takes place typically in ca.
20 s. Although the energy required for the catalyst precursor salt decomposition increases
with increasing atomic weight and catalyst concentration, it is also strongly dependent on
the catalyst and radiation power. In the decomposition reaction, the power requirement
for monovalent catalysts is higher than that for multivalent catalysts, which can also
create plasma at sufficiently high concentrations. In a binary catalyst with monovalent
and multivalent catalysts, the decomposition of the catalyst salts takes place at a lower
power input than that required for the monovalent catalyst. This can be explained by the
formation of thermodynamically preferred binary phases between the components.

It is not surprising that as the number of catalyst components is increased, especially
the multivalent components, the probability of alloying between the components increases,
which lowers the power requirement while the size of the morphological structures, in-
cluding crystallite size, decreases. These characteristics are associated with the phase
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behavior as well as the transient temperatures during fast solid-state reactions and sub-
sequent quenching. As the crystallite size decreases, XRD-peaks broaden, which makes
the multicomponent catalysts appear amorphous thus preventing the determination of
the phases. We note that almost all high-entropy materials, including the catalysts, have
several multivalent components, including Cr, Mn, Fe, Co and Cu.

It is, therefore, necessary to examine the behavior of the single, binary and tertiary
component supported catalysts separately with cobalt as the common component. This
examination indicates the trend finally observed in high-entropy spinels with at least five
metal components. In so doing, in addition to Co, we examine Cu as the highest atomic
weight co-catalyst in the high-entropy catalyst system and Zn as the catalyst promoter,
especially in the presence of Cu.

Figure 19 illustrates the characteristics of: (a) Co/Si = 1/4 A (1 kW); (b) Co/Cu/Si = 1/1/8 A
(1 kW); (c) Co/Cu/Si = 1/1/8 A (1 kW)B(TA = 600 C, 2 h); (e) Co/Cu/Si = 1/1/8 A
(1.8 kW); and (e) Cu/Si = 1/4 A (1.8 KW) catalysts prepared at a microwave power of 1 kW
(Figure 19a–c) and 1.8 kW (Figure 19d,e) power using the method and notation described
previously [82,83] in which the letter (A) indicates catalysts that were not subjected to
any further treatment after microwave processing at the indicated microwave power for
4 min. It also indicates that the silane coating on the 5 nm diameter silica particles was
not removed. In all cases, nitrate salts of Co and Cu were used and the SiO2 source was
Bindzil CC301 (now called Levasil CC301 from Nouryon, Sweden). Letter (B) in the catalyst
description indicates that the catalyst sample after production was annealed at 600 ◦C to
remove the silane coupling agent and to investigate phase separation during annealing.

In Figure 19, the surface decorations of the catalysts are illustrated through SEM images
associated with the crystalline structure by XRD. All surfaces consisted of plain SiO2-rich back-
ground and metal-rich decorations. The type of decoration is dependent on the microwave
power as well as the subsequent heat treatment (annealing at temperature TA).
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Figure 19. Illustration of surface decorations by SEM and associated XRD-spectra of silica-supported
single Co and Cu catalysts or their binary combinations under different processing conditions.
(a) Co/Si = 1/4 A (1 kW); (b) Co/Cu/Si = 1/1/8 A (1 kW); (c) Co/Cu/Si = 1/1/8 A (1 kW)
B (TA = 600 ◦C, 2 h); (d) Co/Cu/Si = 1/1/8 A (1.8 kW); and (e) Cu/Si = 1/4 A (1.8 KW).

The comparison of Figure 19a,e indicates that Cu produces more pronounced deco-
rations compared with Co. When the Co-containing catalysts are subjected to heat treat-
ment (annealing), the surface decorations become dimmed as seen in Figure 19a-1 SEM-1
(Co/Si = 1/4 A) and Figure 19a-2 SEM-2 (heat treated, Co/Si = 1/4 AB) respectively. A
similar effect is also observed in the Co/Cu binary catalyst as shown in Figure 19c SEM,
which also shows the appearance of Cu-rich nano-rods and plates as a result of phase
separation. However, although the structure of the flower-like Co-rich decorations becomes
more diffused, they are still identifiable after heat treatment.

As seen from the comparison of Figure 19a,b and Figure 20, silica-supported Co/Cu/Si
binary catalyst produces more pronounced decorations than the corresponding Co/Si single
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catalyst. It was also found that for Co/Cu/Si = 1/4 A (1 kW) (Figure 19b) catalysts, there
were two slightly differing decorations as illustrated in Figure 20a,b. The surface decoration
for this catalyst is shown in Figure 19b SEM at high magnification and in Figure 20a at low
magnification. Figure 20b shows the decorations on the pore surfaces at high magnification.
Figure 20a also shows the extent of the decorations spread on the silica-rich smooth surface.
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The XRD spectra associated with each surface decoration (Figure 19) show that Cu-
containing catalysts have sharper peaks indicating the presence of more crystalline phases
and larger crystallite size. As indicated previously [83], at high metal concentrations,
several new XRD peaks appeared when Co/Si > 1. A close examination of Figure 4c of
Reference [83] indicates that for Co/Si = 2/1-A, the clearly identifiable peak at 52.1◦ is
assigned [275,276] to the SiCo2O4 spinel as this peak is the dominant reflection of this spinel
and Co3O4 does not have any peaks in this region. However, for Co/Si = 1/4 A catalysts,
we can expect a very small amount of SiCo2O4 spinel formation mixed with Co3O4 spinel
and SiO2.

It is clear that the combination of Co and Cu provides a highly heterogeneous catalyst
both in terms of morphology and chemical composition. Both of these characteristics
are enhanced after heat treatment when not only the silane coating disappears but also
thermodynamic equilibrium is established for the Co-Cu-Si system.

As shown previously, the microwave power requirement (Critical power, P*) to form
silica-supported spinel oxide (M/Si ≤ 1, M = Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu—all transition metals)
from nitrate salts increased as Cr ≈Mn ≈ Fe < Co < Ni < Cu. This order is opposite to that
provided by Poleti et al. [290] for ternary spinel oxides (ZnxMySbz)O4 (when the transition
metals M = Cr, Mn, Co, Ni were substituted) in which the reaction temperature (as opposed
to microwave power in the present case) increased with Cr ≈Mn ≈ Co > Ni. Furthermore,
it was also observed that the reaction temperature was reduced with increasing transition
metal concentration. (ZnxMySbz)O4 spinel is somewhat similar to the high-entropy catalyst
system used presently, (Cr, Fe, Co, Cu, Zn)/Si, because in addition to the use of a post-
transition metal, Zn, a metalloid, Sb, was used by Poleti et al. [290] in place of Si. It was
found that Zn was divided in its occupancy of the crystal lattice sites and it exclusively
occupied the tetrahedral sites whereas octahedral sites were occupied by all components,
including Zn.

Table 11 shows that the Zn concentration in (Cr/Fe/Co/Cu/Zn)/Si = 1 high-entropy
catalyst is very low. This cannot be explained by the critical power requirement of
Zn/Si = 1/4 A because P* = 450 W for this catalyst [83]. Unlike all of the SiO2-supported
transition metal oxides (M/Si = 1/4 A), Zn/Si = 1/4 A is dense [83] indicating that Zn(NO3)2
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molecules are unable to escape the confinement of SiO2 cages during microwave irradiation
as illustrated previously [83].

The XRD and EDS analysis of various Co/Si; Cu/Si and Co/Cu/Si catalysts are
summarized in Table 12 where the crystallite sizes at the maximum intensity reflections
associated with CuO (at 2θ = 35.6◦) and Co3O4 (at 2θ = 36.8◦) are shown as a function of
processing history. We can assume that these two XRD peaks are associated with CuO
and Co3O4 spinel [296–298] with some CuCo2O4 as the dominant peak at 2θ = 37.0◦ (reflec-
tion [299–301]) for CuCo2O4 coincides with that of Co3O4. We note that in multicomponent
systems, the position of XRD peaks is dependent on processing and annealing conditions as
well as the purity of the components. Therefore, the accuracy of the diffraction angles is ca.
±0.15◦. Further complication is due to the fact that the dominant diffraction [278,297–301]
for MCo2O4 spinel (M = Cr, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Si for example) is only smaller by ca. 0.2◦

compared with that of Co3O4. It can be seen that for Co/Cu/Si = 1/1/8 A catalysts, the
crystallite sizes for Co3O4 and CuO are lower than that of corresponding crystallite sizes in
Co/Si = 1/4 A and Cu/Si = 1/4 A. As can be expected, due to the faster processing time,
when the microwave power is high, crystallite size is lower in Co/Cu/Si = 1/1/8 A cata-
lysts. The thermal processing of Co/Cu/Si = 1/1/8 (AB) catalysts (at 300 ◦C) or annealing
of microwave (1 kW) processed Co/Cu/Si=1/1/8 AB at 600 ◦C, results in an increase in
Co3O4 and especially in CuO size.

Table 12. Summary of the XRD and surface EDS analysis of Co/Si = 1/4 A; Cu/Si = 1/4 A and
Co/Cu/Si = 1/1/8 A catalysts.

Sample

Crystallite Size at
Dominant Peak *

(nm)

EDS Analysis: Atomic Fractions at Decorative and Plain Surfaces +

Decorations (Flowers) Plain

Co3O4 CuO Co Cu Si Co + Cu
Si Co Cu Si Co + Cu

Si

Co/Si = 1/4 A
(1 kW) 9.20 0.0601 0.0 0.193 0.311 0.0477 0.0 0.208 0.229

Cu/Si = 1/4 A
(1.8 kW) 11.7 0.0 0.172 0.204 0.843 0.0 0.108 0.252 0.429

Co/Cu/Si=1/1/8(AB)
** Thermal@300 ◦C 11.8 25.3 0.0899 0.121 0.102 2.06 0.0451 0.0356 0.191 0.424

Co/Cu/Si = 1/1/8 A
(1 kW) 6.48 11.6 0.0361 0.0521 0.191 0.462 0.0252 0.0241 0.182 0.271

Co/Cu/Si = 1/1/8 A
(1.8 kW) 5.46 7.93 0.095 0.235 0.103 3.24 0.048 0.045 0.323 0.288

Co/Cu/Si = 1/1/8 AB
(1 kW + 600 ◦C)

11.7 35.1 0.0251 0.0263 0.209 0.245 0.0245 0.0270 0.195 0.264

EDS results for
nanoplates (Spot-1) 0.0302 0.137 0.178 0.939 See Figure 19c SEM for identification

of spot analysis

Notes: * Dominant diffraction peaks: 2θ = 35.6◦ (CuO) and 2θ= 36.8◦ (Co3O4). + Balance of the atomic fraction
sums represents the oxygen content of the samples. ** This sample was prepared by the thermal method when the
catalyst and catalyst support fluid were heated at 300 ◦C for 10 min.

The presence of Cu in the Co/Cu/Si = 1/1/8 A catalyst results in the formation of
strong and extensive decorations, which are significantly richer in Cu than Co, especially
when the catalyst is prepared at high microwave power at 1.8 kW. Compared with the
sample preparation at 1 kW, the total metal content (Co + Cu)/Si ratio of the decorations is
more than 10-fold higher when the catalyst is prepared at 1.8 kW. Heat treatment results in
a reduction in the (Co + Cu)/Si ratio. In the case of a Si-rich smooth background surface,
(Co + Cu)/Si ratio is near the theoretical value of 0.25 and does not change significantly
with heat treatment. However, if the process is carried out at a high temperature (300 ◦C)
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or at high microwave power (1.8 kW), (Co + Cu)/Si ratio is slightly higher at ca. 0.42. Once
again, annealing of the supported catalysts reduces the catalyst/silica ratio.

As seen in Table 13, unlike Cu, Fe/Si catalysts do not form any nano-structure or deco-
rations on their surface. Compared with Co, the crystallite size is significantly smaller even
after heat treatment (sample Co/Fe/Si = 1/1/8 AB). In the case of Co/Fe/Si = 1/1/8 A
catalysts, crystallite size for Fe3O4 spinel remained low and no surface decorations were
observed even at high magnifications.

Table 13. Summary of the XRD and surface EDS analysis of Fe/Si = 1/4 AB; Co/Fe/Si = 1/1/8 A
and Co/Fe/Si = 1/1/8 AB.

Catalyst

Crystallite Size at
Dominant Peak * (nm)

Surface Composition +

(At. Fraction)

Co3O4 Fe3O4 Co Fe Si Co + Fe
Si

Fe/Si = 1/4 AB - 3.86 0.0 0.078 0.175 0.446

Co/Fe/Si = 1/1/8 A 8.74 3.93 0.026 0.035 0.195 0.313

Co/Fe/Si = 1/1/8 AB 11.0 6.58 0.024 0.025 0.176 0.278
Notes: * Dominant diffraction peaks [278–301]: 2θ= 35.6◦ (Fe3O4) and 2θ= 36.8◦ (Co3O4). + Balance of the atomic
fraction sums represents the oxygen content of the samples.

9. Quantum Effects in Catalytic Plasma Processes, Catalyst Porogenesis and
Generation of Negatively Charged Plasma Dust Particles as Collider Catalysts
9.1. Background

Due to the importance of sustainable NH3 production and CO2 capture and its catalytic
conversion to useful products, a huge number of scientific publications are now available,
some of which also deal with the mechanism of its conversion to CO. In order to innovate
suitable technologies to prevent global warming, the understanding of the mechanisms
of CO2 and the associated H2O splitting as well as nitrogen fixation (either by NH3 or
NOx syntheses or NH3 sequestration with CO2) is necessary so that efficient-sustainable
processes, reactors and catalysts can be developed. Most of such available mechanisms
have been proposed in solar energy splitting of H2O using TiO2 and related catalysts due
to their extensive use in water splitting.

Despite the similarity between catalytic solar energy and plasma CO2 splitting, the
latter lags behind the former in the research and understanding of the dynamics of the
process, although catalytic plasma reactions have certain advantages over photoreactions.
In plasma catalysis, in line with water splitting, most studies aim to develop catalysts with
a small bandgap, high oxygen vacancy and charge transfer characteristics. Essentially,
most of these studies assume thermodynamic equilibrium and do not differentiate between
the catalytic activity of different catalyst facets, their abundance and accessibility and the
interactions between the catalyst support and catalyst morphology/cluster size in assessing
performance. These physical characteristics are primarily acquired by processing thus
making inter-catalyst performance comparisons difficult. The catalyst modification by the
prevailing reaction media is not considered either, partly due to the classical understanding
of catalysis.

However, there have been important advances in the understanding of the dynamics
of photocatalytic processes for CO2 and H2O splitting. In these studies, interactions at the
atomic scale between the excitation field, catalysts, reactants and products are explored
through in situ spectroscopy and microscopy, supplemented by density functional theory
(DFT) calculations, which have been further advanced by incorporating quantum mechanics
aspects of catalytic reactions. These advances relevant to CO2 splitting and NH3 synthesis
have been briefly reviewed. It is important to indicate that, to the best knowledge of the
author, these theoretical and experimental advances have not been applied or considered in
catalytic plasma reactions. In this present study, it is shown that some of the experimental
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results obtained in rapid structure transformation in BaTiO3 during microwave irradiation
with plasma generation and CO2 splitting and NH3 synthesis can be better understood in
terms of quantum effects.

9.2. Analytical Techniques and In Situ Observation of Catalyst/CO2 Interactions

In situ spectroscopic techniques were developed for the detection of reaction interme-
diates [302,303] and reaction-environment-dependent dynamic evolution of active sites in
the catalyst (i.e., the transformation between the surface terrace and step sites) [304]. Atom-
ically resolved mapping of catalyst surfaces was achieved using High Angle Annular Dark
Field Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (HAADF-STEM) [280,305,306], Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM), Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy (STM) or combined AFM and
STM have been successfully used for the in situ observation of oxygen vacancy sites and
their generation [307–312]. The noncontact AFM provides an exceptional spatial resolution
due to the use of a terminal oxygen atom functionalized tip [309,310]. Noncontact-AFM
was used in the in situ imposition excitation field (such as UV-radiation) or annealing of the
catalyst. For the first time, the dynamic evolution of catalytic activity and excitation of the
reactants during catalysis can now be studied at atomic scale by using noncontact AFM, and
the results are interpreted in combination with density functional theory calculations [309].

The effect of confinement of catalytic reactions to a nano-scale environment was
demonstrated recently by Li et al. [312] using a scanning tunnelling microscope. Individual
hydrogen molecules sandwiched between the STM tip and a copper substrate (Cu(001))
were dissociated solely by the reciprocating movement of the STM tip. DFT calculations
were carried out to understand the mechanism of the reaction which appears to be cat-
alyzed by the presence of other adatoms or diatomic molecules (Au and Co are used) on
the substrate.

It is interesting to note that the confinement phenomenon [23] has been utilized at
various length scales, ranging from ca. 100 µm to nano-scale [23,82,83], in which the ratio
of the size of the confinement environment-to-confined species is typically <10 in order to
achieve an unusual response from the confined matter. This phenomenon is equally valid
for biological and physical systems in which the walls of the confining environment also
affect the reaction-transformation outcome. The nano-reactors assemble spontaneously
and the reaction can be initiated by an external energy field such as radiation or electric
field [82,83]. This phenomenon formed the basis of process intensification in agriculture,
biology, chemical and energy conversion processes [2–6,14–18,23–31]. In some cases, the
reaction may not be achieved without the confinement. A recent finding by Chen [313] the
effects of cations indicates that without the presence of a cation (onto which CO2 molecules
are adsorbed) electrochemical splitting of CO2 simply does not take place.

9.3. Quantum Effects in Catalytic Plasma Reactions: Catalyst—CO2 Interactions

In plasma- and photo-catalysis, CO2 must be activated to acquire a bent structure
as a prerequisite for dissociation. This process is achieved through plasma activation
of CO2 molecules which is thought to have led to the non-biological route of earth’s
oxygenation through CO2 dissociation to carbon and O2 [314,315]. Another energy source
for CO2 activation and dissociation is the shortest wavelength of ultraviolet light (vacuum
ultraviolet, VUV) radiation [316], which leads to low photoconversion levels (ca. 5%) to
O2 and carbon. The majority of CO2 follows the minimum energy path to CO and O as
the primary products of CO2 splitting [316]. Nevertheless, the findings of Lu et al. on
O2 [316] indicate the existence of another photo-dissociation path of CO2 other than the
well-accepted CO and O route. New reaction pathways have been calculated through the
DFT calculations in which the relationship between the energy of a molecule (or a collection
of them, molecular clusters) and its geometry is also considered. This relationship, known as
Potential Energy Surface (PES) [317–324] is obtained from the application of the Schrödinger
equation to molecules in which, as the first perturbation, the nuclei are considered to be
stationary compared with the dynamics of the electrons [317–324]. This approach is highly
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relevant to molecular interactions with catalyst surfaces when the reactant molecular
geometry changes as it goes through intermediate stages during catalytic reactions. The
incorporation of the PES concept into DFT calculation can therefore allow the discovery of
new reaction paths, which is not compatible with the minimum energy path approach in
non-equilibrium reactions.

Several theoretical papers based on modified DFT calculations have appeared and they
are used in the interpretation of experimental results that are compatible with quantum
effects in catalysis in photo-dissociation of CO2 and H2O in particular [317–322] and
polyatomic catalytic reactions in general [317,325,326].

Metal and metal oxide clusters, nanoparticles and quantum dots (nano-crystals) are
used as heterogeneous photocatalysts. Such clusters are also present in a plasma-generating-
chemical looping porous semi-conductor type of single or multi-component catalysts
located on SiO2-rich pore walls. Furthermore, as shown herein, such structural hetero-
geneities are also present in microwave-irradiated BaTiO3 catalysts or their combination
with SiO2-supported plasma-generating catalysts that have local semi-conductor charac-
teristics [82,83]. Highly comprehensive reviews of metal/metal oxide clusters [327] and
CO2 orientation modes and subsequent reactions on catalytic surfaces and clusters are
available [328].

9.4. Quantum Effects in Catalytic Plasma Reactions: Plasma-Induced Catalyst Erosion and Dusty
(Complex) Plasma Characteristics

When plasma comes into contact with solids, plasma-induced erosion (sometimes
referred to as “corrosion”) takes place through ion and electron impact, especially in mate-
rials with microstructural defects [329,330]. Therefore, the acuteness of this phenomenon in
catalysts should be expected, although there are no studies on plasma erosion in catalysts.
In addition to the ion-impact mechanism cited above for plasma-induced erosion, a sec-
ond mechanism is based on the nucleation, growth and aggregation of atomic/molecular
precursors inside plasma discharge into quantum dots and nano-particles. This effect was
first observed in plasma-assisted chip production in the semi-conductor industry [331–333].
The resulting particles (named dust, typically in the size range of 10 nm–10 µm) in the
presence of nonthermal plasma acquire an electrical charge by collecting electrons and ions
from the plasma, or by photo-electron emission if they are exposed to UV radiation. The
charged dust particles interact with the electrons and ions, forming a multi-component
plasma generically called dusty (or complex) plasma. The size of the dust particles also
affects plasma properties and hence dusty plasma is usually considered nano-dusty plasma
or micro-dusty plasma. Such specific dusty plasmas can be generated under laboratory
conditions but a broad particle size spectrum is present in the astrophysical environments.

The presence of charged particles changes the entire dynamics of the plasma domain
and results in several phenomena that have been the subject of investigation over the
last 40 years and applied to nano-particle processing [334]. Comprehensive reviews of
the phenomena associated with dusty plasma and its applications are available [335–337].
However, the application of dusty plasma to catalyst processing and catalytic plasma has
not been considered previously. In this paper, we present data that indicate the formation
of dust particles during catalytic plasma reactions and their effect on the reaction path in
CO2 splitting.

The following characteristics of the dusty plasma are relevant to catalytic plasma processes:

(a) Formation of dust particles by plasma-induced catalyst erosion, which is likely to be
acute due to the extensive morphological defects which are present in photo- and
plasma-catalysts.

(b) Nano-dust particles are formed either as quantum dots with semi-conduction charac-
teristics or nano-particles from the reactive precursors.

(c) Electrons are removed from the plasma discharge (Havnes effect [338]) by dust parti-
cles to form negatively charged particles, with electron number density [339] in the
range 105–106 elementary charges per µm3 of the dust.
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(d) The charge density of the dust particles is governed by the surrounding environment
(such as electron density in the gas space) as well as the density, shape and size of
the particles [337]. However, according to Petersen et al. [333], the size dependence
is weak.

(e) The ion density and electric potential profile are almost independent of both, dust
size as well as dust density [340].

(f) Results available from the RF-generated plasma suggest that the plasma and dust
cloud appear to coexist and coupling of both is weak [340].

(g) Many-particle quantum mechanics calculations by Balzer et al. [341] predict that
energetic ion-particle collision can excite the electrons in the solid leading to the
occupation of a single lattice position by two electrons thus forming a doubloon.
Doubloons have homogeneous distribution in this non-equilibrium state [341].

(h) In the investigation of dust density waves (propagation of dust particles in the sub-
sonic ion flow direction or at an oblique angle), it was found that the impact between
electrons and neutral gas atoms (which results in plasma glow as a signature of en-
ergetic electrons) was enhanced in the presence of dust and the maximum in glow
brightness was followed by dust density maximum [342].

(i) If the interparticle spacing is on the order of or less than the Debye length, the dust
particles will interact strongly through their mutual Coulomb fields [337]. When the
plasma-generating supported perovskite or spinel catalysts, (including BaTiO3) are
used as packed beds in a plasma reactor, this condition is satisfied.

At this stage, several other manifestations of the dusty plasma phenomenon will not
be considered. These include dust density waves, the formation of voids in the form of
dust-free gas spaces, vortices and shock waves generated by dust particles [335–341].

9.5. Experimental Demonstration of Microwave Plasma-Induced Erosion of BaTiO3 Particles

The generation of highly charged catalyst dust nano-particles can be expected to act
as activated quantum dots and/or nano/micro catalyst aggregates. In the first instance, it
is necessary to show that plasma-generating catalysts undergo plasma erosion, and dust
particles are generated from the catalyst. In this demonstration, solid 3 mm diameter
BaTiO3 spheres are used as they have high mechanical stability. Furthermore, when plasma
is generated using microwave irradiation in air, these large spheres are stationary and they
do not undergo any mechanical attrition thus creating fractured particles. However, due to
their fixed position during microwave irradiation, their response to microwave and plasma
has high spatial variability which in turn causes high levels of structural and compositional
heterogeneity [83] as can also be seen in Table 10.

BaTiO3 samples used in the evaluation of the plasma eroded dust were obtained in
the same way as those used previously in the evaluation of heterogeneities in microwave
plasma-induced effects [83]. These particles were irradiated at 1800 W for 4 min with the
generation of plasma. Figure 21 shows two such regions on the same particle. Figure 21a
illustrates the proximity of these two locations and the locations of the EDS analysis.

Location-1 shows highly deformed grains merging at the grain boundaries through
the fusion of fine particles. Due to the deformation and fusion, the original nearly spherical
grains are now close-packing but the fusing grains form a long-range anisotropic micro-
structure and their surfaces are now pitted as shown in Figure 21b. Near Location-2, the
long-range structure disappears and the original grain structure appears. However, these
grains are now covered with dust particles as shown in Figure 21c. The shapes of these
grains are substantially the same as the original grains although there are various grain
boundaries that are in the process of fusion and shape changes from nominally spherical
grains to elongated grains.

The EDS results shown in Table 14 indicate that the discrete particulate-containing
region with dusty surface (Location-2) has a very high nitrogen content while oxygen
concentration is very close to the theoretical value of 0.6. It appears that the particles are
rich in Ti as [Ba]/[Ti] = 0.907 indicating that the surface is primarily Ti-terminated and
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hence suitable for photocatalysis or plasma catalysis. Ba-terminated BaTiO3 (111) surface
have high oxygen concentration in the form of BaO3. These particles also have very high
nitrogen concentration [N] = 0.151, which is an indication of high oxygen vacancy and
nitrogen substitution in the catalyst. On the other hand, at Location-1, the structured part
of BaTiO3 is formed by the fusing of smaller particles, with [Ba]/[Ti] = 0.943 and low
oxygen concentration, indicated by an oxygen index RO = 1.07. Additionally, the nitrogen
concentration is reduced by a factor of 2 compared with Location-2.
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Table 14. Compositional heterogeneity of the plasma dust particles at Locations 1 and 2.

Location (See SEM in Figure 21a)
Concentration

(Atomic Fraction) [Ba]/[Ti] RO

[Ba] [Ti] [O] [N]

Location-1 (Particles in nm size range) 0.217 0.230 0.480 0.073 0.943 1.07

Location-2 (Particles in µm size range) 0.127 0.140 0.582 0.151 0.907 2.18

9.6. Mechanism of Particle Generation and Porogenesis

A criterion for the catalyst fragmentation through fracture under microwave-plasma
was given previously [83]. According to this criterion, represented by Equation (11), the
ratio (AN) of input surface power density (PS) must be greater than dynamic surface power
density (a CED/λ) in order to start the fragmentation in irradiated materials.

AN = PS/(a CED/λ) (11)

Here, (a) is the particle size formed, which is equivalent to the size of the material
domain removed from the bulk material; CED is the cohesive energy density and λ is
the relaxation time. Both power densities represent energy per unit surface per unit
time indicating the importance of energy shock in irradiated materials. It is important to
note that if the relaxation time λ is small, or when the fracturing domain (a) is large, the
power density requirement is high for fracture and particle formation. In the case of solid
polymers or fluids, λ is inversely proportional to viscosity and can be obtained from the
proton-relaxation NMR (i.e., λ = T2-relaxation time). Typically, λ = 10−5 s for covalent solid
polymers and for ionic solid λ can be expected to be several orders of magnitude lower [14].

Equation 11 represents a fracture criterion based on energy power shock, rather than
slow, progressive erosion of the catalyst by plasma constituents, primarily by ions. This
slow cumulative process due to ion impact can be termed as plasma creep and the estimate
of the relaxation time is assumed to be the inverse of the ion plasma frequency (typical
time-scale for ion motion) estimated at 10−20 s [255].

The AN number provides a qualitative upper limit of surface power density neces-
sary for the production of plasma particle generation; it does not provide a mechanistic
description of the process. It is likely that there are two competing mechanisms present in
plasma dust formation. As seen from Table 14, the nitrogen concentration in both locations
with micrometer and nanometer particle ranges are very high and they cannot be regarded
as N-doping but should be regarded as N-substitution. Hence, the effects of interstitial
substitution include the creation of O-vacancies (as in N-doping) but also direct TiN and
Ti2N formation at the Ti-terminated surfaces (100) and (111) or at the oxygen vacancies. As
both TiN and Ti2N provide high photoactivity for TiO2 we can expect further enhancement
of the catalytic activity of BaTiO3 as a result of interstitial nitrogen substitution [343–345].
We note that Ti-terminated (100) surfaces can be regarded as TiO2.

When the surface layer of BaTiO3 is bombarded with plasma constituents in the
presence of nitrogen, the interstitial nitrogen N3− facilitates oxygen-vacancy formation and
the accompanying reduction of Ti4+ to Ti3+, which are thought to be the active centers in
photocatalysis by TiO2. The valence band of interstitial N3− lies above that of O2−, allowing
lower energy photoexcitation from diamagnetic nitrogen to Ti 3d orbitals, which is seen as
a significant reduction in band gap [346,347]. Furthermore, the crystal lattice anisotropy
increases with N-substitution [346,347] because the Ti–N bond distance is longer than Ti–O
bond length.

Smaller, near-spherical plasma particles can be generated by interstitial substitution
through the formation of compounds from the constituents of BaTiO3 and the plasma. As
microwave irradiation is carried out in air likely compounds generated by the catalyst-plasma
interactions include BaTiO3−x-y {#}xNz where z = 2y/3 and {#} represents oxygen vacancy. Due
to the vacancies and lattice anisotropy, the locally produced compounds have higher specific
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volumes compared with the host BaTiO3 and hence, they are rejected from the lattice to achieve
stress relaxation. As a result, nano-scale surface porogenesis takes place producing nano-
particulates with high vacancies and N-substitution, both of which establish high catalytic
activity in these porogenetic particles [170]. This process has also recently been observed in the
processing of nitrogen-rich carbons [348]. The nano-sized plasma particles can self-assemble
rapidly to form the structures shown in Figures 12–17 and 21.

After the formation of a domain rich in defects and plasma-induced reaction products,
there needs to be a mechanism to eject them from the host-surface. This is achieved by phase
separation as well as stress generation due to higher specific volume (lower density). If the
imposed irradiation surface energy is not sufficient, such defect regions grow so that another
stress-based mechanism can eject them from the host material. This ejection mechanism is
due to stress generation as a result of thermal gradients and differential volume expansion
under repeated microwave and plasma irradiation. The particles produced through this
mechanism have irregular size and wider size distribution compared with nano-sized
particles. When these particles are ejected from the surface, pores and pitted surfaces
appear as shown in SEM images of Figure 21.

A close examination of Figure 12 indicates that some of the small pores (<100 nm)
have what appear to be lattice exudates growing through the pore, indicating that such
exudates push the weakened defective domains from the surface and create particles. It is
possible that the near-spherical-shaped lattice exudates are generated through the same
process but some of the exudates may remain attached to the surface because their growth
is restricted by the layered structure of BaTiO3. Only the lattice exudates that grow near
the surface (unrestricted) are able to grow and form particles in plasma.

9.7. Third Body Impact in Catalysis

The result of the porogenesis of pristine BaTiO3 under irradiation and plasma in air
results in plasma dust with a modified chemical composition, which can be represented as
BaTiO3−x−y{#}xNz. These particles in the nanometer range (ca. 10–100 nm) can also be ex-
pected to have nano-porosity and can be regarded as catalyst clusters acting as third-body col-
liders. Such nano-particles exhibit higher catalytic activity than their corresponding bulk ma-
terials because of their significantly enhanced surface/volume ratio (further enhanced by their
nano-porosity), as well as their highly heterogeneous surface microenvironment [349–353].
Local defects and pores allow reactant molecules and plasma to penetrate into the sub-
surface of the catalyst clusters thus enhancing the catalytically active surface area. The
existence of plasma activity within the pores of barium titanate or silica-supported per-
ovskite catalysts of the type M/Si = X or M(1)/M(2)/Si = X/Y/Z has been demonstrated
previously [82,83].

These cluster- and nano-particles (plasma dust) can take part in catalysis in the plasma
space as a source of electrons without the source holes, which thus prevents electron–hole
recombination. They also act as a third-body collider with reactive species. The third
body impact chemistry in fluids (both gaseous and liquid) provides novel pathways and
selectivity [354–356]. Collisional energy transfer can be elastic (with rebound) when the
electron transfer takes place without any physical adsorption of the reactive species on the
third body surface or it can be inelastic when the adsorption takes place on the surface.

Elastic collisions ensure constant activity of the third body without surface saturation.
The loss of electrons from the third body is replenished from the plasma space. Inelastic
collisions are dependent on the dynamics of the collision as well as the electronic character-
istics of both the third body and the reactive species. In principle, it is therefore possible to
modify the surface structure of the third body for a specific selectivity and high activity.
In order to promote high-energy electron impact, Mehta et al. [62] investigated catalyst
design using two approaches, electronic and geometric considerations in a third body,
and concluded that these two characteristics were interactive and could not be decoupled.
Nevertheless, plasma- and radiation-induced dust generation is therefore useful in catalytic
plasma reactions. Catalytic plasma dust particles enhances plasma activity at low elec-
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tron density while promoting catalysis on their surface and suppressing electron impact
reactions in the plasma space.

10. Mechanism of Catalytic Plasma CO2 Reduction Using BaTiO3 and
M/Si = X Catalysts
10.1. Background

As described previously, when nitric-acid-doped BaTiO3 spheres or powder are sub-
jected to microwave irradiation in air, micron-scale domains with physical and chemical
heterogeneity develop on the surface of BaTiO3, which can penetrate into its bulk. The
resulting structure can be represented as BaTiO3−x−y{#}xNz where z = 2y/3, and {#} is
the oxygen vacancy. When BaTiO3 is irradiated in air in the presence of the combined
catalyst and silica support precursor fluid, the resulting catalyst system can be denoted as
(M/Si = X)/(BT) = Y where M is the metal catalyst and X is the molar ratio of metal and
silica support while Y represents the molar ratio of catalyst and barium titanate. In this case,
the barium titanate structure can be represented as BaTi1−rMrO3−x−y{#}xNz. Therefore,
this structure represents a co-doped barium titanate.

As apparent from the literature cited in this study, the overwhelming research on
photocatalytic CO2 reduction has been based on TiO2 and its derivatives. This research on
TiO2 also provides insight and guidance into the design of catalysts and understanding
of catalytic plasma processes. Similarly, BaTiO3 has been researched extensively as a
ferroelectric material, consequently, there is a wealth of information available. Therefore,
BaTiO3 presents a unique opportunity as the chemistry of Ti-terminated (100) surfaces is
very similar to that of TiO2.

Local oxygen vacancies, compositional fluctuations, metal-oxygen bonding covalency
and piezoelectric effects result in the high catalytic activity of TiO2. These observations
are also valid for BaTiO3 but not for other Group-II titanates, ATiO3 (A = Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba),
and there are no structural differences between the local (scale of scrutiny = 10 A◦) and
average structures in ATiO3 except BaTiO3 [357,358]. The validity of this property for
other perovskite and spinels has not been investigated. However, the relatively low Curie
temperature of BaTiO3 can restrict its use but the conversion of paraelectric BaTiO3 to
piezoelectric BaTiO3 removes this drawback and makes BaTiO3 unique as a model and
practical/useful plasma catalyst [83]. The discoveries of black-piezoelectric BaTiO3 [83]
and TiO2 [222,223] are likely to enhance their use and further research into photo- and
plasma-catalysis.

In order to enhance the activity of BaTiO3 and perovskite or spinel type of SiO2
supported catalysts (M/Si = X, M = Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu) in plasma reactions, these two ma-
terials have been physically or chemically combined [67,69,74,83,86,87,97,98] in ammonia
synthesis and CO2 splitting and, in both cases, an enhanced activity has been observed.
Some of these results have been replicated recently in the catalytic plasma synthesis of
ammonia [359]. The combination of BaTiO3 and M/Si = X to form a BaTiO3@M/Si = X has
been provided in this study. However, in the current study, we will not consider the CO2
splitting mechanism using combined BaTiO3 and M/Si = X.

Monodoping of a semi-conductor with either cations or anions usually generates
impurity bands within the band gap, which can act as electron–hole recombination cen-
ters. On the other hand, the simultaneous cation and anion co-doping results in charge
compensation, thus preventing recombination [360,361].

Using the technique described previously, metal- and nitrogen-doped BaTiO3 was
obtained in the form of {(M/Si = X)/BaTiO3} = Y where the metal itself shows catalytic
activity [83]. Unlike high temperature (ca. 1000 ◦K) thermochemical doping-substitution
under reducing conditions, the resulting barium titanate itself undergoes structural changes
acquiring porosity, oxygen vacancy, simultaneous anion and cation substitution and piezo-
electricity with the generation of negatively charged plasma dust particles. This catalyst
can be represented as BaTi1−rMrO3−x−y{#}xNz, where M can be chosen from transition
metal catalysts as can be concluded from Table 10.
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The DFT studies are usually based on the BaTiO3 (100) or (111) surfaces, which also
indicate that both surfaces have oxygen vacancies and the Ti-O bond presents a non-
negligible covalent character [362,363]. BaTiO3 (100) surface is weakly polar and can exhibit
either a BaO or a TiO2 termination as shown in Figure 22a,b, respectively. On the BaO-
terminated surface, large Ba cations are coordinated with 8 O2− compared with 12 in the
bulk. On the TiO2 surface, smaller Ti cations are coordinated with 5 O2− compared with
6 in the bulk. The TiO2 terminated surface is slightly more stable than the BaO surface and
as a result, both types of surfaces coexist [362]. The unit cell dimension in the BaTiO3 (100)
surface is 0.283 nm.
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Figure 22. Model for BaTiO3 (100) surface. (a) BaO-termination; (b) TiO2-termination.

Unlike the Ba-terminated BaTiO3(100) shown in Figure 22a, the Ba-terminated BaTiO3
(111) surface is O-rich with BaO3 composition and negatively charged. Ti-terminated
surface is O-deficient and positively charged consisting of Ti cations only. The surface Ti
ions do not bond to the other ions of the terminated surface because the distance between
them is too large (unit cell length = 0.565 nm). Therefore, they are coordinated only by the
O ions of the Ba-O layer below.

It is usually assumed that the contribution of Ba2+ to the activity of BaTiO3 is minor and
is only responsible for the construction of crystal structure [364]. However, as the dangling
Ba2+ ions are highly active, there is evidence that O2 adsorbed on the BaO-terminated
surface undergoes dissociation [365].

The foregoing summary indicates that the mechanisms of CO2 reduction on BaTiO3
(100) and (111) surfaces and the associated terminations will be different, dictated by the
surface chemistry and geometry. However, this should not be seen as a degradation of the
catalytic activity of modified BaTiO3, because the existence of different reaction pathways
could enhance overall conversion, each pathway being energetically more favorable to the
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plasma-activated reactive species. This will of course apply to other reactions, including
NH3 synthesis from different feedstock.

10.2. Simplified Modelling of TiO2-Terminated BaTiO3 (100) Surface and Reaction Mechanism

In order to illustrate the effects of surface terminations we use a barium titanate
model with oxygen vacancies only. The 3D descriptions of the TiO2 and BaO terminated
BaTiO3−x{#}x (100) surfaces are shown in Figure 22a,b. These 3D descriptions of the TiO2
and BaO terminated surfaces can be reduced to a 1D representation as shown in Figure 23.
Atomic layers below the surface have a diminishing influence with increasing depth on the
surface chemistry and their effects can be ignored [365].
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Figure 23. 1D representation of active sites on TiO2 terminated BaTiO3−x{#}x (100) surface.

In Figure 23, the TiO2 terminated BaTiO3−x{#}x (100) surface is shown along a line
passing through the Ti-cations. Here, we ignore the possible co-cation (Ba2+) contribution to
the electronic state at each active site. Figure 23 shows four different active sites represented
as A, B, C and D associated with Ti3+, Ti4+ and O2− ions and oxygen vacancies {#}. It is
likely that each site energetically favors specific CO2 and intermediate reactant orientation,
as well as the reaction that should be determined through DFT calculations.

The proposed mechanism of CO2 reduction on the TiO2-terminated BaTiO3−x{#}x (100)
surface is described below through a number of reactions. For the sake of simplicity, the
orientation of the reacting molecules is not indicated. In light of the background publications,
we can assume that CO2 orientation is bent with a variable angle as low as ca. 120◦.

(a) Reaction-1. CO2 reduction at oxygen vacancy [Ti3+ {#} Ti3+] and restoration of {O2−}
site. We can assume that microwave plasma processed BaTiO3 already has a range of
oxygen vacancies as depicted in Figure 23 (Site-A). Reaction-1 illustrates the restora-
tion of the {O2−} site through electron transfer from two Ti3+ cations bordering the
oxygen vacancy to the CO2 molecule with the release of CO.

CO2 + [Ti3+ {#} Ti3+] = CO + [Ti4+ {O2−} Ti4+]

(b) Reaction-2. CO2
+ cation generation at the [Ti3+ {#} Ti4+] sites. In nonthermal plasma

reactions, CO2 cations are known to be generated and attributed to high-energy
electron impact with CO2 molecules [91]. These ions can also be generated when
CO2 molecules are adsorbed at the [Ti3+ {#} Ti4+] oxygen vacancy sites as in Figure 23
(Site-C). As a result, the Ti4+ cations are converted into a more active Ti3+ state as in
[Ti3+ {#} Ti3+]. The reaction is shown in Reaction-2.

CO2 + [Ti3+ {#} Ti4+] = CO2
+ + [Ti3+ {#} Ti3+]

(c) Reaction-3. O2 generation at [Ti3+ {O2−} Ti4+] and restoration of [Ti3+ {#} Ti3+] sites.
CO2

+ cations generated in Reaction-2 are consumed at the active Site-B leading to
CO and O2 generation and the restoration of the oxygen vacancy [Ti3+ {#} Ti3+] as
shown in Reaction-3. When combined, Reactions 1 and 2 restore the existing oxygen
vacancies, leading to CO2 dissociation into CO and O2.

CO2
+ + [Ti3+ {O2−} Ti4+] = CO + O2 + [Ti3+ {#} Ti3+]
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(d) Reaction-4. Charged catalyst plasma dust particles as an electron source and a
third-body, M(n)−. The above mechanisms take place on the catalyst surface. Several
other reactions occur in the plasma space based on electron impact. It is often proposed
that CO2 decomposition can take place in the plasma space through electron impact.
The electron-rich plasma dust particles can be represented as M(n)−, where n is the
number of electrons per dusty plasma particle. We can assume that the impact of
CO2 with them results in the reduction of CO2 and the formation of oxygen atoms
according to Reaction-4.

CO2 + M(n)− = CO + O + M(n)−

(e) Reaction-5. Reaction of oxygen radicals at [Ti4+ {O2−} Ti4+] sites. Oxygen radicals
are highly soluble and can diffuse within the crystal lattice [323] to react with the
oxygen anions and cause the formation of oxygen vacancies.

[Ti4+ {O2−} Ti4+] + O = [Ti3+ {#} Ti3+] + O2

The above reactions indicate that the oxygen vacancies are lost and re-generated
through a number of reactions involving the reactive sites A, B, C and D on the TiO2
terminated BaTiO3−x{#}x (100) surface. The activity of other facets and terminations should
be investigated in order to determine the principle reactions in the decomposition of CO2.

11. Preparation of Composite Supported Metal Oxide Catalysts and Piezoelectric
Barium Titanate
11.1. Background

In order to decouple the catalysis in plasma space and on the catalyst surface,
Akay [67,82,83] used BaTiO3 as the plasma catalysis promoter (PCP) and M/Si = X catalysts
together; either as a physical mixture or as a dispersion of BaTiO3 in M/Si = X. It was
shown that this type of mixed catalysts could achieve high conversions in various reactions,
including ammonia synthesis [67,69], ammonia synthesis with in situ ammonia seques-
tration [3], Fischer–Tropsch synthesis [74], CO2 splitting [86,87] and CH4 reforming with
CO2 [67,97,98]. However, due to the absence of knowledge on the paraelectric-ferroelectric-
piezoelectric phase transformation of BaTiO3 during prolonged plasma reactions, some of
the results were misinterpreted. The current study can now correct these errors. More re-
cently, Liu et al. [93] confirmed the results obtained by Akay [3,67] and Akay and Zhang [69]
as regards the use of mixed BaTiO3 and supported catalysts. However, the nature of the
combined BaTiO3 and supported catalyst used by Liu [93] is not clear.

In this section, we show that during the preparation of composite BaTiO3 + supported
perovskite or spinel-type catalysts using the method described previously [67,83], the
resulting catalyst has a piezoelectric BaTiO3 core with oxygen vacancies and highly porous
supported metal oxide skin, represented as M/Si = X. This type of composite catalyst can
be described as {M/Si = X}@BaTiO3−x{#}x.

11.2. Experimental Results

Fresh BaTiO3 spheres (diameter≈ 3 mm) were soaked in 67% HNO3 for 2 h and rinsed
with excess water to remove the surface acid. To the silica support precursor, fluid (Bindzil
CC 301) was added to a sufficient amount of Co(NO3)3 salt to obtain Co/Si = 2/1. Then,
10 g of this solution was added to 15 g BaTiO3 spheres (containing absorbed HNO3). The
resulting mixture was microwave irradiated in a Pyrex bowl for 1 min at 1800 W. Because
Co/Si > 1 and also due to the presence of BaTiO3 particles [67,83], after 30 s, NOx gases
evolved and then within 10 s, plasma glow started. The experiment was stopped after 20 s.
The surface temperature of the composite catalyst was ca. 180 ◦C, well above the Curie
temperature of BaTiO3.

As BaTiO3 particles are dense, vigorous boiling during microwave irradiation of the
catalyst nitrate salt and silica dispersion fluid could not cause flotation of the particles.
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However, there was sufficient agitation to coat the particles with silica-supported Co3O4
catalyst oxide.

The SEMs of a Co/Si = 2/1 coated BaTiO3 particle are shown in Figure 24. Figure 24a
shows three of the coated particles with large numbers of pores. The morphology of Co3O4
coating is illustrated in Figure 24b, which also confirms the presence of pores connecting
the surface to the BaTiO3 core. The morphology of Co3O4 is similar to that obtained
without BaTiO3. The size of these pores is ca. 3 µm, which allows the penetration of
plasma into BaTiO3. The morphology of BaTiO3 below the Co3O4 coating is observed
by partially removing the Co3O4 coating as shown in Figure 24c, which also shows the
formation of plasma dust particles (size range of ca. 1–2 µm) on the BaTiO3 surface. The
thickness of the Co3O4 coating is ca. 2 µm. The detailed morphology of the BaTiO3 is
further illustrated in Figure 24d, which shows the presence of microplate formation. In fact,
fragmented microplates are also observed in the cross-section of the Co3O4 coating around
the periphery of the opening, which exposes the BaTiO3 core in Figure 24c.
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Figure 24. SEM images of Co/Si = 2/1 catalyst-coated BaTiO3. (a) Overall appearance and surface
structure (Scale bar = 100 µm); (b) Surface at a higher magnification showing the detail of the Co3O4

morphology (Scale bar = 1 µm); (c) Appearance of BaTiO3 below the Co3O4 surface coating showing
the porogenesis of ca. 2 µm particles ejected from a large BaTiO3 particle (Scale bar = 1 µm); (d) Detail
of the BaTiO3 particle surface at higher magnification (Scale bar = 1 µm).

As shown previously, the formation of micro-plates with nano-thickness is associated
with phase transformation from ferroelectric to a piezoelectric phase with regions of oxygen
vacancies and nitrogen substitution (see Table 10). Therefore, we can assume that during
the processing of composite catalyst, BaTiO3 not only undergoes phase change but also
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acquires oxygen vacancies and nitrogen substitution within a period of some 20 s. An
alternative method would be to use black piezoelectric BaTiO3 particles when producing
these composite catalysts. This requires microwave irradiation of the nitric-acid-doped
BaTiO3 particles in the first instance and their use in the production of catalyst (M/Si = X)
coating from the solution. This will ensure the transformation of paraelectric-ferroelectric
barium titanate to a piezoelectric state. This method may also affect the structure of the
M/Si = X catalyst as well as that of the core black-BaTiO3 catalyst.

11.3. Implications of Piezoelectric Phase Formation during Plasma Reactions

As shown earlier, the prolonged exposure of BaTiO3 to plasma as a catalyst/co-catalyst
result in the acquisition of piezoelectricity on its surface. Therefore, when the same BaTiO3
particles are used in other experiments, they are likely to appear more effective. However,
if BaTiO3 particles are not directly exposed to plasma (i.e., when the large particles of
BaTiO3 are used with another catalyst), plasma exposure may be curtailed so that the
ferroelectric-to-piezoelectric transformation will be absent. Therefore, BaTiO3 will suffer
from ferroelectric-to-paraelectric phase change when the temperature exceeds the Curie
temperature of 120 ◦C.

When BaTiO3 was used with Ni/Si = 1/4 catalyst in a packed bed DBD-plasma reactor
for CO2 splitting [97,98], the conversion was constant at ca. 23% but drastically reduced to
ca. 9% when the reactor temperature was increased to 140 ◦C. On the other hand, when
BaTiO3 was used, CO2 conversion was lower at ca. 19% but remained constant over the
temperature range of 70–140 ◦C. The fall in conversion in BaTiO3 + Ni/Si = 1/4 combined
catalyst was attributed to the sintering of the Ni particles [97,98]. However, it was also
found that the crystallite size and the surface area of the Ni/Si = 1/4 catalyst remained
almost constant after the experiment. Therefore, the decrease in CO2 conversion cannot
be explained by catalyst sintering. In any case, the catalyst went through a temperature of
550 ◦C and any possible sintering would have occurred at that stage.

The likely explanation for this behavior is that, when BaTiO3 was used by itself,
it acquired a piezoelectric phase and oxygen vacancies during repeated and prolonged
experiments and hence the temperature increase did not affect its surface structure. On
the other hand, the Ni/Si = 1/4 catalyst covered the BaTiO3 surface preventing any DBD-
plasma induced phase change and the acquisition oxygen defects.

12. Conclusions and Recommendations

The aim of this study was to provide a plausible route for the establishment of a
globally integrated sustainable ammonia-based symbiotic-smart fertilizer technology in
the prevention/abatement of global warming. This technology would constitute the first
step towards the production of anhydrous ammonia as a possible future transport fuel
and hydrogen carrier. Furthermore, the proposed route is entirely based on renewables
involving biomass/biomass waste (also other wastes) and water for hydrogen and carbon
monoxide generation through gasification and air for nitrogen as feedstock.

The proposed technology is based on Integrated Process Intensification (IPI). The
critical elements of the proposed technology are reviewed and enabling research results are
provided. The following conclusions represent the justification for the proposed technology
presented in Section 12.7 as recommendation.

12.1. Processes for Hydrogen and Syngas Generation for Ammonia and Symbiotic-Smart Fertilizers

(a) The production is carried out in small-scale, distributed platforms with an energy
handling capacity of ca. 10–50 MWe, rather than at GWe levels as in centralized
facilities such as the Haber–Bosch ammonia plants [3,39,366]. Distributed plants have
short start-up and shut-down times, and are able to operate with highly variable
feedstock, sourced locally. The fully integrated process-intensified plants do not
have the burden of “economies of scale”, which are the characteristics of centralized
production plants [135].
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(b) In order to provide low capital and operating costs, IPI-based reactors should perform
more than one unit operation, such as those in Multi-Reaction Zone Reactors [3,39] and
those proposed by Hessel et al. [148,151]. In this respect, non-thermal, atmospheric,
low-temperature, catalytic plasma is ideally suited as the primary reaction zone. The
examples provided here include ammonia synthesis and ammonia sequestration
using either CO2 to obtain ammonium carbamate/urea or acidic porous materials to
obtain symbiotic-smart fertilizers. Other examples include: (i) plasma CO2 splitting
using biochar or bio-ash from gasifiers as catalysts and in situ biochar upgrading,
(ii) use of hydrogen-enriched syngas from a multi-oxidant biomass gasifier to obtain
ammonium carbamate as a precursor for urea.

(c) As shown, by using the multi-oxidant (oxygen-enriched air and water) gasification, the
hydrogen content of syngas can be brought to a level for direct ammonium carbamate
production. However, the resulting syngas still requires cleaning/tar elimination before
it can be used for ammonia/ammonium carbamate production. As hydrogen is the
limiting component in most applications, if needed, the whole syngas can be converted
to hydrogen through a water–gas shift reaction (CO + H2O = H2 + CO2) [367].

(d) The pilot-plant size 50 kWe multi-oxidant up-down-draft fixed-bed gasifier benefits
from in situ air separation using oxygen-selective membranes operating in the oxida-
tion zone at the mean temperature of 1100 ◦C. The function of this type of membrane
is not to completely separate air but to enrich the air oxygen concentration in order
to increase the temperature of the oxidation zone in the catalyst for water injection
and also to lower the nitrogen concentration in syngas so that it is suitable for direct
ammonium carbamate and subsequently its conversion to anhydrous ammonia. The
permeation flux of oxygen can be further increased (by nearly 100-fold) through the
activation of the oxygen-selective membranes at ca. 1000 ◦C by using non-Faradaic
electrochemical catalysis (NEMCA) [368–370].

(e) Throughout this study, the catalytic plasma technology has been promoted in various
conversion processes as the Reaction Zone-1 (RZ-1) in the Multi-Reaction Zone Re-
actor (M-RZR). Therefore, there are issues to be considered: (1) Plasma reactors, and
(2) Catalysts for use in plasma reactors.

(1) Dielectric Barrier Discharge (DBD) reactors are routinely used in catalytic
plasma synthesis. Although some engineering knowledge is available for such
reactors (see for example [39,170] and references therein), they are not satisfac-
tory for industrial-scale operations due to the presence of high electric fields,
precision engineering, limited capacity and explosive gases. Therefore, the
use of microwave-induced plasma reactors should be considered in industrial
applications as industrial-scale microwave reactors are already in use.

(2) In this study, the nature of efficient radiation-induced catalyst activation and
their performance is investigated. It is clear that the attributes of efficient cata-
lysts for plasma and UV-radiation applications are significantly different than
the thermochemical catalysts. However, plasma and UV-radiation catalysts
themselves have also differences. UV-radiation is necessary for the catalyst
excitation whereas no such requirement is needed for plasma catalysts, except
for piezoelectric plasma catalysts, which can be activated through external
stressors such as thermal fluctuations or microwave/ultrasound excitations
which create transient polarization in such catalysts.

12.2. Black-Barium Titanate (BaTi1−rMrO3−x−y{#}xNz) as a Unique Piezoelectric Plasma Catalyst
with Quantum Effects: Synthesis, Structure Evaluation and Performance in CO2 Splitting

(a) Following the review of recent developments in catalysts for UV-radiation-induced
reactions, in particular for water-splitting reactions, catalysts for plasma applica-
tions were considered. A novel process is presented, which is based on microwave
radiation-induced conversion of paraelectric-ferroelectric BaTiO3 to black piezoelec-
tric barium titanate with disordered lattice containing N- and Ti -substitutions and
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oxygen vacancies {#}. The non-stoichiometric formula of the resulting black-barium
titanate is BaTi1−rMrO3−x−y{#}xNz, where M is a transition metal catalyst (optional).

(b) The radiation-induced chemical heterogeneity leading to the formation of
BaTi1−rMrO3−x−y{#}xNz also results in structural heterogeneity which is evaluated by
extensive SEM and EDS studies. These studies reveal the mechanism of chemical and
morphological transformations. It is shown that during the microwave irradiation of
HNO3 (or H2SO4), doped BaTiO3 underwent rapid solid-state transformation, which
was accompanied by color change (white-to-black) and extensive amorphization as
detected by XRD. The resulting material had a large number of morphological features
including nano- and micro-plates decorated and separated by nano-sized domains
which are described as crystal lattice exudates.

(c) Another important microscopic morphological transition is porogenesis when parti-
cles in the size range of ca. 10 nm–1000 nm are ejected from the surface of the BaTiO3
particles during the microwave radiation-induced phase change. This porogenetic
process also penetrates the bulk making the chemically heterogenetic barium titanate
(BaTi1−rMrO3−x−y{#}xNz) porous which is also useful in plasma catalysis for surface
area enhancement and plasma propagation.

(d) The porogenetic particles with a chemical structure of BaTi1−rMrO3−x−y{#}xNz, can
be considered plasma dust particles, which are catalytically more active than the bulk
material due to their nano-size. They are essentially negatively charged BaTi1−rMr
O3−x−y{#}xNz assemblies but do not have the electron holes. The implications of
the nano-structure in the BaTi1−rMrO3−x−y{#}xNz catalyst and in the porogenetic
particles are considered in terms of quantum effects which can provide new catalytic
pathways in plasma reactions.

(e) The occurrence of dusty (complex) plasma ranges from natural to artificial environ-
ments, covering a host of scientific disciplines, from astrophysics to magnetic fusion
devices (tokamaks) to semiconductor processing. This range also indicates the size
range of the plasma environment. It will be interesting to investigate the quantum
effects within the pores of catalysts where the plasma environment is confined to
µm-size domains with nano-size catalytic particles.

12.3. Supported High Entropy Catalysts

(a) An example of a supported high-entropy catalyst synthesis is provided for the first
time. The synthesis was performed using the microwave shock as described pre-
viously [82,83]. This catalyst can be represented as (Cr0.1Fe0.1Co0.1Cu0.1Zn0.1)O3−x
{#}x/SiO2 = 1. The catalytic activity of such a catalyst is based on the cocktail effect
of the components and their alloys, which is further enhanced by its highly amor-
phous morphology. The SEM and EDS studies show that the structure is devoid of
nano-structured decorations. The surface composition is dictated by Co but Zn is
almost absent.

(b) In order to understand the structure formation in the supported high-entropy catalysts,
silica-supported medium entropy catalysts were also investigated. It was shown that
Cu- and Co-containing supported catalysts are most likely to form surface decorations.
However, in high-entropy catalysts formed from components with similar atomic size
and multi-valent states, the probability of alloying increases, and hence the surface
decorations (which form as a result of phase separation) are absent.

12.4. Biochar/Bio-Ash as a Natural Co-Catalyst in CO2 Splitting and Biochar Upgrading

(a) CO2 splitting to CO and O2 was studied using a nonthermal catalytic plasma reactor.
As catalyst, BaTi1−rMrO3−x−y{#}xNz and Co/Si = 1/4 catalyst were used. The results
were interpreted in terms of phase transition in BaTiO3 to the defect-rich piezoelectric
barium titanate. The presence of a silica-supported Co-catalyst enhanced CO2 con-
version provided that BaTiO3 was in the piezoelectric state. In addition, biochar was
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used in order to sequestrate the evolved O2 which enhanced conversion and at the
same time upgraded biochar (for use as a soil additive) by oxygenation.

(b) A mechanism of catalytic plasma-induced CO2 is proposed based on TiO2-terminated
BaTiO3−x{#}x (100) surface. The overall reaction mechanism is based on oxygen va-
cancy generation – restoration reactions involving Ti3+, Ti4+, O2− and dusty-plasma
particles. It is argued that this type of modelling is more informative in the under-
standing of heterogeneous catalytic reactions.

12.5. Ammonia Synthesis and Efficiency Evaluation

(a) We consider the effect of combined BaTiO3−x−y{#}xNz and Ni/Si = 1/4 catalysts in
ammonia synthesis in order to demonstrate the importance of defect-rich piezoelectric
black-BaTiO3 catalysts and negatively charged plasma dust particles. It is important
to note that, as some 85% of anhydrous ammonia is used in fertilizer production,
direct ammonia-based fertilizer production should be the priority, which can make the
current catalytic plasma production economically feasible. Therefore, the comparison
included various data on catalytic plasma NH3 synthesis and it’s in situ conversion to
highly effective symbiotic-smart ammonia fertilizers.

(b) A comprehensive review of unconventional catalysis by Bogaerts et al. [367] in-
dicated that in catalytic plasma ammonia synthesis, the lowest energy cost was
1.5 MJ/mol [371] and the outlet NH3 concentration of 9.0 mol% (yield 17.1%) [69].
It is important to note that the corresponding values for Haber–Bosch ammonia
are: 0.5 MJ/mol and 8–15 mol%. Very high outlet ammonia concentrations can be
obtained under special conditions. Shah et al. [372] obtained an ammonia concen-
tration of 19.1 mol% by using RF-plasma under reduced pressure whereas, 19.4%
ammonia concentration per pass (nitrogen conversion 40.4%) was achieved with
in situ ammonia sequestration using multi-reaction zone reactor catalytic plasma
with BaTiO3−x−y{#}xNz and Ni/Si = 1/4 catalyst [3,67]. Wang et al. [373] also used a
membrane-based in situ separation via catalyst protection in a DBD reactor to obtain
an ammonia yield of 1.5 g/kWh with 5.3% outlet NH3 concentration. The effects of
reactor type, electrode configuration and catalyst on NH3 outlet concentration and
energy yield are shown in Table 15.

Table 15. The effect of reactor configuration and catalyst on ammonia synthesis efficiency.

Number-
Plasma &

Process Type
Catalyst H2

N2

Flow
Rate
(mL
min)

Outlet
Conc.
Cout

(mol%)

Power
(W)

EC
Energy Cost

(MJ/mol-NH3)
Ref

ET (n = 1)
EC/Cout

(MJ/mol2)

1-RF (0.01 Atm) Au 19.1 300 264 [372] 1381

2-DBD-1 BaTiO3 3 25 3.8 93 143 [69] 3763

3-DBD-2 BaTiO3 3 25 3.8 77 112 [69] 2947

4-DBD-1 Ni/Si = 1/4 3 25 6.4 115 132 [69] 2063

5-DBD-2 Ni/Si = 1/4
BaTiO3

3 25 6.4 87 81 [69] 1266

6-DBD-1 Ni/S = 1/4
BaTiO3

3 25 9.0 195 137 [69] 1522

7-DBD-2 Ni/Si = 1/4
BaTiO3

4 50 5.4 114 42.2 [3] 781

8-DBD-M-RZR Ni/Si = 1/4
BaTiO3

4 50 19.4 75 13.2 [3] 68.0

9-DBD-Catalyst
shield Ni/MCM-1 3 40 5.3 40 51 [373] 962

10-Haber-Bosch Fe 3 - 8–15 - 0.5 [3] 6.25–3.33
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In Table 15, DBD-1 and DBD-2 represent concentric cylinder-packed-bed DBD reactors.
In DBD-1, both electrodes are outside the quartz reactor walls whereas in DBD-2, the
ground electrode is located in the reactor. In all cases, the DBD-2 reactor performs better
than DBD-1 as regards energy efficiency although ammonia concentration remains constant.

(c) The effect of catalyst and co-catalyst is also illustrated using DBD-1 and DBD-2 re-
actors. It was found that Ni/Si = X catalyst performed best compared with Co/Si
= X and Fe/Si = X catalyst [67] and hence subsequently, Ni/Si = X catalyst was
used in all the ammonia synthesis experiments, including when these catalysts were
used with BaTiO3 as a co-catalyst/plasma catalysis promoter. The efficiency of Ni
catalyst in [M/Si = X]/BaTiO3 = Y (M = Ni, Co, Fe) over Co and Fe was confirmed
recently [93]. It can be seen from Table 15 that, the Ni/Si = 1/4 catalyst performs better
than BaTiO3 with respect to outlet ammonia concentration and energy yield. When
Ni/Si = 1/4 catalyst and BaTiO3 are used together, efficiency increases although the
outlet ammonia concentration remains unchanged at 6.4%. The outlet concentra-
tion increases with increasing power input; at the power input of 195 W, the outlet
concentration reaches 9.0%, which is comparable to that of the Haber–Bosch process.

(d) It can be seen from Table 15 that when ammonia was sequestrated using acidic
PolyHIPE Polymer using the Multi-Reaction Zone Reactor (Number- 8; M-RZR in
Table 15), the maximum outlet concentration increased to 19.4% and the energy cost
reduced 13.2 MJ/mol-NH3. It must be pointed out that these results were obtained
under non-optimized conditions both for Ni/Si = X (X could be increased to 2) and
processing conditions, including plasma power and frequency and total gas flow rate,
etc. Optimization enhancements of energy yield efficiency by a factor of 3 [359].

(e) The combination of a metal catalyst with a ferroelectric perovskite plasma catalytic
promoter, lead zirconate titanate (PZT) was used by Navascues et al. [303] as the
Curie temperature of PZT is significantly higher than that of BaTiO3. These catalyst
systems were (1) PZT; (2) Al2O3 coated PZT and (3) Ru/Al2O3 coated PZT. It was
concluded that, unlike several previous reports, the yield and energy efficiency for the
ammonia synthesis did not significantly improve when including Ru particles, even
at temperatures at which an incipient catalytic activity could be inferred. However,
under some operating conditions, Al2O3-coated PZT gave a higher yield and energy
efficiency. It is not clear that the structural modifications described in the current
study for BaTiO3 apply to PZT and therefore should be investigated.

(f) Although it is possible that these results are specific to the PZT and Ru/Al2O3 combi-
nation, they indicate the importance of both the plasma catalysis promotor (moderator)
and the supported catalyst system. BaTiO3 represents a unique position as a ferro-
electric/piezoelectric catalyst with both anion and cation substitutions and oxygen
vacancies which renders its relatively low Curie Temperature irrelevant for use as
a catalyst above 120 ◦C. Furthermore, as demonstrated previously [3,67,69,82,83]
(see also Table 10), the supported single catalysts (M/Si = X) or binary catalysts
(M(1)/M(2)/Si = X/Y/Z) or the composite catalysts with BaTi1−rMrO3−x−y{#}xNz ap-
pear to yield higher outlet ammonia concentration as well as higher energy efficiency.

(g) High ammonia outlet temperature is important because it affects the cost incursion in
the downstream processes, notably the ammonia recovery and the recycling of the
unreacted gases. The recent ammonia production cost analyses by Wang et al. [374]
and Rouwenhorst et al. [40,149] indicate that low outlet NH3, the recycling cost con-
stitutes more than that of the ammonia synthesis cost for a distributed production
platform. Therefore, several techniques have been adopted to enhance ammonia out-
put concentration [3,39,40,148,149,375,376]. Evidently, (see for example Table 15), this
level of conversion (0.2%) used in the model is too low. Therefore, the cost prediction
should substantially improve when using conversions of ca. 12% or more. In order to
enhance the conversion, in addition to the optimization of various processing parame-
ters (plasma pulsation, temperature, flow rate, etc.), the main enhancement will come
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from plasma-promoting design and optimization, microwave plasma processing,
integrated intensified processes, and in situ ammonia sequestration [2].

(h) We have already discussed the enhancement expectations from plasma promot-
ing/catalyst design and integrated-intensified microwave plasma processing using
plasma generating-chemical looping catalysts [3,39,67,82,83,170]. In situ ammonia
sequestration using either acids or CO2 [3,39,67] resulted in further enhancement
in conversion (ca. 20% NH3 outlet concentration and ca. 40% nitrogen conversion)
and energy cost reduction (13.2 MJ/mol) with energy yield of 4.64 g/kWh. Recently,
Rouwenhorst et al. [149] added another technique of sequestration to enhance en-
ergy efficiency to 2.3 g NH3/kWh. These improvements are insufficient to get to
the energy efficiency level of Haber–Bosch (≈155 g NH3/kWh) for the production
of anhydrous NH3. However, it is likely that the implementation of the proposed
measures to produce symbiotic/smart ammonia-based fertilizers through the use of
plasma-generating catalysts in microwave reactors with in situ sequestration using
acid-containing, water absorbents will create a new generation of fertilizers which
will help to reduce ammonia/fertilizer cost and generate symbiotic-smart fertilizer
systems which can enhance crop yield, fertilizer, and water efficiencies.

(i) The main energy cost in ammonia synthesis without in situ recovery consists of energy
consumption associated with synthesis (i.e., Energy Cost, EC), ammonia recovery
and unreacted gas recycle. Ammonia recovery and gas recycle costs are inversely
proportional to ammonia yield. Hence, for a given ammonia plant, the total energy
cost (ET) of ammonia production can be assumed to be inversely proportional to the
outlet ammonia concentration, Cout and given by:

ET = EC/[Cout]n (12)

where n ≥ 1 and the value of the power index, n, is a function of recovery and recycle
operations. High values of (n) indicate low efficiency gas separation and recycle.

(j) The catalyst and reactor/process efficiency comparisons can be misleading when they
are only based on Energy Cost (EC), Energy Yield, (EY) or outlet concentration Cout,
all of which depend on the Specific Input Energy (SIE). A better comparison can be
based on the Energy Cost per unit mol% conversion (EU); i.e., EU = ET = EC/[Cout]n

(n = 1). This will ensure that the cost of ammonia recovery is incorporated in the
overall assessment of a given catalyst and process. As no data are available for
the energy cost of the post-synthesis recovery-recycle, we assume that n = 1 as a
comparator. In Table 15, the variation of ET (n = 1) is shown as a single comparator
data for various plasma reactors, processes and catalysts some of which have sufficient
attributes for commercialization. ET (n = 1) for the Haber–Bosch process, ranges from
6.25 to 3.33 MJ/mol2 whereas the best result for the DBD reactor with in situ NH3
sequestration is 68 MJ/mol2. Nevertheless, this result is not optimized and only
reflects the effects of NH3 sequestration and the type of catalyst used. However, both
of these variables themselves have not been optimized and the resulting product is
not NH3 but a fertilizer with no NH3 recovery and N2 + H2 recycle does not require
cyclic decompression-compression and cooling as in HB-process. Clearly, the use of
EC/Cout as a measure of ammonia cost is a more accurate differentiator than Energy
Cost, which does not take into account the NH3 separation cost.

12.6. The Significance of Porogenetic Plasma Dust as Catalyst

(a) The recent theoretical study by Perillo, et al. [377] and van’t Veer et al. [378] and
experimental investigations by Navascues et al. [379,380] on the apparent very low
conversion in ammonia synthesis indicate that, after formation, NH3 undergoes dis-
sociation (reverse reaction) in the plasma space due to electron impact. Another
reason for the low NH3 concentration is the recombination processes termed N-MAR
(nitrogen molecular-activated recombination) [377]. This theoretical study concludes
that two nitrogen-including recombination reaction paths are dominant; the ion con-
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version of NH species followed by dissociative recombination and the proton transfer
between H2

+ and N2, producing N2H+ which then undergoes dissociation into N2 and
H upon electron impact [381]. These findings led to the inevitable question if catalysts
are in fact useful in plasma synthesis and the necessity of optimizing the feed H2/N2
ratio according to the catalyst [303,382,383]. Alternative methods of preventing NH3
dissociation include product removal from the plasma zone as discussed previously
or pulsate plasma [384,385], which also promotes the enhancement of CO2

+ cations
leading to CO2 splitting [386].

(b) As plasma-generated dust particles remove the electrons from the plasma space, NH3
dissociation due to electron impact should be reduced while the recombination of
reactive N species should be prevented. This process thus explains why the use of
BaTiO3−x−y{#}xNz type of piezoelectric catalysts [82,83,170], which are formed as
a result of plasma and microwave irradiation, yield high NH3 in the range of ca.
9–20% [3,39,67,69].

(c) As concluded by Rouwenhorst et al. [387], in order to prevent reverse reactions from
taking place in the plasma space, the dissociation of N2 and H2 should take place on
the catalyst surface. However, this is only possible in low-power DBD plasmas [367].
Therefore, porogenetically created plasma dust particles can generate low-power
plasma space but have high catalytic activity on their surface.

(d) In piezoelectric catalysts, an external force is required for the generation of electrons
and holes. However, in dusty plasma particles, lattice excitation results from the
emission of phonons, and hence such particles do not require an external energy
field to acquire electrons, and their large size ensures the retention of their large
electron concentration.

12.7. A Roadmap for Sustainable Production of Hydrogen, Ammonia and
Symbiotic-Smart Fertilizers

As the ultimate objective of this study, here we provide a summary of a roadmap for
sustainable hydrogen, ammonia and symbiotic-smart fertilizer production using biomass
waste, water and air in order to abate climate change and address the emerging food,
renewable energy and water shortages. The advances made in this technology will form
the basis of sustainable anhydrous ammonia production as a fuel and hydrogen carrier.
The critical elements of the proposed technology are reviewed and examined and novel
(often patented) processes, reactors and materials are described to support the feasibility of
the proposed technology.

Recently, several feasibility studies for ammonia production from renewable resources
became available [40,149,151,376,388–392]. They indicate that by 2030, a competitive green
Haber–Bosch process will be achieved. This process will be based on combined wind
power and PV, as well as solar energy water splitting for hydrogen production. The same
conclusion is also valid for catalytic plasma. Therefore, the relevant questions include:
(1) Why use small-scale catalytic plasma generators for nitrogen fixation with or without
CO2 utilization? (2) Why use biomass/biomass waste as the feedstock for electricity,
hydrogen and renewable carbon?

The primary answer is that the theoretical energy cost of plasma ammonia is nearly
2.5 times lower than that of Haber–Bosch ammonia. Further, the small scale, low tem-
perature and atmospheric pressure intensified ammonia processing reactors also allow
the co-production of other useful products [3,148] with short start-up and shut-down
times [2]. Small-scale operations are the essence of sustainable production and utiliza-
tion. The emergent technology must also be judged by its potential for: (a) Prevention of
global warming; (b) Climate change abatement; (c) Waste utilization; and (d) Distributed
production-consumption and resource utilization.

These desirable attributes have recently been demonstrated by Osorio-Tejada et al. [393],
whose analyses showed that the centralized Haber–Bosch ammonia had 2.96 kg.CO2-eq/kg.NH3
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while the non-thermal plasma method using biogas had a negative CO2 footprint at
−2.07 kg.CO2-eq/kg.NH3, thus clearly indicating the value of local ammonia production.

The use of biomass and biomass waste (or indeed, other waste streams such as munic-
ipal solid waste and sewage sludge) is not only sustainable but also essential as unused
biomass contributes to greenhouse gas emissions. Furthermore, biomass/waste gasification
and CO2 utilization in urea fertilizer production also provide another path for a negative
CO2 process through nitrogen fixation. Several life cycle analyses indicate that H2 gen-
eration, for example with gasification, using biomass and biowaste from various sources
provides only a slightly positive carbon footprint (without Carbon Capture and Storage,
CCS) and a negative carbon footprint with CCS [394]. As stressed by Antonini et al. [394],
this negative carbon footprint is not obtained at the cost of important trade-offs with re-
gard to ecosystem quality, human health or resource depletion, with the exception of high
forest land use. Fuel cell electric vehicles using hydrogen from biomass (both wood and
biomethane from biogas) with CCS as fuel turn out to be the most climate-friendly among
all options, with even possible negative total greenhouse gas emissions [394]. However,
as the global energy potential of biomass waste is very similar to that of wind power, the
stress on land use for biomass is unwarranted. Moreover, biomass-waste distribution is
narrower than that of wind energy and it is near the human habitats.

Future sustainable ammonia production scenarios often assume that based on so-
lar and wind energy, large-scale H2 generation would be possible at a competitive price
through water electrolysis. In a recent life cycle analysis for green H2 production,
Terlouw et al. [395] question this assumption, indicating that H2 production via water
electrolysis with low costs and low greenhouse emissions is currently only possible at
specific locations. They advocate that the decision-makers should consider aspects beyond
costs and greenhouse gas emissions when designing large-scale hydrogen production
systems to avoid risks coming along with the supply of essential scarce materials.

Carbon Capture and Storage [396], its integration within an industrial cluster [397]
and its utilization of CO2 at source are economically more advantageous than the removal
of CO2 from air as in Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) technologies [396], even after its
release to the atmosphere. As indicated by Terlouw et al. [398], the emissions avoided due
to the substitution of certain processes (due to system expansion in LCA) can be easily
misinterpreted as negative emissions, i.e., as carbon removal from the atmosphere. Based
on the observed inconsistencies and shortcomings, these authors recommend interpreting
available CDR life cycle analyses results with caution.

The proposed technology herein represents a circular economy involving Food (Agri-
culture) Energy (Electricity + Heat) and Water (primarily in agriculture). Starting from
agriculture, biomass is utilized to generate power, hydrogen, nitric acid, ammonia, urea and
symbiotic-smart fertilizers which address the emergent water shortages. The interchange-
ability transformation between these final products represents economic advantages. For
example, one of the products, urea, can be regarded as a hydrogen vector (as in NH3), crop
yield enhancer and a means of achieving a negative carbon footprint when it is used as a
fertilizer with the highest nitrogen content. Life cycle and techno-economic analyses of urea
production and use indicate that CO2 sequestration and storage in soil [399–402] provide
economic and environmental advantages. Recently, urea electrolysis has been explored as a
promising energy-saving avenue for sustainable hydrogen production in comparison with
conventional water electrolysis because of the low cell voltage, remediation of urea-rich
wastewater and abundant electrocatalysts [403–405].

A simplified diagrammatic illustration (process flow diagram) of the proposed tech-
nology is shown in Figure 25 in which the nature of the component processes is provided in
the figure caption. This process is based on the available know-how described herein with
different levels of technology readiness. Gasification technology ranges from pilot-scale to
full-commercial scale.
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lyst packed plasma reactors RP-1 (plasma nitrogen fixation with NO generation) and RP-2 for cata-
lyst regeneration (with periodic water injection) and hydrogen production; (3) Multi-Reaction Zone 
Reactor (M-RZR) operating with plasma for direct conversion of syngas to ammonia or ammonia 
based fertilizer using soil additives—acid carriers (SA-AC) such as sulfonated PolyHIPE Polymers; 
(4) NO generated in PR-1 together with unreacted nitrogen are oxidized with oxygen in the Nitric 
Acid Reactor (NAR) to produce HNO3 and the unreacted nitrogen and oxygen are returned to the 
Plasma Reactor-3 (PR-3). Bio-ash (BA) and Bio-tar (BT) from the gasifier are utilized in agriculture 
as nutrients and herbicides while the agricultural and biowaste provide the feedstock for the gasi-
fier. Bio-ash is also recycled into the gasifier as a source of a cocktail of catalysts. Renewable feed-
stock is indicated by cyan coloring and the products are highlighted in yellow. 
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and perovskite-based plasma promoting catalysts, in particular, microwave-plasma mod-
ified barium titanate piezoelectric-quantum effect catalysts, represent a very promising 
development for plasma reactors. The generalized version of such catalysts can be repre-
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thus creating highly active porous catalysts, which can also be used as proton conducting 
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Figure 25. Flow diagram of integrated processes for self-contained biomass-based sustainable circular
technology for the production of power, H2, HNO3, NH3, urea and symbiotic-smart fertilizers from
air (A) and water (W) with CO2 utilization. Individual unit processes are: (1) Gasifier with in situ
oxygen-nitrogen separation, bio-ash (BA) recycle (as catalyst) and two-stage syngas cleaning, SC-1
(for power generation) and SC-2 (for syngas conversion to ammonium carbamate (AC), urea and
symbiotic-smart fertilizers (S-F); (2) Plasma-generating chemical-looping silica supported catalyst
packed plasma reactors RP-1 (plasma nitrogen fixation with NO generation) and RP-2 for catalyst
regeneration (with periodic water injection) and hydrogen production; (3) Multi-Reaction Zone
Reactor (M-RZR) operating with plasma for direct conversion of syngas to ammonia or ammonia
based fertilizer using soil additives—acid carriers (SA-AC) such as sulfonated PolyHIPE Polymers;
(4) NO generated in PR-1 together with unreacted nitrogen are oxidized with oxygen in the Nitric
Acid Reactor (NAR) to produce HNO3 and the unreacted nitrogen and oxygen are returned to the
Plasma Reactor-3 (PR-3). Bio-ash (BA) and Bio-tar (BT) from the gasifier are utilized in agriculture as
nutrients and herbicides while the agricultural and biowaste provide the feedstock for the gasifier.
Bio-ash is also recycled into the gasifier as a source of a cocktail of catalysts. Renewable feedstock is
indicated by cyan coloring and the products are highlighted in yellow.

The technology readiness of various components is widely different. Gasification
technology is currently available for power production at a full-commercial scale. The
gasifier system described herein is available at a pilot-scale and further improvements
can be implemented. The most important element of the ammonia-fertilizer synthesis
technology is the nature of the catalyst. The plasma-generating chemical looping supported
catalysts and perovskite-based plasma promoting catalysts, in particular, microwave-
plasma modified barium titanate piezoelectric-quantum effect catalysts, represent a very
promising development for plasma reactors. The generalized version of such catalysts
can be represented as Ba1−mMm

(1)Ti1−rMr
(2)O3−x−y{#}xNz (M(1) = Alkaline earth metal;

M(2) = Transition metal catalyst), which has oxygen vacancies, {#}, nitrogen, barium and
titanium substitutions thus creating highly active porous catalysts, which can also be used
as proton conducting membranes [368,369,406]. The use of microwave plasma should be
preferred because of the availability of microwave technology but also for health and safety
reasons at industrial-scale processes.

The creation of plasma dust particles through a porogenetic process has important
consequences in plasma reactions in which electrons in the plasma zone are mopped up
by these particles in the size range of 10 nm–10 µm. As a result, plasma-induced prod-
uct dissociation or nitrogen molecular-activated recombination reactions are suppressed
hence the apparently very low ammonia concentration experienced in plasma synthesis
reactions is avoided. Furthermore, unlike the piezoelectric catalysts, the plasma dust
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catalysts do not require any external excitation and hence can be used in solar-energy
water-splitting reactions.

The final attribute of plasma-generating chemical-looping catalysts is that it is now
possible to use directly, microwave-radiation-induced plasma in purpose-designed chemi-
cal reactors, such as Multi-Reaction Zone Reactors [3,39]. Currently, plasma generation and
catalytic reactions take place in sequential sections of the microwave reactors which can
result in the decay of the plasma-activated species. This drawback will not be present in
the proposed microwave-induced catalytic plasma reactors. Furthermore, various means
of applying microwave radiation make structured reactors (i.e., M-RZR) more efficient
as they can be deemed to be process-intensified and suitable for small-to-medium scale
commercial operations. The advantages and drawbacks of microwave reactor technologies
are available in recent reviews [407–410].

Although our immediate objective is to contribute to the abatement of global warming,
plasma technology in general and the proposed technology in particular with emphasis
on anhydrous ammonia and symbiotic-smart fertilizer production have future and space-
age applications in transport fuel, soilless-agriculture, lunar or spacecraft agriculture-
horticulture [4,36,411,412] as well as precision agriculture [413] including at-field (in-soil)
and on-demand fertilization [414].
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